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6
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHING TON
FOR THURSTON COUNTY

7
8
9

STEPHEN CHAUSSEE, an individual,
Plaintiff,

10

11
12

vs.

STATE OF WASHINGTON,

13

Defendant.

14

CaseNo.: 11-2-01884-6
Hon. Gary Tabor

(~)
FIRST AMENDED
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
REGARDING PLAINTIFF'S
PETITION FOR ATTORNEY FEES
AND COSTS

15

16

THIS MATTER came on regularly before this Court on Plaintiff's Petition for

17

Attorney Fees and Costs. The Court considered the following:

18

Plaintiffs Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs;

19
20

The Declaration and supplemental declaration of Jack Sheridan in Support of
Plaintiffs

Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs with attached exhibits;

21

22
23
24
25

The Declaration and supplemental declaration of Katherine C. Chamberlain in
Support of Plaintiffs Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs;
The Defendant's response in opposition to Plaintiffs Petition for Attorney
Fees and Costs;
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The declaration(s) of counsel in opposition to Plaintiffs Petition for Attorney

2

Fees and Costs with attached exhibits;

3

Plaintiffs Reply and supporting declaration with attached exhibits; and,

4

The record of these proceedings.

5
6

Having been fully advised, the Court makes the following findings of fact and
conclusions of law.

7
1.

These findings of fact and conclusions of law are issued in connection

8

9

with the plaintiff's petition for attorney fees. Our Supreme Court requires the entry of

10

findings of fact in fee award decisions. Mahler v. Szucs, 135 Wn.2d 398,435,957

11

P.2d 632 (1998).

12

Background and Hourly Rate

13
14

~

L

4./f"">'

2.

This case was filed on ~,

2011.

3.

The State moved for summary judgment in the case, which was denied

15
16
17

on May 3, 2013. The case was tried to a jury of twelve from March 16-25, 2015. The

jmy found for the plaintiff on his claim and awarded emotional harm damages in the

18

amount of $1 million. Judgment was entered on March 26, 2015 against the State in

19

the amount of $1 million. The defendant sought a new trial or remittitur, and that

20

motion was denied on April 24, 2015.

21

4.

Plaintiff now seeks attorney fees and costs for bringing this case to trial.

5.

This case was brought under RCW 42.40.050(l)(a),

22
which provides,

23
24

"Any person who is a whistleblower, as defined in RCW 42.40.020, and who has been

25
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subjected to workplace reprisal or retaliatory action is presumed to have established a
2
3

4

5

6

cause of action for the remedies provided under chapter 49.60 RCW."
6.

RCW 49.60.210(2) provides,"

It is an unfair practice for a government

agency or government manager or supervisor to retaliate against a whistleblower as
defined in chapter 42.40 RCW."
7.

The legal basis for plaintiff's attorney fee claims is RCW 49.60.030(2),

7
which provides:
8

9
10
11
12
13
14

Any person deeming himself or herself injured by any act in violation
of this chapter shall have a civil action in a court of competent
jurisdiction to enjoin further violations, or to recover the actual
damages sustained by the person, or both, together with the cost of suit
including reasonable attorneys' fees or any other appropriate remedy
authorized by this chapter or the United States Civil Rights Act of 1964
as amended, or the Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 ....
RCW 49.60.030(2).
8.

This statute is to be liberally construed. RCW 49.60.020.

The plaintiff prevailed in this case, and with a $1 million verdict,

15
achieved excellent results. See, e.g., Blair v. Wash. State University, 108 Wn.2d 558,
16
17

572 (1987), Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wn. App. 773, 783 (2000). Thus, he is entitled to

18

an award of reasonable attorney fees. Our Supreme Court has given trial comis broad

19

discretion in awarding attorney fees. "In order to reverse an attorney fee award, an

20

appellate court must find the trial court manifestly abused its discretion."

21

Pham v.

Seattle City Light, 159 Wn.2d 538, 540, 543, 151 P.3d 976 (2007)(trial comi abused

22
discretion in denying multiplier based on irrelevant factors).
23
9.

The Washington State Supreme Comi has detem1ined that the

24
25

calculation of an award of a reasonable attorney fee involves several determinations,
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the first of which is the calculation of a "lodestar figure." Id. (citing Bowers v.
2

Transamerica Title Insurance Co., 100 Wn.2d 581,597 (1983)). The lodestar figure is

3

the product of the attorney's reasonable rate of hourly compensation multiplied by the

4

number of attorney hours reasonably expended in the litigation. Bowers, 100 Wn.2d.

5

at 593. An attorney's established rate for billing clients is usually the reasonable

6

hourly rate for calculation of the lodestar. Id. at 596-598. "Where the attorneys in

7

question have an established rate for billing clients, that rate will likely be a reasonable

8
9

rate." Id. at 597. Trial judges are in the best position to determine the amount of

10

attorney fees and costs, and are thus given broad discretion in detennining the

11

lodestar. Pham v. Seattle City Light, 159 Wn.2d at 540.

12

13

10.

In detennining the reasonable hourly rate of counsel, the Cami has the

discretion to apply historical rates (adjusted for inflation) or cun-ent rates to the

14
calculation. Fisher Properties, Inc. v. Arden-Mayfair, Inc., 115 Wn.2d 364, 375-376,
15
798 P.2d 799 (1990); Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wn. App. 773, 785-786, 982 P.2d 619
16
17

(2000). Here, early billings by the Sheridan Law Firm were hourly, and under the

18

case law, this Court will use historical rates for the hourly billing, since there was no

19

delay in payment, and current rates should apply for all billing after that.

20
21

11.

Plaintiff entered into a mixed contingent fee agreement with Mr.

Sheridan's law firm. Sheridan Declaration, Exhibit 14. The fees paid hourly were

22
billed here at the rates in effect at the time billed.
23
24
25

12.

For the contingent fees, this Court will award current rates because the

Court finds that the current rates billed here are the rates billed hourly clients.
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13.

In assessing the reasonableness of the hourly rates of counsel, the Court

2

has independently review the billing records submitted by the parties and the

3

declarations of their attorneys and staff and finds them to be reasonable.

4

5
6

14.

Jack Sheridan-Mr.

Sheridan requests an hourly rate of $550 per hour.

l find that the $550 per hour rate is Mr. Sheridan's established hourly rate, in that he
bills hourly clients at that rate and has done so since January 1, 2013. Sheridan Dec.

7
This rate "will likely be a reasonable rate." Buwers v. Transamerica Title insurance

8
9

Co., 100 Wn.2d 581,597 (1983). Mr. Sheridan's declaration states and I find that

10

from January 1, 2013, through July 31, 2014, Mr. Sheridan was a partner at

11

MacDonald, Hoague & Bayless, which is a prominent Seattle law firm that focuses on

12

civil rights and immigration. Sheridan Dec. There, he billed hourly work at the rate

13

of $550 per hour. In Bichindaritz v. University of Washington, King County Case No.

14
12-2-05747-8 SEA, which was a PRA case, Mr. Sheridan was awarded his hourly rate
15
16
17

of $550 per hour. Sheridan Dec.,!19.

In Boyer v. State, Thurston County Case No ..

11-2-01726-2, which was a RCW 49.60 failure to accommodate a disability case, he

18

was also awarded his hourly rate of $550 per hour. Sheridan Dec. For the hourly

19

portion of this case, which occurred in 2011, Mr. Sheridan billed hourly clients,

20 · including Mr. Chaussee, at $450 per hour, which is the rate for which he is asking
21

during that period of time. Sheridan Dec.1[20.

22
15.

The State seeks to reduce the hourly rates of counsel as excessive

23
24

without any evidence to support that argument, and as a backup argument claims that

25
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the rates should be the rates in the fee agreement or measured by the rates of Thurston
2

County attorneys. These arguments are not supported by the law or the facts.
16.

3
4

The tenns of the fee agreement are inelevant. The law is as follows

regarding the WLAD, and thus regarding state whistleblower claims, since it:

5

contemplates reasonable compensation, in light of all of the
circumstances, for the time and effort expended by the attorney for the
prevailing plaintiff, no more and no less. Should a fee agreement
provide less than a reasonable fee calculated in this manner, the
defendant should nevertheless be required to pay the higher amount.

6
7
8
9
10

Martinez v. City of Tacoma, 81 Wn. App. 228,238,914

P.2d 86 (1996). The

defendant is required to pay the reasonable hourly rate for the work done-the

11

loadstar-no

12

relevant and not considered by the Court. Thus, the Court held, "the trial court

13

abused its discretion in placing undue emphasis on Martinez's contingent fee

14

more, no less. The terms of the contingent fee agreement are not

agreement when determining a reasonable attorney fee for this case." Id. at 241.

15
Here, the hourly rate stated in the 2011 contingent fee agreement is not the test.
16
17.

17

In determining the reasonable hourly rate of counsel, the Court has the

18

discretion to apply historical rates (adjusted for inflation) or current rates to the

19

calculation.

20

798 P.2d 799 (1990); quoting, Copelandv. Marshall, 641 F.2d 880,893 (D.C. Cir.

21

1980), 1 Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wn.App. 773, 785-786, 982 P.2d 619 (2000). Except

Fisher Properties, Inc. v. Arden-Mayfair, Inc., 115 Wn.2d 364, 375-376,

22
23
24
25

1

The Bowers court also discusses Copeland extensively in its opinion and cites it favorably regarding
calculation of the lodestar; however, Bowers does not specifically address current versus historical
rates. Bowers at 100 Wn.2d 581, 598.
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1
2

for hourly billing in 2011, which plaintiffs are billing at the 2011 rates, current rates
are the rates used from 2013 to the present-the

hourly rates billed to hourly clients.

3

Under Fisher Properties and Copeland, the hourly rates used in the lodestar represent

4

the prevailing rate for clients who typically pay their bills promptly. To encourage

5
6

attorneys to represent victims of discrimination, and to compensate those attorneys
when they have to wait several years for payment, the use of current rates is

7
appropriate. But this is not an issue here. Only actual rates are requested.

8
9

As to the Thurston County rate argument, Mr. Chaussee lives in Kingston.
Island. It would be wrong to require him to retain an

10

He works in Seattle/Bainbridge

11

Olympia employment lawyer, or to require Mr. Sheridan, whose office is in Seattle,

12

to bill at Olympia rates when his overhead is in Seattle. This line of reasoning was

13

raised by the defendant in Brundridge v. Fluor and rejected by the court. See

14
April 16, 2015 Sheridan Dec., Ex. 6, Findings of Fact 22-26. It should be rejected

15
16
17

here as well.

18.

I find that Mr. Sheridan's rate is a reasonable rate for attorneys with his

18

level of experience and expertise. Mr. Sheridan's declaration states and I find that Mr.

19

Sheridan has been an attorney since 1984 and he has extensive experience as a trial

20

attorney having conducted numerous jury trials in his career both in the rnilita1y and in

21

private and public practice, and his hourly rate has increased in prop01iion to his

22
experience and success. Sheridan Dec.,,

1-22, Exhibits 1-7. Mr. Sheridan has

23

24
25

focused his practice on civil rights and public interest law since 1994, and some of his
cases have helped shape the development of Washington law. See e.g., Martini v.
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Boeing, 137 Wn. 2d 357 (1999), Brundridge v. Fluor Fed. Services, Inc., 164 Wn.2d
2

432, 191 P.3d 879 (2008), Pham v. Seattle City Light, 159 Wn.2d 538, 540, 151 P.3d

3

976 (2007), Trinh and Bailey v. City of Seattle, 2008 Wash. App. LEXIS 1391 (1998),

4

Johnson v. Chevron, 159 Wn. App. 18,244 P.3d 438 (2010), Lodis v. Corbis

5
6

Holdings, Inc., 172 Wn. App. 835, 852, 292 P.3d 779, 789 (2013), Tamosaitis v. URS
Inc., No. 12-35924, 2015 WL 898187 (9th Cir. Mar. 4, 2015), and Washington State

7

Dep't ofTransp. v. Mendoza de Sugiyama, 182 Wn. App. 588, 330 P.3d 209 (2014).
8

9
10

Sheridan Dec.
19.

Beth Touschner-Plaintiff

requests an hourly rate of $325 per hour for

11

Ms. Touschner's work on his case. Mr. Sheridan considers that rate to be reasonable

·12

for attorneys with her level of experience, and Mr. Sheridan's declaration states and I

13
14

find that $325 per hour is the rate she charged clients who retain her services on an
hourly basis since January 1, 2013. Sheridan Dec. ~23, Exhibit 8. Ms. Tolischner's

15
16
17

declaration indicates that she has been an attorney since 2008, and she worked for the
Sheridan Law Firm, P.S. for over three years and MHB from January 2013 through

18

August 2014. Exhibit 8. She supported Mr. Sheridan in drafting pleadings, including

19

summary judgment responses and appellate briefs, and has second-chaired trials with

20

Mr. Sheridan. Exhibit 8. In Boyer v. State, Thurston County Case No. 11-2-01726-2,

21

which was a RCW 49.60 failure to accommodate a disability case, she was also

22
awarded her hourly rate of $325 per. Sheridan Dec. i120. For the hourly p01iio11of
23
24

this case, which occurred in 2011, Ms. Touschner billed Mr. Chaussee at $285 per

25
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hour, which Mr. Sheridan considers to be reasonable in 2011, and which I so find.

2

Sheridan Dec.
20.

3
4
5

6

Mark Rose-Mark

Rose requests an hourly rate of $350 per hour. Mr.

Sheridan's declaration states and I find that $350 per hour is the rate he bills hourly
clients at the Sheridan Law Firm, P.S. and has done so since joining in 2014. Sheridan
Dec. if24, Exhibit 9. Mr. Sheridan considers that rate to be reasonable given his

7
extensive experience (intensive litigation practice since 2009) and education and 1

8
9

10

agree.
21.

Staff fees-Ashalee

May requests an hourly rate of $200 per hour. I find

11

that Ms. May has worked as Mr. Sheridan's paralegal since June 2008, and has

12

provided a diverse range of services under Mr. Sheridan's supervision from document

13

management to litigation support, including drafting document and witness-related

14
pleadings such as lists of primary witnesses and pre-trial statements. Sheridan Dec.
15

16
17

,r25. She also interviews witnesses, helps draft witness declarations, and attends trials
when required. Ms. May's hourly rate has been deemed reasonable by Mr. Sheridan

18

owing to her education and extensive litigation experience and 1 agree. Sheridan Dec.,

19

Ex. 10. Mr. Sheridan's declaration states, and I find that Ms. May's rate of $200 per

20

hour was previously awarded by the Honorable Erik Price in Boyer v. State, Thurston

21

County Case No. 11-2-01726-2. Sheridan Dec. if20.

22
22.

Patti Lane requests an hourly rate of $175 per hour. Mr. Sheridan's

23
24
25

declaration states and I find that Patti Lane is the office legal assistant. She provides
suppo1i to everyone in the office and her duties include contacting witness, drafting
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1

subpoenas, drafting shells for pleadings, organizing hanging files for trial, executing

2

electronic comi filings, setting depositions, and communicating with opposing counsel

3

staff. Sheridan Dec. if26, Exhibit 11. I find her rate to be reasonable.

4

5

6

23.

MHB Fees-

Mr. Sheridan's declaration states and I find that from

January 1, 2013 through July 2014, Mr. Sheridan was a partner at MacDonald, Hoague

& Bayless. Sheridan Dec. His staff went with him to MHB including Ms. Touschner

7

and Ms. May. Sheridan Dec. i]22. When he left to re-form his firm beginning August

8
9

1, 2014, Ms. May went with him. Sheridan Dec.i]25, Ms. Lane left MHB and joined

10

the SLF in the fall of 2014. Sheridan Dec.i]26. The hourly rates on this case during

11

his time at MHB are reasonable and incorporated into the total fees below. Sheridan

12

Dec.i]21. As to the hourly rates of other attorneys and staff at MHB, Ms.

13

Chamberlain's declaration outlined those fees and the reasonableness of those fees for

14
Andre LaRoche, Ms. Chamberlain, Tim Ford, and Troy Locati. I agree with her
15
16
17
18

opinion that the rates are reasonable. Chamberlain Dec.

Total Hours Worked
24.

Attorneys must document their work. The plaintiff has submitted

19
extensive billing records for the Court's review. "This documentation need not be
20
21

exhaustive or inminute detail, but must inform the comi, in addition to the number of

22

hours worked, of the type of work performed and the category of attorney who

23

perfonned the work (i.e., senior pa1tner, associate, etc.)." Bowers at 597. The records

24

submitted by plaintiffs counsel contain sufficient detail under the standard set forth in

25

Bowers.
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1
2

25.

l find that Plaintiff billed 1145.67 hours in this litigation. "The comt

must limit the lodestar to hours reasonably expended, and should therefore discount

3

hours spent on unsuccessful claims, duplicated effort, or otherwise unproductive

4

time." Bowers at 597. The hours reasonably expended must be $pent on claims

5

6

having a "c01m11oncore of facts and related legal theories." Pham, 159 Wn.2d at 538
(citing Martinez v. City of Tacoma, 81 Wn. App. 228, 242-43, 914 P.2d 86 (J 996)).

7

26.

Mr. Sheridan's declarations state and I find that Mr. Sheridan and his

8
9

staff keep track of hourly billings through use of an electronic billing system, which

10

permits them to enter time by hand or using a clock device on the computer. He and

11

his staff made the entries contemporaneously.

12

declaration, it was and is his practice to edit times to deduct unbillable, unproductive,

13

For the times attached to this

and duplicative time and to reduce time spent based on my business judgment as each

14
time slip is created. He trained his staff to do the same. He also reduced staff hours if
15
16
17

he found them to be unbillable, unproductive, or duplicative. Sheridan Dec. iJ27.
27.

The plaintiff prevailed on his whistleblower claim. The pleadings

J8

submitted by the plaintiff and the hours billed were bm;ed on a co1m11oncore of facts

19

and related legal theories, and plaintiff should be compensated for those hours.

20
21

28.

Plaintiffs approach was economical. Mr. Sheridan has reviewed the

total hours billed at the SLF and MHB and found them to be reasonable, except for

22
certain attorneys and staff he cannot opine. Sheridan Dec.,~ 28, Exhibit 12. Ms.
23
24
25

Chamberlain has opined as to the total hours worked for those individuals.
Chamberlain Dec. I find the total hours worked to be reasonable. t,;:J
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Lodestar
2

29.

Pursuant to Bowers, once the hourly rates and total hours worked have

3

been detennined, "[t]he total number of hours reasonably expended is multiplied by

4

the reasonable hourly rate of compensation." Bowers, 100 Wn.2d at 597. That figure

5

becomes the lodestar. The calculation is as follows:

6

Attorne:y/Staff

Hourl:y Rate

Total

$450

Hours
Billed
4.2

Sheridan
(SLF 2011 hourly)
Sheridan
(SLF contingent)
Sheridan
(MHB contingent)
Sheridan
(additional fees)
Touschner
(SLF 2011 hourly)
Touschner
(MHB contingent)
Mark Rose
(SLF contingent)
Rose
(additional fees)
May
(SLF contingent)
May
(MHB contingent)
Lane
(SLF contingent)
Lane
(additional fees)
LaRoche
(MHB contingent)
Chamberlain
(MHB contingent)
Chamberlain
(MHB additional fees)
Ford

$550

215.3

$118,415.00

$550

107.1

$58,905.00

$550

15.7

$8,635.00

$285

60.7

$17,299.50

$325

136

$44,200.00

$350

32.74

$11,459.00

$350

7.53

$2,635.50

$200

342.1

$68,420.00

$200

127.7

$25,540.00

$175

64.75

$11,331.25

$175

14.25

$2,493.75

$225

1.4

$315.00

$300

6.7

$2,010.00

400

5.5

2,200.00

1.7

$1,020.00

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

$600

$1,890.00

-
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I

2

(MHB contingent)
Locati
(MH~ __
9ontingent)

2.3

$175

Total Hours
Worked:

3

4

/;J,(

5
Sheridan Supplemental Dec.

10

$377,171.50

Lodestar:

$377,171.50

l

30.

' - (

.I-

_Lp.

//

I(

,r,

uf/

"7

'

'

This amount is reasonable.

The defendant argues that plaintiff cannot recover for unsuccessful

theories. Defendant wants the Court to deduct fees if a piece of evidence was rejected

12

or a motion denied. In fact, plaintiff won a victory based on a common core of factsthe minor successes and failures during battle are not relevant-only

the overall

14
outcome:

15
16

17
18

All of Steele's claims involved a common core of facts and related legal
theories. Steele won substantial relief. The trial comi recognized that
Steele's claims were overlapping and that, despite the elimination of
some of the claims on summary judgment, the core of her claims went
to the jury. The court did not abuse its discretion in this respect.

19

Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wn. App. 773,783,982

20

successful on his whistleblower claim. That brings forth full fees and costs so long as

21

P.2d 619,625 (1999). Plaintiff was

they are reasonable.

22
23
24

25
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I find that the lodestar in this case is the product of the rates and hours

billed as set forth above, which totals $377,171.50.
31.

p,
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2

Attorney & Type of Work
_.,. _________
,..______
-----

Hours

Rate

Total

3

Senior Partner: Comi appearances
Senior Partner: Review of
pleadings
Junior Associate: Research &
drafting
Junior Associate: Depositions

17.3

$95

$1,643.50

39.2

$85

$3,332.00

87.6
35.5

$40
$40

$3,504.00
$1,420.00
$9,899.50

4
5
6
7

Bowers v. Transamerica Title Ins. Co., 100 Wn. 2d 581,598,675

P.2d 193,204

8

9

(1983). The above was sufficient detail for the Supreme Court, and here, plaintiff

10

submitted much greater detail. Again, the defendant's arguments are misleading and

11

wrong.

12
13

14

33.

In its response, the defendant paraphrases Hensley, which is a U ..

Supreme Court case from 1983, for the proposition that a court may sim

reduce an

award if a court cannot identify specific hours that should be elim' ate. Defendant's

15
16
17

brief at 3: 11. The actual quote is, "The paiiy seeking an a
evidence supporting the hours worked and rates clai1 d. Where the documentation of

18

hours is inadequate, the district comi may red

19

Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424,433, 103 S. Ct

20

Following the requirements and e

21

adequately represented the h

e the award accordingly." Hensley v.

933, 1939, 76 L. Ed. 2d 40 (1983).

nples from Bowers, plaintiff has more than

rs worked. Even so, Hensley also states,

22
23
24
25

Where a plaint' has obtained excellent results, his attorney should
recover a
y compensatory fee. Nonnally this will encompass all
hours re onably expended on the litigation, and indeed in some cases
of ex ptional success an enhanced award may be justified. In these
zmstances
the fee award should not be reduced simply because the
/"m,tiff
failed to prevail on every contention raised in the lawsuit.
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Id. at 435. In fact, Hensley and other federal cases discussing atton
2

applicability here, because federal attorney fee petitions ar

· fees have no

ased on different grounds

3

than state fee petitions, and the federal grounds w r soundly rejected by our Supreme

4

Court in Bowers, which held that the twe e factor federal approach, "has been

5

criticized as providing no more · < n illusory guidance to tTialjudges in setting

6

v. Transamerica Title Ins. Co., 100 Wn. 2d 581,596,675

7

983). Thus, all of the hours are supported by applicable law, and even

8
·ted by the defendant's improper reliance on Hensley.
10

34.

The defendant argues that Mr. Sheridan's travel time should be denied

11

since, "the plaintiff selected Thurston County over King County as the venue in the

12

case." Response at 6:20. But Thurston County was a proper venue, and the venue

13
14
15
16
17
18

went unchallenged, so again, the WLAD provides for the following remedies:
Any person deeming himself or herself injured by any act in violation
of this chapter shall have a civil action in a court of competent
jurisdiction to enjoin further violations, or to recover the actual
damages sustained by the person, or both, together with the cost of suit
including reasonable attorneys' fees or any other appropriate remedy
authorized by this chapter or the United States Civil Rights Act of 1964
as amended, or the Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (42
U.S.C. Sec. 3601 et seq.).

19
20

RCW 49.60.030(2). See, Blaney v. Int'! Ass'n of Machinists And Aerospace Workers,

21

Dist. No. 160, 151 Wash. 2d 203, 212-13, 87 P.3d 757, 762 (2004). Travel is a cost,

22

which should be awarded under the WLAD. See also, Xieng v. Peoples Nat. Bank of

23

Washington, 120 Wn.2d 512,530,844

24

expert witness fees proper under RCW 49.60.030(2)). Travel is a valid cost,

25

especially when venue is not challenged.

P.2d 389,398 (1993) ( trial comi's award of
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35.

As to the State's challenges to times billed for a mo · n to compel, a

2

sumn1ary judgment response, and a Public Records Act c

3

mindful that all of that was mixed in with the san ·ons motion; since the defendant

4

failed to produce the handwritten complai

5

6

111 discovery,

·111, the

Court should be

Vernon Day when deposed

the first time testified that he did no mow the name of the whistleblower, and then at
suimnary judgment, submitt

the document as evidence that they would not have

7
aussee because they had the document. Extra time was
8

9
10

needed to comb

the misrepresentations.

All of that time should be awarded as

should the 1me for the discretionary review and continuance, because they are all part

Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wash. App. 773, 783, 982 P.2d 619,

11

12
13

36.

As to the claim that Ms. Touschner was engaged in

14
15
nts, keep clients infonned, and edit pleadings for the

16
17
18·

37.

The federal court block billing argument made by the defendant is not

19

recognized in Washington State. Instead, we rely on the simpler billing methods

20

outlined in Bowers v. Transamerica Title Ins. Co., 100 Wn. 2d 581,598, 675 P.2d

21

193, 204 (1983). The block billing argument should be rejected.

22
38.

As to Ms. Chamberlain's billings, she has submitted a supplemental

23
24

declaration in support, which should be adopted.

25
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39.

Challenges to paralegal and staff time are unsubstantiated. Their biiling

2

reflects an efficient organization in which staff step-in for attorneys to get the work

3

done. They have been awarded these rates in other cases, and they are reasonable.

4

5

6
7

Multiplier

40.

A multiplier is warranted in this case. I find that the ase was high risk

8

from the o~tset owing to the fact that ~r. Cha~ssee was .no/

9

no economic damages by the time of tnal, which made h

10

problematic. See Sheridan Dec. Also, even though

1

whistleblower and had

1lltyand damages

medical testimony is required

11
under Bunch, the fact that there was no significa

medical testimony to support the

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

emotional harm made the case more challen ·ng and the verdict more impressive. See
Sheridan Dec.
the WLAD, society and the legislature want to

41.

encourage private enforcement, a

a "the possibility

of a multiplier works to encourage

[attorneys] to accept difficult ses." See, Pham v. Seattle Ci(y Light, 159 Wn.2d at
/.
.542. See also, Brundridge . Fluor Fed. Services, Inc., 164 Wn.2d 432, 191 P.3d 879

19
20
21

22

(2008) (50% multiplier

arded to Sheridan in wrongful discharge case involving

eleven plaintiff whist blowers owing to risk). A multiplier is warranted here.
42.

Adju tments to the lodestar are appropriate to reflect "the contingent

23

nature of succes , and the quality of work performed." Bowers v. Transamerica Title

24

Insurance Co, 100 Wn.2d at 598. "In adjusting the lodestar to account for this risk

25

factor, the ·ial court must assess the likelihood of success at the outset of the
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litigation." id. quoting Bowers at 598-599. In Bowers, the Supreme Court

eld that a

2

50% multiplier was reasonable, because 1) counsel would not have b

3

unless the plaintiff prevailed, 2) plaintiff's cause of action argua

4

unsupported, and 3) the law arguably did not authorize an a ard of attorneys fees to

5

the prevailing party. 2 id. at 600-601; see also, Washin

6

Exchange & Ass 'n v. Fisons Corp., 122 Wn.2d 299

n compensated,

y was legally

m State Physicians Ins.

35-336 (1993)(50% multiplier;

7

only a portion of the case was contingent); Herr ng v. Department of Social & Health

8
9

Servs., 84 Wn. App. 1, 34-35 (1996)(50%

JlObstetricians

1

ltiplier because initial view high-risk);

& Gynecolog· ts v. Ada, 100 F.3d 691, 697-98 (9th Cir.

10

Guam Soc

11

1996) (2.0 multiplier for controversia nature of case); Ober:felder v. City of Petaluma,

12

2002 U.S. Dist. Lexis 8635, pp. 3 -33 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (1.5 multiplier for unusually

13

demanding and costly case).

14
43.

-risk case from the outset because Mr. Chaussee was not

15
16
17
18

the whistleblower, and t
instruction would be

Court had not ruled on whether the shifting burden jury

ven. When determining whether a contingency multiplier is

warranted in a part' ular case, we have explained that

19

In adjust' g the lodestar to account for this risk factor, the trial court
must a ess the likelihood of success at the outset of the litigation.
This i necessarily an imprecise calculation and must largely be a
matt 'r of the trial court's discretion. Nevertheless certain guiding
pri ciples should be followed [T]o the extent, if any, that the hourly
r e underlying the lodestar fee comprehends an allowance for the

20
21

22
23
24
2

25

w

T e trial court also relied on evidence concerning the percentage ofplaintifrs counsel's practice that
devoted to contingent fee representation. Id. The Bowers court held that this reliance was
staken, but nonetheless found the 50% adjustment for contingency arrived at lo be proper. Id at 60 I.
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1
2

contingent nature of the availability of fees, no fm1her adjustment
duplicating that allowance should be made.

Id. at 542, quoting, Bowers, 100 Wn.2d at 598-99, 675 P.2d 193 (bol

3

added). Here, the multiplier will encourage other attorneys to tak such high risk and
4
5

6
7

novel cases in the public interest to hold the State accountable or in wrongful acts.
And the outcome was exceptional.
44.

The legislature wants to encourage attor

8

cases. In adjusting the lodestar to account for this isk factor, the trial court must

9

evaluate the likelihood of success at the outset fthe litigation. Bowers at 598. Most

10

important, "the contingency adjustment is esigned solely to compensate for the

11
possibility ... that the litigation would

, unsuccessful and that no fee would be

12
13

obtained". Id. at 598-99 citing, Co landv. Marshall, 641 F.2d 880,893 (D.C. Cir.

14

1980). "The risk factor should

15

the attorney of fees regardles of the outcome of the case." Id. at 599. Mr. Sheridan's

16

contract with the plaintiff

17
18

ply only where there is no fee agreement that assures

rovided for only a modest hourly amount and full recovery

only if the plaintiff sue eeded. Sheridan Declaration, Ex. 14.
45.

Plaint' f suggests that a 50% multiplier is warranted here, because this

19
was a high-risk c e with an excellent result. I note that Mr. Sheridan received a .5
20
21

(50%) multipli r in Brundridge (over $300,000) and a 25% multiplier in Wellenbrock

22

(over $150,0 0)-both

23

received a 11ultiplier in the Pham case after remand. Sheridan Dec. i110.

24
25

6.

whistleblower cases. Sheridan Dec. ~13. Mr. Sheridan also

A small portion of the fees here were hourly under a mixed fee

ent, and plaintiff does not seek a multiplier for that hourly portion. Jn
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1

Washington State Physicians Ins. Exchange & Ass 'n v. Fisons Car ., 122 Wn.2d 299,

2

335-336 ( 1993), the plaintiff also engaged counsel under a

3

fee agreement and the Court approved a multiplier

4

portion of the contract is not fatal to plaintif"

5
6

4 7.

rxed hourly-contingent

ertheless. Thus, the hourly

claim for a multiplier.

I find that a multiplier · warranted here to encourage attorneys like Mr.

Sheridan to take these high-r· ( cases, which further important public policies. A 50%

7

multiplier is calcula~

as follows:

8
9

$377,1

r{o(loadstar)-

10

$19,189.50 (2011 hourly)= $357,982.00-:- 2 (50%) =
$178,991.00 (multiplier).

11

12

14
15
16

48.

RCW 49.60.030 specifically provides for costs. In civil rights cases in

Washington, victims of discrimination may recover, "actual costs of the litigation,
including expert witness fees, facsimile and copying expenses, cost of depositions, and

17
other out-of-pocket expenses." Hume v. American Disposal, Co., 124 Wn.2d 656, 674,
18
19
20
21

880 P.2d 988 (1994), Xieng v. Peoples Nat. Bank of Washington, 120 Wn.2d 512, 528530, 844 P.2d 389 (1993).
49.

I find that Plaintiff incurred costs of~12, 180.29 charged to the Sheridm1

22
23
24
25
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2

Fee Recovery
50.

3
4

5

tory attorneys' fees. See e.g. Bowers, 100 Wn.2d at
600. Plain/

awarded the fees and costs for work done on this petition.

6
7

Summary and Allocation

8
9

51.

The defendant is ordered to pay the plaintiff attorneys' fees and costs as

follows:

10
11

Attorney Fees:
12

Costs:

13

Multiplier
Total Owing:

14
15
16

17
18

DATED this+

day of April, 2015.

19
20

.

21

22
23
24
By:
25

ThTof.ij

Hon. Gary Ta or

erior Court

~AW~\
__ _
d!L

n.
P. Sheridan, WSBA # 21473
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Attorneys for Plaintiff

2
3

4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
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EXHIBITU

Hon. Gary R. Tabor
2

3

l

l~-,.,.....,...,,...,,...~-=

4
5

it

6

SUPERJOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR THURSTON COUNTY

7

8

STEPHEN CHAUSSEE, an individual,
No. 11-2-01884-6
Plaintiff,

9
10

11

V.

STATE OF WASHINGTON,

DECLARATION OF KATHERlNE C.
CHAl'vIBERLAIN IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTORt"JEY FEES

Defendant.

12
13
14

I, Katherine Chamberlain, on oath, declare as follows:

15

1.

I am a partner at the law firm of MacDonald Hoague & Bayless ("MfIB"). ·I am

16

competent to make this declaration which is based on personal knowledge. I submit this

17

declaration in support of Plaintiff's Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees pursuant to Civil Rule

18

54 and RCW 49.60.030.

19

2.

Jack Sheridan, counsel for Plaintiff Stephen Chaussee, was an attorney at :MHB

20

from January 1, 2013 through July 31, 2014. Attorney Beth Touschner and paralegal Ashalee

21

May were employed by MHB, and worked on Plaintiff's case, during that time period.

22

..,
.J'

Exhibit A contains the time entries reflected on MHB's accounting database (as

23

maintained and updated in the ordinary course of business) for time spent by MHB la,vyers and

24

staff on Mr. Cha us see' s case from J anuru-y 1, 2013 through July 31, 2014. MHB requires its

25

attorneys and staff to contemporaneously record their time spent on each case. As of July 31,

26

2014, MJ-IB attorneys and staff had expended 382.9 hours in pursuit of resolution of this dispute.

27

The hours expended by MHB attorneys and staff for which Plaintiff seeks compensation are
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detailed in Exhibit A. Exhibit A was reviewed and adjusted for duplicate entries and the total

2
,.,

.)

fees reduced accordingly. The total MHB fees sought here are $132.392.50.
4.

The costs incurred by the Plaintiff and paid by IvIHB or by him as of July 31,

4

2014, are contained in Exhibit B. This exhibit was prepared from a report generated from

5

IvillB' s accounting database as maintained and updated in the ordinary course of business.

6

These expenses would be chargeable and properly charged to a client paying on an hourly basis.

7

The total costs incurred while MHB represented Plaintiff (between January 1, 2013 and July 31,

8

2014) are $9.712.44

Cost Summary

9
10

SERVICE
COST
Courier Service
I 51.53
I Photocopies
I 53.30
Printing (In House)
7.50
Court Reporter ~ Hearings I 180.00
I Court Reporter 3696.4
Depositions
290.00
Filing Fee--Superior Court
Lodging
50.00
Meals
38.26
Medical
185.00
Conference/Consultation
159.64
Medical Records
Messenger & Delivery
/ 1,827.75
5.00
/ Messenger & Delivery
Outside Professional
1100.00
Services
Postage
I 1.40
Records Request
I 35.91
Research-LEXIS
/ 20.81
Service of Process
348.50
142.89
Travel
Travel: IV1ileage
96.05
Arbitration/Mediation
2,422.50
TOTAL COSTS:
9,712.44

11
12

l

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
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5.

Windy Walker was Mr. Sheridan's legal assistant between January 1, 2013, and

2

July 31, 2014, and assisted Mr. Sheridan, Ms. Touscb.ner, and Ms. May, on Mr. Chaussee's case.

3

Ms. Walker continues to work at :rv£fIBand prepared ai.,dreviewed Exhibits A and B under my

4

supervision.

5

6.

Attorneys Jack Sheridan and Beth Tousch.ner, and paralegal Ashalee May,

6

performed work on this case between January 1, 2013, and July 31, 2014. Iv1HBattorneys

7

Katherine Chamberlain, Tim Ford, and Andre La Roche, and legal investigator Troy Locati also

8

performed work on this case prior to July 31, 2014. During that period of time, their hourly rates

9

as billed by MHB were:

10

Jack Sheridan

Attorney

$550

11

Tim Ford

Attorney

$600

12

Katherine Chamberlain

Attorney

$300

13

Beth Tousch.ner

Attorney

$325

14

Andre La Roche

Attorney

$225

15

AshaleeMay

Paralegal

$200

16

Troy Locati

Investigator

$175

17

7.

18

Below is a summary of the qualifications ofMHB attorneys and staff who

performed work on rvfr.Chaussee's case:

a.

19

Jack Sheridan and Ashalee May: Mr. Sheridan was a partner at MHB

20

from January 1, 2013 until July 31, 2014. Ms. May worked at Iv1HBas a paralegal during

21

that timeframe. Wbile at WIB, Mr. Sheridan's standard hourly rate was $550 and Ms.

22

May's was $200. MHB understands that Mr. Sheridan is filing a declaration in support

23

of Plaintiff's Fee Petition that describes his extensive experience and success, and the

24

experience of paralegal Ashalee May, and supports their hourly rates.
b.

25

Beth Tousch.ner: Ms. Touschner graduated from the University of Akron

26

School of Law in May 2008 and became a member of the Washington Bar in December

27

2008. She worked for the Sheridan Law Firm, P.S. from March 2009 through December
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1

2012, focusing primarily on representing plaintiffs in employment discrimination and

2

whistleblower retaliation claims. In January 2013, Ms. Touschner and Mr. Sheridan

3

joined iv[HB, where they continued to represent plaintiffs in employment cases. During

4

her work at 1v1HB,Ms. Touschner participated in all aspects of motion practice and trial

5

preparation, and assisted Mr. Sheridan in several employment trials. Her standard hourly

6

rate while at MHB was $325.

7

C.

Andre La Roche: Mr. La Roche graduated from Stanford Law School in

8

2009, where he was a member of the mock trial team, environmental law clinic, and the

9

business manager of the Stanford Law and Policy Review. Between 2009 and 2012, be

10

was a visiting attorney for Public Advocates, Inc. in San Francisco and then an associate

11

at Perkins Coie in Seattle. He was an associate attorney for MHB in 2013, and worked

12

on a variety of litigation matters including employment cases. His standard hourly rate

13

while at MHB was $225.

d.

14

Katherine Chamberlain:

I have been an attorney for over ten years. After

15

graduating from the University of Oregon School of Law in 2004, I worked as a

16

plaintiffs

17

joining MacDonald Hoague & Bayless in Seattle in 2007. I became a partner at i\!IHB in

18

January 2012. j'v1ypractice focuses on plaintiffs employment and civil rights litigation.

19

I am licensed to practice law in Washington, Oregon, and California.

20

standard hourly rate was $300. In late 2013 or early 2014, I determined that my hourly

21

rate was lower than my peers in the profession. I adjusted my hourly rate to $400. I now

22

customarily charge $400 per hour to hourly clients.

e.

23

civil rights attorney at Walters Chanti & Zennache in Eugene, Oregon, before

In 2013, my

Tim Ford: 1v1r.Ford is a graduate of Stanford Law School. He has been a

24

Washington attorney for nearly 40 years, since 1975. He has handled major civil and

25

crin1inal trials and appeals in courts in Washington and around the country. I\,1r.Ford bas

26

argued before United States Supreme Court in several landmark cases. His civil litigation

27

practice focuses mostly on civil rights cases. Other information about Mr. Ford's career
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is contained on MHB's vvebsite at http://\1/vvw.mhb.com/seattle-attomeys/tim-fordl.

2

l\1r.

Ford's standard hourly rate is $600/hour.

f.

3

Troy Locati: Mr. Locati is a legal investigator and senior paralegal. He has

4

over 30 years of experience as a litigation support manager, paralegal, and legal investigator,

5

and over twenty years of experience as an information technology specialist and senior

6

paralegal. Mr. Locati has owned and operated his own investigation and litigation support

7

agency since 1986, and has been a licensed detective since licensing in Washington began

8

over twenty-five years ago. He is als'o a certified legal investigator. Mr. Locati has provided

9

litigation support, managed electronic discovery, and has provided information and

10

technology services in a wide variety of cases and has substantial supervisory experience. In

11

2013, MHB charged $175 per hour for Mr. Locati's time. Mr. Locati's cunent hourly

12

rate is $225 per hour.

13

8.

Exhibit C is a copy of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Regarding
Petition for Attorney Fees and Costs in the matter of Boyer v. State of Washington,

14

Plaintiff's

15

where in the Honorable Judge Eric Price determined that "the rates requested by plaintiff to be

16

within the acceptable range for counsel." See pg. 3 at ~5. Exhibit Dis a copy of the Declaration

17

of Katherine C. Chamberlain filed in the Boyer v. State of Washington (without exhibits). The

18

rates held reasonable by the Thurston County Superior Court included: Jack Sheridan, $550;

19

Beth Touscbner, $325; Ashley May, $200; and Katherine Chamberlain, $400. Compare Exhibits

20

C andD.

9.

21

Applying MHB' s hourly rates to the hours billed for this case, the lodestar

22

calculation for work pe1formed when rv.lliBrepresented Plaintiff (January 1, 2013 to July 31,

23

2014) is as follows:

24

II
25
26

II

27
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Fee Summary (1/1/13 to 7/31/14)

1
2

Worker

3

Rate

Hours

Fees

Andre La Roche

$225

1.4

$315

Ashalee May

$200

127.7

$25,540.00

Beth Touschner

$325

136

$44,200.00

Jack Sheridan

$550

107.1

$58,905.00

Katherine Chamberlain

$300

6.7

$2,010.00

Tim.Ford

$600

1.7

$1,020.00

TroyLocati

$175

2.3

$402.50

382.9

$132,392.50

4
5

6
7

8
9

10

I

TOTAL FEES:

11
12

10.

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

I have spent 4.7 hours preparing this fee declaration and overseeing the

preparation of rvilffi
's narratives of fees for work performed and costs incurred in this case,
communicating with Jack Sheridan and my law partner Joe Shaeffer, and communicating with
my legal assistant and bookkeeper at 11:HB,regarding the same. Therefore, the lodestar
calculation for work performed by 11HB for fee petition work from March 26, 2015 forward is

$1,880.
Name
Katherine Chamberlain

Hours
4.7

Rate
$400

Fees
$1,880

I swear under penalty of perjury nnder the laws of Washington State that the above
statements are true to the best of my knowledge.
DATED this 9th day of April 2015, at Seattle, Washingt

23
24
25
26
27

DECLARATIONOF KATHERINE C. CHAMBERLAINSUPPORTOF
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION FOR COSTSAND ATTOR.t'lEYFEES - 6
C'13usseeid09220I

ll{.\.CDONALDHOAGUE & BAYLESS

705 SecondAvenue,Suite 1500
Seattle,Washington98104
Tel 206.622.1604 Fax 206.343.396!

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
2

The undersigned certifies under penalty of perjury according to the laws of the

3

United States and the State of Washington that on this date I caused to be served in the

4

manner noted below a copy of this document entitled DECLARATION OF

5

KATHERINE C. CHAMBERLAIN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S

6

MOTION FOR COSTS AND ATTORl~EY FEES on the following

7

individual(s):

8

Counsel for defendant the State of Washimrton

9

Joseph Diaz
Alicia 0. Young
Attorney General of Washington
Torts Division
7141 Cleanwater DR SW
Olympia, WA 98504-0126

10

11

12
13
14

[ ] Via Facsimile
[ ] Via First Class Mail
[X] Via Email
[ ] Via Messenger
[ J Via Overnight Delivery

15
16
17

DATED this 16thday of April, 2015, at Seattle, Washington.

18

19
20

s/Patti Lane
Patti Lane, Legal Assistant

21

22

23
24
25

DECLARATION OF KATHERJNE C.
CHAMBERLAIN ISO MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATTOR}/EY FEES - 7

THE SHERIDAN LAW FIRM, P.S.
HOGE BUILDING, SUITE 1200
705 SECOND AVENUE
SEATTLE, WA 98104
TEL: 206-381-5949 FAX: 206-447-9206

EXHIBITV

FINAL ACCOUNTING
CLIENT:

Stephen Chaussee

CLIENT#:

10534.1

DATE:

May 1, 2015

RE:

Chausseev. State of Washington

ATTORNEY'S FEES

MHBTotal Fees
Fees Not Awardedby Court

$

134,592.50
16,942.50

MHB CourtAwardedFees

$

117,650.00

MHBTotal Costs
Costs Paid by Client
UnpaidCosts

$
$
$

9,712.44
9,132.29
580.15

$

COSTS

SOMMARYOF FEESANOCOSTSDISTRIBUTION
BY SLFAFTER RECEIPTOF JUDGMENT
Total MHB Court AwardedFees and Unpaid Costs to be Distributedby the SLF to "MacDonaldHoague
& Bayless"
F.undsto be Distributedby SLF to "StephenChg1ussee"
for Reimbursementof Costs P~id by Client to MHB

$
$

118,230.15
9,132.29

I acknowledgereceivinga copyof this Final Accountingand it is in accordancewith my
understanding. I approveof this Final Accountingand of the disbursementsmade herein. I
specificallyapproveof the disbursementto MacDonaldHoagueand Baylessfor their fees and costs.
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SLF0047

EXHIBITW

Customer Copy

OFFICIAL CHECK

163 • 2nd and Marlon
Seattle, Washington

026614323
Date 06/09/2015
Remitter SHERIDAN LAW FRIM

$
Pay To The
Ori:lerOf

MACDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Drawer:

118,230.15

***

KeyBank

TERMS
KEEP THIS COPY FOR YOUR RECORD OF THE TRANSACTION. TO REPORT A LOSS OR FOR ANY OTHER INFORMATION
ABOUT THE INSTRUMENT, CONTACT THE INSTITUTION FROM WHICH YOU RECEIVED THE INSTRUMENT.
FORMNO.BD-0811
-T21 (4/08)
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MacDonald Hoague & Bayless
ReportRun:6/3/20162:12:11PM

Client Ledger
By: Esmeralda
Valenzuela
ProVantage
Custom

AaronSwanson
Employment
- General
vs.SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Amount

Balance

385.00

385.00

Emailclientregarding
upcoming
hearingandsend
emailsto staffrelatedto organizing
clientdocuments

97.50

482.50

Reviewing
andorganizing
clientemailsin preparation
for upcoming
exhibitlist

162.50

645.00

52.50

697.50

Reviewcorrespondence
fromJ. Sheridanregarding
scheduling
a telephone
conference
withA.Swanson;
Reviewcorrespondence
betweenJ. SheridanandW.
Walkerregarding
scheduling
a telephone
conference
withA.Swanson;Correspond
withW. WalkerandA.
Swansonregarding
a telephone
conference
withA.
Swanson.

52.50

750.00

Reviewdocuments
in preparation
for telephone
conference
withA.Swanson;
Participate
in telephone
andA.Swanson;
conference
withJ. Sheridan
Reviewnotes;
InterviewA.Swansonbytelephone;
Correspond
withJ. Sheridan
regarding
telephone
conference
callandregarding
witness;Confer
to obtainadditional
bytelephone
withA.Swanson
information;
Correspond
withJ. Sheridanregarding
witnessandinvestigation
planning.

612.50

1,362.50

262.50

1,625.00

525.00

2,150.00

Hours Description

IKII
-11111 11111
JI

RegularAccount
0.70
1/23/2013JPS
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

1/29/2013SST
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

1/30/2013SST
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

1/30/2013TLL
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

1/31/2013TLL
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

2/1/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/1/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/3/2013TLL

Fee

Preparefor andattendconference
withcourt
0.70
0.30
0.30
0.50
0.50
0.30
Correspond
withJ. Sheridan
regarding
scheduling
0.30 telephone
conference
withclient.
0.30
0.30

3.50
3.50

1.50
Reviewclient'schronology,
factdescriptions
and
1.50 communications;
Prepareproposed
investigation
plan;Prepareinterviewnotesfromconversation
with
client;Attemptto reachclientbytelephone.
3.00
Conferby telephone
withA.Swansonregarding
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Employment
- General
vs. SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

9/23/2015JPS

Hours Description
3.00

Amount

Balance

700.00

2,850.00

1,375.00

4,225.00

612.50

4,837.50

2,200.00

7,037.50

155.00

7,192.50

825.00

8,017.50

Preparememoranda
of conversations
withwitnesses;
Conferbytelephone
withJ. Sheridanregarding
witnesses;
Interviewpotentialwitnessesby telephone
Placetelephone
callsto potentialwitnesses;Prepare
interviewnotes.

350.00

8,367.50

Preparememoranda
of conversations;
Prepare
litigationdatabasereports;ConferwithJ. Sheridan
regardinginterviews,
memoranda
of conversations
andinvestigation
statusandplanning;Correspond
withJ. Sheridanregarding
telephonenumbersfor
witnesses.

437.50

8,805.00

potentialwitnessesandregarding
keyfacts;Confer
potential
bytelephone
withJ. Sheridanregarding
witnesses,
keyfactsandinvestigation
planning;
Reviewdocuments:
Interview
witnessbytelephone
andprepareinterviewnotes.

4.00
2/4/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/4/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/5/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/5/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/6/2013JPS
2/28/2013JPS

Fee

2/6/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/6/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/7/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4.00

Participate
in interviewofwitness;ConferwithJ.
Sheridanregarding
factsof caseandcase
preparation;
Preparelistof potentialwitnessesand
questions
for prioritywitnesses;
Conferbytelephone
from
withA.Swanson(2x);Reviewcorrespondence
A.Swansonandattachedperformance
review;
Conferbytelephone
withwitness;Conferby
telephone
withwitness.

2.50
Preparefor hearing;interviewwitness
2.50
3.50
3.50

Reviewcorrespondence
fromA.Swansonregarding
newspaper
articleandInternetharassment;
Correspond
withA.Swansonregarding
Internet
harassment;
Correspond
withA.Swansonregarding
telephonenumberfor witness;Attemptto reach
witnessbytelephone;
Interview
witnessby telephone;
Correspond
withJ. Sheridanregarding
interviewof
witness;Correspond
withJ. Sheridanregarding
attempted
interviewof witnessandattemptsto
reachotherwitnesses;
Preparenotes;Place
telephone
callsto potential
witnesses.

4.00
Reviewwitnessinformation;
preparefor hearing
4.00
1.00
Reviewwitnesslistfor purposes
of issuing
callclient
1.00 subpoenas;
1.50
Meetwithopposingcounsel;contactcourt;review
1.50 witnessinformation;
trialpreparation
2.00
2.00

2.50
2.50
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Client Ledger
By: Esmeralda
Valenzuela
ProVantage
Custom

AaronSwanson
Employment
- General
vs. SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Amount

Balance

Telephonic
hearing

275.00

9,080.00

Reviewing
exhibitsandresponding
to emailsfrom
opposing
counselaboutredacted
exhibits

292.50

9,372.50

227.50

9,600.00

Preparefor hearing- updateexhibitbookmarks;
respondto JPSemail;workonchronology

1,000.00

10,600.00

Trialprep. Meetwithclient

2,200.00

12,800.00

Preparefor hearing

5,500.00

18,300.00

585.00

18,885.00

Preparefor andattendhearing

6,050.00

24,935.00

Preparefor andattendhearing

6,325.00

31,260.00

440.00

31,700.00

2.50

31,702.50

Hours Description
0.50

2/7/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/8/2013SST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/8/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/10/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/10/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/11/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/12/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/12/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/13/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/15/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

2/28/2013
3/31/2013

NoncashCost

Photocopies

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

2/7/13Pickupanddeliveryof binderof trialexhibits
to Officeof AdminHearing- Tacoma
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

87.50

31,790.00

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost

Serviceof ProcessuponBridgetBascomb
Subpoena
for hearing
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

35.00

31,825.00

2/28/2013

CashCost

Serviceof ProcessuponwitnessSubpoena

69.50

31,894.50

0.50
0.90
0.90
1.30
Preparememosregarding
telephone
interviews
of
Conferbytelephone
withA.
1.30 witnesses;
Swanson;
Correspond
withJ. Sheridanregarding
conversation
withA. Swanson
andregarding
memos.
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
10.00
10.00
1.80
Preparing
unredacted
exhibitsfor hearingand
1.80 assistingwithexhibitsforhearing
11.00
11.00
11.50
11.50
0.80
Discussions
regarding
witnesstestimony
0.80
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Client Ledger
By: Esmeralda
Valenzuela
ProVantageCustom

AaronSwanson
Employment
- General
vs. SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

3/31/2013WW

Amount

Balance

105.00

31,999.50

for Hearing
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost

Serviceof Processuponfor MelindaNichols
Subpoena
for Hearing- SeveralAttempsMadeOrderCancelledandReturned
to W. Walker
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost

Serviceof ProcessuponRonKnox,GarveySchubert
BarerSubpoenaDucesTecumfor Hearing
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

59.50

32,059.00

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

2/6/13pickupanddeliveryto theABCLegalProcess
Deptment
for Service
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

10.00

32,069.00

2/28/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

2/14/13Pickupof 2 4" Bindersat Officeof Admin
Hearinganddeliveryto W.Walker
Check# 60236
ABCLegalServicesInc.

19.00

32,088.00

3/5/2013 AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewemail

40.00

32,128.00

3/6/2013 JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

275.00

32,403.00

3/7/2013
3/31/2013JPS

CashCost
Meals

2/10/13J. Sheridanchargeat Commuter
Comforts
Cafefor meetingw/ c/inetfor prepfor adminhearing
Check#60546
U.S.Bank

16.75

32,419.75

3/7/2013
3/31/2013JPS

CashCost
Meals

2/13/13J. Sheridanmealchargeat Benihana
during
AdminHearing
Check# 60546
U.S.Bank

18.88

32,438.63

3/8/2013 DJW
MHB

-2.50

32,436.13

3/8/2013 DJW
MHB

-902.50

31,533.63

1,007.50

32,541.13

0.20
0.20
0.50
Scheduling
conference
0.50

3.10
3/26/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee
3.10
4.50

Legalresearchon useof illegallyintercepted
communications;
reviewrecentclientemails
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Client Ledger
By: Esmeralda
Valenzuela
ProVantage
Custom

Aaron Swanson
Employment- General
vs. SeattleCity Light

Amount

Balance

Draftsettlement
letter;legalresearch
onfederal
claims

2,475.00

35,016.13

Prepare
for andattendmediation

6,600.00

41,616.13

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

2/13/13Transcription
of Administrative
Hearing,VolII
$1,367.70
Transcript
(282pgs@$4.85)
25.00E-Transcript
$
$
10.00Delivery
Check# 60589
& Associates
MarlisJ. DeJongh

1,402.70

43,018.83

3/27/2013
3/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

2/12/13Transcription
of Administrative
Hearing,VolI
$591.70OriginalTranscript
(122pgs@$4.85)
$266.50Transcript
Copy(82pgs@$3.25)
$ 25.00E-Transcript
$ 10.00Delivery
Check# 60589
& Associates
MarlisJ. DeJongh

893.20

43,912.03

3/29/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemail

20.00

43,932.03

4/4/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemails

11000

44,042.03

4/4/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemails

40.00

44,082.03

4/5/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

660.00

44,742.03

4/5/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

40.00

44,782.03

4/5/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Startreviewing
for plaintiffsintialdisclosures

200.00

44,982.03

4/6/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Consider
claimandfilingoptionsandemailpartners

275.00

45,257.03

4/7/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Emailexchange
regarding
witnessscheduling

110.00

45,367.03

4/8/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

1,100.00

46,467.03

Date Tkpr.

Type

3/26/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

3/27/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

3/27/2013
3/31/2013WW

Hours Description
4.50
12.00
12.00

0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
1.20
Makedecisions
regarding
witnesses
for hearingand
1.20 discusswithclient.
0.20
Reviewseveralclientemails
0.20
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.20
0.20
2.00
Legalresearch;
considerotherclaims
2.00
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Employment• General
VS. SeattleCity Light

Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

1,100.00

47,567.03

2.00
4/8/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/8/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/8/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/10/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/22/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/23/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/23/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/23/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Legalresearch;
considerotherclaims
2.00
0.20
Reviewvariousemail

40.00

47,607.03

Reviewclientemail

20.00

47,627.03

Preparefor andattendtelephonic
courthearing

330.00

47,957.03

Reviewexhibitlistsandwitnesslists

200.00

48,157.03

195.00

48,352.03

1,650.00

50,002.03

1,600.00

51,602.03

-2,719.53

48,882.50

357.50

49,240.00

Prepare
for andattendend
administrative
hearing

6,600.00

55,840.00

Draftportionof ER404(b)motionandeditportion
2.00 alreadydrafted

1,100.00

56,940.00

0.20
0.10
0.10
0.60
0.60
1.00
1.00
0.60
Assistwithdocument
preparation
fortomorrow's
0.60 hearing
3.00
Preparefor administrative
hearing
3.00
8.00
ReviewandBates-stamp
additional
exhibits;draft
8.00 Supplement
to ExhibitList;reviewemails

4/24/2013DJW
MHB
1.10
4/24/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/24/2013JPS
9123/2015JPS

Fee

4124/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/24/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4125/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4125/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Draftbriefin supportof ER404(b)witnesstestimony
1.10
12.00
12.00
2.00

0.30
Reviewvariousemails

60.00

57,000.00

EditingER404(b)brief

195.00

57,195.00

4,400.00

61,595.00

0.30
0.60
0.60
8.00
Preparefor andattendadministrative
hearing.
8.00
0.70
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AaronSwanson
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Employment
- General
vs.SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

4/25/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/26/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/29/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/30/2013
4/30/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

5/2/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/2/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/3/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/3/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/9/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/9/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/10/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Hours Description
ReviewandrevisePetitioner's
Briefin Supportof
of ER404(b)Evidence;
emailopposing
0.70 Admission
counsel

Amount

Balance

140.00

61,735.00

0.20
Reviewvariousclientemails

40.00

61,77500

Reviewing
recentcaseemails

65.00

61,840.00

4/23/13Pickupanddeliveryof Exhibitsno61-83for
Administrative
Hearingto CityAttorney
Check#60897
ABCLegalServicesInc.

14.00

61,854.00

1,170.00

63,024.00

Reviewandeditreplyin ER404(b)motion.

440.00

63,464.00

Combine
andOCRER404(b)pleadings
forJPSfor
0.20 hearing

65.00

63,529.00

550.00

64,079.00

175.00

64,254.00

495.00

64,749.00

262.50

65,011.50

0.20
0.20
0.20

3.60
ReviewtheCity'sER404(b)response
brief;draft
3.60 replyto ER404(b)brief
0.80
0.80
0.20

1.00
Prepare
for andattendhearingbyphone
1.00
1.00
Reviewcorrespondence
fromclientto J. Sheridan
recentdevelopments
(.25);Review
1.00 regarding
correspondence
from J. Sheridanregarding
potential
investigation
assignments
andrespond(.25);Review
correspondence
betweenJ. Sheridan
andclient
regarding
videotaping
of testing(.25);Review
correspondence
betweenJ. Sheridan
andtheCityof
Seattleregarding
testing(.25).
0.90
Reviewclientemails,reviewanddraftemailsto
0.90 client,staff,andwitnesses
1.50
Reviewcorrespondence
betweenJ. Sheridan
and
1.50 clientregarding
testing;Reviewcorrespondence
betweenJ. Sheridan
andstaffregarding
arrangements
for videotaping
of testing;Review
andCity
correspondence
betweenJ. Sheridan
Attorney's
Officeregarding
arrangements
for
videotaping
of testing;Correspond
withJ. Sheridan
regarding
arrangements
forvideotaping
of testing(.5);
Checkvideocameraandprepareequipment
for
videotaping
nextweek(.5);Reviewcorrespondence
fromJ. Sheridan
regarding
coordinating
withclientfor
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Employment- General
VS. Seattle City Light

Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

20.00

65,031.50

110.00

65,141.50

Conferbytelephone
withA. Swansonregarding
statusof testingandotherissues;Review
correspondence
fromB.Touschnerregarding
postponement
of testingandvideotaping
of testing;
Correspond
withB. Touschner
regarding
videotaping
of testing; Reviewcorrespondence
fromJ. Sheridan
regarding
videotaping
of testing;Correspond
withJ.
Sheridanregardingpostponement
of testingand
videotaping
of testing.

87.50

65,229.00

ReviewALJ'srulingon ER404(b)motionandrecent
caseemails

65.00

65,294.00

175.00

65,469.00

275.00

65,744.00

227.50

65,971.50

Reviewing
clientemails

65.00

66,036.50

Responding
to clientemailandcheckingcasestatus

65.00

66,101.50

videotaping
of testing;Correspond
withJ. Sheridan
regarding
coordinating
withclientfor videotaping
of
testing(.5).
0.10
5/10/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/10/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/13/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/14/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/14/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/14/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/15/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/16/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/20/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewemail
0.10
0.20
Draftandreviewemails
0.20
0.50
0.50

0.20
0.20
1.00
Correspond
withP. Felderegarding
potential
assignment;
ConferwithP. Felde
1.00 videotaping
regarding
availability
to do videotaping;
ConferwithB.
Touschner
regardingarrangements
for videotaping;
ConferwithC.Westbyregarding
heravailability
to
conductvideotaping;
Correspond
withB.Touschner
regarding
arrangements
for videotaping;
Correspond
withC. WestbyandW. Walkerregardingvideo
cameraoperationandtraining;Review
correspondence
fromclientregarding
JATCmeeting
andclient'scommunications
withwitness.
0.50
Statusconference
withCourt
0.50
1.30
Providevideocameraandaudiorecordertrainingto
withC.
1.30 C.WestbyandW. Walker;Correspond
WestbyandW. Walker;Obtainadditional
audio
tapes;Conferbytelephone
withA. Swanson
regarding
recentdevelopments;
Correspond
withC.
WestbyandW. Walkerregarding
indeterminate
postponement
of videotaping.
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
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Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

Reviewcorrespondence
regardingstatusconference.

17.50

66,119.00

Reviewcorrespondence
regardingstatusconference.

17.50

66,136.50

Reviewemails

40.00

66,176.50

330.00

66,506.50

0.10
5/20/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/21/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/23/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/24/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/28/2013
5/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter

03/28/13copyof the StatusConference
- Transcript
12pgs@$3.25
Check#61098
MarlisJ. DeJongh& Associates

39.00

66,545.50

5/28/2013
5/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

Copyof Administrative
hearing,Vol IV,on 04/25/13
beforeAIJ LisaN.W. Dublin-203pgs@$3.25
Check# 61098
MarlisJ. DeJongh& Associates

659.75

67,205.25

5/28/2013
5/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

Copyof Administrative
hearing,Vol Ill, on 04/24/13
beforeALI LisaN.W. Dublin-195pgs@ $3.25
Check#61098
MarlisJ. DeJongh& Associates

633.75

67,839.00

5/28/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewexhibitsandpreparecorresponding
exhibits
to witness

1,300.00

69,139.00

5/29/2013
5/31/2013JPS

CashCost
Meals

4/25/13J. Sheridanlunchat BlueC. Sushifor 2nd
dayof Administrative
Hearing
Check# 61076
U.S.Bank

31.01

69,170.01

5/29/2013
5/31/2013JPS

CashCost
Meals

4/24/13J. Sheridanlunchat BlueC. Sushifor 1dayof
Administrative
Hearing- NORECEIPT
Check#61076
U.S.Bank

35.57

69,205.58

5/29/2013
5/31/2013JPS

CashCost
Meals

Apr/13J. Sheridanpurchaseat Starbucks- NO
RECEIPT
Check#61076
U.S.Bank

3.61

69,209.19

5/29/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.60
Preparefor andattendhearing
0.60

6.50
6.50

7.30
7.30

Workon assembling
documents
for exhibitsfor
hearing

1,460.00

70,669.19
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Date Tkpr.

Type

Amount

Balance

Preparefor andattendhearing

5,775.00

76,444.19

Reviewemailsanddocuments

60.00

76,504.19

120.00

76,624.19

40.00

76,664.19

preparefor andattendhearing

6,050.00

82,714.19

Preparefor andattendhearing

6,050.00

88,764.19

Preparefor andattendstatusconference

275.00

89,039.19

DraftCorrescondence
to MayorMcGuinnre
additionalcomplaintof retaliation

160.00

89,199.19

5,500.00

94,699.19

Correspond
withC. WestbyandW. Walkerregarding
videocamera.

52.50

94,751.69

Reviewfinalletterto Mayorre additional
complaintof
retaliation

20.00

94,771.69

ReviewseveralemailsfromClient

60.00

94,831.69

Hours Description
10.50

5/29/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/30/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/31/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/31/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/31/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/31/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/10/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/18/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/20/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/21/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/21/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/21/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/22/2013
6/30/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter

Copyof Administrative
Hearing,Vol.VI, heldon
05/31/13- 303pgs@$3.25
Check#61298
MarlisJ. DeJongh& Associates

984.75

95,816.44

6/22/2013
6/30/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter

Copyof Administrative
HearingVol.V, held05/29/13
- 268pgs@ $3.25
Check# 61298
MarlisJ. DeJongh& Associates

871.00

96,687.44

10.50
0.30
0.30
0.60
Reviewvariousemailduringhearing
0.60
0.20
Uploadchronology;
reviewadditional
email
0.20
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
0.50
0.50
0.80
0.80
10.00
Preparefor andattendhearing
10.00
0.30
0.30
0.10
0.10
0.30
0.30

0.30
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Date Tkpr.

Type

6/23/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/23/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Hours Description
Correspond
andconferbytelephone
withC.
andC.Westbyregarding
videocamera.
0.30 Wilkinson

Amount

Balance

52.50

96,739.94

52.50

96,792.44

0.30
0.30

Correspond
withC. Westbyregarding
videocamera;
Correspond
withJ. Sheridan
regarding
videocamera.

-1,416.69

95,375.75

3,300.00

98,675.75

Reviewemailre apprenticeship
completed

20.00

98,695.75

Reviewclientre emailsre lineworker
cityexam

40.00

98,735.75

6/1/13W.Walkercabfarefromofficeto 600
University
Streetto deliverexhibitto hearing
Check#61415
PugetSoundDispatchLLC

6.50

98,742.25

Reviewcorrespondence
fromW.Walkerregarding
Reviewvideoconversion
software
0.30 videoconversion;
andvendors;Checkcameraforcord;Correspond
withW.Walkerregarding
videoconversion
options
andsoftware.

52.50

98,794.75

6/24/2013DJW
MHB
6.00
6/25/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Preparefor andattendhearing

6/26/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/28/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/30/2013
7/31/2013WW

CashCost
Taxi

7/1/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/1/2013
7/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

Copyof Administrative
HearingVol.VIIheld06/20/13
- 261pgs@$3.25
Check#61411
& Associates
MarlisJ. DeJongh

848.25

99,643.00

7/3/2013
7/31/2013WW

CashCost
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.

Copyof Administrative
HearingVol.VIIIheld
06/25/13- 95 pgs@$3.25
Check#61411
MarlisJ. DeJongh
& Associates

308.75

99,951.75

7/6/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemailsre rebuttals
andexhibits

20.00

99,971.75

7/8/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemailretimeline;reviewemailrefinal
completion
memoandemailsre DaVonna
Johnson

40.00

100,011.75

7/9/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclientemailsre lineworker
exams,JATC,etc.

40.00

100,051.75

6.00
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20

0.30

0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
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Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

ReviewclientemailreJuneupdate

20.00

100,071.75

Reviewemailre newcrewassignment

40.00

100,111.75

Brieflyreviewletterfrommayordenyingadditional
claimandletterfromopposing
counselrequesting
extension
of timeto filebrief

65.00

100,176.75

Reviewseveralclienl/Sheridan
emailsre extension

40.00

100,216.75

0.10
7/10/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/15/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/16/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/16/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/17/2013
7/31/2013CDW

CashCost
Parking

06/24/13Reimburse
C.Westbyfor parkingto
v·1deotape
testing

12.00

100,228.75

7/17/2013
7/31/2013CDW

CashCost
Parking

06/26/13Reimburse
C.Westbyfor parkingwhile
videotaping
testing

13.00

100,241.75

7/17/2013
7/31/2013CDW

CashCost
Travel

06/24/13Reimburse
C.Westbyfor
mileage/videotaping
of testing

47.46

100,289.21

7/17/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/17/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/18/2013 SST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/18/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/18/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/18/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/24/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

7/31/2013AMM

Fee

0.10
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

3.50
Reviewrecordanddraftpost-trialbrief

1,925.00

102,214.21

3.50
0.10
0.10

Reviewopposingcounsel's
requestfor extension
to
filebrief

20.00

102,234.21

422.50

102,656.71

6,875.00

109,531.71

Reviewemailre videotapingexam

20.00

109,551.71

Reviewemailre posthearingbrief

20.00

109,571.71

Reviewcorrespondence
betweenJ. Sheridanand
client.

52.50

109,624.21

Reviewclient'semailsretransferto Northlocation

20.00

109,644.21

1.30
Editpost-hearing
briefforfiling
1.30
12.50
Reviewrecordanddraftpost-trialbrief
12.50
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.30
0.30
0.10
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Date Tkpr.
9/23/2015JPS

Type

8/24/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Hours Description
0.10

Amount

Balance

20.00

109,664.21

-3,091.71

106,572.50

52.50

106,625.00

Reviewclientemailsandinvestigation
conclusions

165.00

106,790.00

Reviewemailfromclientreinvestigation
reportre city
vehicle(.1)reviewinvestigation
reportre cityvehicle
(.2);reviewemailfromclientre investigation
report
(.1); reviewconfidential
investigation
prepared
by
ClaireCordonreworkingwithotheremployees
(.3)
reviewemailfromclientresupplement
report(.1);
reviewFirstSupplemental
Report(.2);reviewclient
emailre investigation
andtimeowedto client(.1)

180.00

106,970.00

Prepareanddeliverto C.Westbyvideoequipment

52.50

107,022.50

Obtainlaptopfor videoconversion;
Setupcomputer
andcamera;Providevideoconversion
trainingto C.
Westby.

87.50

107,110.00

ConferwithM.Grantregarding
C.Westby'sv'1deo
conversion
project;Setuplaptopandlocatevideos;
ConferwithW. Westbyregarding
C. Westby'svideo
conversion
project;Copyvideosto DVD.

87.50

107,197.50

Reviewclientemailrewitnessandattached
ECACmeetings

40.00

107,237.50

175.00

107,412.50

20.00

107,432.50

0.10
Reviewclientemailre deadlineofjudgmentopinion

0.10

8/26/2013 DJW
MHB

0.30
8/29/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/1/2013 JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/3/2013 AMM
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

9/4/2013 TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/5/2013 TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/10/2013 TLL
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

9/11/2013 AMM
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

9/12/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

ConferwithC.Westbyregarding
videocopyingand

0.30 conversion
0.30
0.30
0.90
0.90

0.30
0.30 for conversion
to digital.
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.20
0.20
1.00
Correspond
andconferwithW.Walkerregarding
1.00 videos;Copyvideosto externaldrive;Conferand
correspond
withW.Walkerregarding
videotaping
safetyevaluation;
Reviewcorrespondence
fromclient
regarding
safetyevaluation;
Reviewcorrespondence
betweenW.WalkerandJ. Sheridanregarding
videotaping
safetyevaluation.

0.10
9/12/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclient'semailre evaluation.

0.10
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Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

Reviewemailsrevideotaping

40.00

107,472.50

Reviewcorrespondence
fromclientregarding
Safety
Evaluation;
ReviewemailfromJ. Sheridan
to A.
Swansonregarding
SafetyEvaluation.

52.50

107,525.00

175.00

107,700.00

0.20
9/15/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/16/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/17/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/17/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/18/2013TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/18/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

9/20/2013
9/30/2013WW

0.20
0.30
0.30
1.00
Reviewcorrespondence
fromW.Walkerregarding
1.00 safetyevaluation;
Correspond
withW.Walker
regarding
safetyevaluation
[.5];Preparevideo
camerafor W.Walker;Providevideocamera
operation
trainingto W.Walker[.5].
0.40
Reviewseveralemailsretapingandevaluation

BO.OD

107,780.00

Correspond
withW.Walkerregarding
videotaping
of
safetyevaluation.

52.50

107,832.50

Download
order,review,andemailto client

40.00

107,872.50

CashCost
Video;DVD;CD

09/15/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor Video
Cassettspurchased
at OfficeDepotfor client'sSafety
Evaluation
Check# 61897
WindyWalker

20.74

107,893.24

9/20/2013
9/30/2013WW

CashCost

09/16/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor
Parkingcostat ButlerGaragefor videotaping
of
client'sSafetyEvaluation
Check# 61897
WindyWalker

12.00

107,905.24

9/20/2013
9/30/2013WW

CashCost

09/18/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor Seattle
StreetParkingcost for videotaping
of client'sSafety
Evaluation
Check#61897
WindyWalker

1.00

107,906.24

9/20/2013
9/30/2013WW

CashCost
Travel:Mileage

09/18/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor
mileagefor videotaping
of client'sSafetyEvaluation
(42roundtripmiles@$0.565)
Check#61897
WindyWalker

23.73

107,929.97

9/20/2013
9/30/2013WW

CashCost
Travel:Mileage

09/19/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor
mileagefor videotaping
of client'sSafetyEvaluation
(19.6roundtripmiles@$0.565)
Check#61897

11.07

107,941.04

0.40
0.30
0.30
0.20
0.20
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Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

WindyWalker

9/20/2013
9/30/2013 WW

CashCost
Meals

09/19/13Reimbursement
to WindyWalkerfor lunch
expenseat QFC for videotaping
of client'sSafety
Evaluation
Check# 61897
WindyWalker

9.35

107,950.39

9/30/2013
10/31/2013WW

CashCost
Taxi

09/17/13W.WalkercabfromSSCCto Kingsgate

70.00

108,020.39

9/30/2013
10/31/2013WW

CashCost
Taxi

09/17/13W. WalkercabfromOfficeto HomeDepot
to SCC to purchaseextension
cordfor video
recorderin caseof batteryfailurewhiletapingof
clientevaluation
Check# 62064
PugetSoundDispatchLLC

27.00

108,047.39

Brieflyreviewandcomment
on proposed
costbill/fee
petition

65.00

108,112.39

270.00

108,382.39

1,650.00

110,032.39

DiscussPetitionwithMr.JoelMcAllister
at King
CountyCourthouse.

440.00

110,472.39

FilingFeefor Petitionfor Review/King
County
SuperiorCourt
Check# 62073
KingCountySuperiorCourtClerk

240.00

110,712.39

55.00

110,767.39

Continueto draftSheridandeclaration.

165.00

110,932.39

10/17/13Serviceof ProcessuponKarenBlayneyOfficeof Administrative
Hearings
Check# 62220
ABCLegalServicesInc.

124.50

111,056.89

ParkandRidefortravelwhiletapingof client
evaluation
Check# 62064
PugetSoundDispatchLLC

0.20
10/9/2013BST
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

10/16/2013MLC
9/23/2015 MLC

Fee

10/17/2013JPS
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

10/17/2013JPS
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

10/18/2013
10/31/2013WW

CashCost

10/30/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

10/30/2013JPS
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

10/31/2013
11/30/2013WW

CashCost

0.20
0.60
0.60

Reviewemails,statutesregarding
enforcement;
researchre administrative
procedure
act

3.00
3.00

DiscussPetitionfor Judicialreviewwithpartnerand
staff;draftsame.

0.80
0.80

0.10
DraftSheridanandwitnessdeclarations
re:filing

0.10
0.30
0.30
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Amount

Balance

10/31/2013
11/30/2013WW

CashCost

10/17/13
Serviceof ProcessuponSeattleCity
Attorneys
Officeas Designee
forCityof Seattle,
SeattleCityLight
Check# 62220
ABCLegalServicesInc.

59.50

111,116.39

10/31/2013
11/30/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

10/17/13
SpecialPickupanddeliveryof Petitionfor
JudicialReviewto AttorneyGeneralOffice- Olympia
Check#62220
ABCLegalServicesInc.

89.95

111,206.34

11/13/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

ReviewNoticesof Appearance

20.00

111,226.34

11/14/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

165.00

111,391.34

11/14/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

20.00

111,411.34

11/15/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Draftdeclarations.

220.00

111,631.34

11/15/2013JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

continue
draftingdeclarations

110.00

111,741.34

11/18/2013
11/30/2013

Noncash
Cost

6.31

111,747.65

11/18/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewemailre mediation.

20.00

111,767.65

11/25/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewamended
noticeof deposition
re DaVonna
Johnson.

20.00

111,787.65

11/25/2013AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewclient'semailsre meetings.

40.00

111,827.65

11/30/2013
12/31/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

11/14/13
Pickupanddeliveryof Noticeof
Appearance,
to AttorneyGeneral,
Tumwater
Check# 62397
ABCLegalServicesInc.

64.95

111,892.60

11/30/2013
12/31/2013WW

CashCost
Messenger
& Delivery

11/14/13
SpecialDelivery
fromABCto: SeatileCity
Attonrney
andRobblee,
BrennanDetwiler
Check# 62397
ABCLegalServicesInc.

39.95

111,932.55

Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

0.10
0.10
0.30
Reviewdocuments
anddraftdeclaration
0.30
0.10
Reviewnoticesof appearance.
0.10
0.40
0.40
0.20
0.20
10/31
/13Postage
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.20
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Employment- General
vs. SeattleCity Light

Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

297.50

112,230.05

97.50

112,327.55

617.50

112,945.05

-695.15

112,249.90

0.70
12/13/2013JRS
9/23/2015JRS

Fee

12/19/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

12/23/2013BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Draftandfileresponse
to motionto consolidate
0.70
0.30
Reviewof caseschedules
andcasestatusesto
deadline
today
0.30 determine
1.90
Research
procedure
for filingadministrative
agency
contactOAHto
1.90 recordpertoday'sdeadline;
determine
whethertheywouldfile agencyrecord;
sendemailsto APSandstaffregarding
agency
record;draftbriefnoticeto fileregarding
agency
recordfilingdeadline

12/30/2013DJW
MHB
1/7/2014
1/31/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

12/23/13
J. Sheridan
purchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3602618895)
Check# 62832
U.S.Bank

22.49

112,272.39

1/7/2014
1/31/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

12/12/13
J. Sheridan
purchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3602041147)
Check# 62832
U.S.Bank

22.49

112,294.88

2/11/2014AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

ReviewSubstitution
of counselandemailclientre
0.20 same

40.00

112,334.88

2/12/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

Revieworder;consultwithJ. Sheridan

200.00

112,534.88

2/26/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewrecentordersandcaseschedule;
determine
lastdayto movethetrialdate;discusspotentialnew
trialdateswithWindy

130.00

112,664.88

2/26/2014AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewmotionto dismiss,etc.,andemailclient

80.00

112,744.88

2/26/2014AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Reviewemailsrestipulation
andhearingdates

40.00

112,784.88

3/21/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Revieworderregarding
amended
deadlines
and
reviewcalendar
to makesuredeadlines
arecorrect;
calendarre-noted
motionto dismiss

65.00

112,849.88

0.20

0.50
0.50
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
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AaronSwanson

Employment
- General
vs.SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Amount

Balance

Workon Pl Response
to Motionto Dismiss

1,640.00

114,489.88

Reviewdraftdeclarations,
discussmotionto dismiss
withDavid;leavevoicemail
for Joel
1.10 response
McAllister
redeclaration;
discusscaseand
declaration
withMr.McAllister,
sendemail
explanation
to McAllister;
discussfactswithWindy

357.50

114,847.38

487.50

115,334.88

1,960.00

117,294.88

Hours Description
4.10

4/1/2014 DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

4/1/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/2/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/2/2014 DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

4/3/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/4/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/4/2014JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/5/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/7/2014 DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

4/7/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/8/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/11/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

4/16/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/17/2014JPS

Fee

4.10
1.10

1.50
Reviewcasefilesandemailsfor response
to motion
1.50 to dismiss
4.90
Workon response
to CityMotionto Dismiss
4.90
0.20
0.20

65.00

117,359.88

Beginto reviewfactsin response
to motionto dismiss
andstartJPSandWalkerdeclarations

260.00

117,619.88

Draftdeclarations

440.00

118,059.88

Editingfactssectionto response
to motionto dismiss,
draftJPSDec.andgatherexhibits;draftWalkerDec.
andgatherexhibits

747.50

118,807.38

1,560.00

120,367.38

455.00

120,822.38

227.50

121,049.88

80.00

121,129.88

130.00

121,259.88

715.00

121,974.88

Reviewemailregarding
response
to motionto
dismissfromDavidanddiscussresponse
to motion
to dismisswithJPS

0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
2.30
2.30
3.90
3.90

Finalizeresponse
to motionto dismiss;review
supporting
declarations

1.40
Assistwithfinalizingdeclarations
for response
to
1.40 motionto dismiss;draftproposed
order
0.70
0.70

Draftpraecipefor McAllister
deeande-filepraecipe,
orderworkingcopiesandupdatee-service;
email
praecipeto opposingcounsel;respondto client
email;

0.20
ReviewCityreplyre motionto dismiss
0.20
0.40
Contactcourtto requestoralargument;
discusscase
0.40 withJPSandDavid
1.30
Draftfee petition
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Aaron Swanson
Employment- General
vs. SeattleCity Light

Date Tkpr.
9/23/2015JPS

Type

4/18/2014AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/19/2014 JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/19/2014 JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/19/2014 JPS
9/23/2015 JPS

Fee

4/21/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/21/2014 DJW
9/23/2015 DJW

Fee

4/22/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/22/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/22/2014 TLL
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

Amount

Balance

60.00

122,034.88

Continue
to draftfee petition

1,210.00

123,244.88

Draftfee petition

1,430.00

124,674.88

330.00

125,004.88

2,502.50

127,507.38

Draftaffidavitin supportoffee petition

120.00

127,627.38

Discussfeepetitionandfee chartwithJPS

162.50

127,789.88

1,072.50

128,862.38

52.50

128,914.88

-149.88

128,765.00

227.50

128,992.50

32.50

129,025.00

Hours Description
1.30
0.30
Reviewrepliesre motionto dismiss;emailclient

0.30
2.20
2.20
2.60
2.60
0.60
Preparefee petition

0.60
7.70
7.70

Editpetitionfor fees,SheridanDeclaration
and
proposed
findingsof factandconclusions
of law,
gatherexhibitsfor Sheridandeclaration,
draftmy
declaration,
reviewDavid'sdeclaration,
andassist
withchartsof feesandcosts

0.30
0.30
0.50
0.50
3.30
3.30

Editproposed
findingsof factandconclusions
of law,
SheridanDeclaration
andexhibits,andpetitionfor
attorneyfees;editchartof feesandcostsandsend
aroundfor approval;draftpraecipe;communicate
withopposingcounselregarding
scheduling
of oral
argument

0.30
Reviewcorrespondence
fromB.Touschner
regarding

0.30 feepetition;Reviewandanalyzetimeentries;
Correspond
withB.Touschner
regarding
fee petition.

4/23/2014 DJW
MHB

0.70
4/23/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

4/29/2014 BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

0.70

ReviewCity'sproposed
stipulationregarding
the
transcripts;
respondto the Courtregarding
oral
argument;
reviewemailsrelatedto scheduling
mediation;
sendcasestatusupdateto client

0.10
0.10

Emailclientregarding
Thursday's
hearingandlookup
hearinglocation
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AaronSwanson
Employment- General
vs. SeattleCity Light

Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

200.00

129,225.00

840.00

130,065.00

1,430.00

131,495.00

0.50
Prepare
fororalargument
on motionto dismissre
latefiling

4/30/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

5/1/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

5/1/2014JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/6/2014
5/31/2014BST

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

04/08/14B.Touschner
purchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(36110799221)
Check# 64229
U.S.Bank

22.49

131,517.49

5/6/2014
5/31/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

04/07/14
J. Sheridanpurchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3610702416)
Check# 64229
U.S.Bank

22.49

131,539.98

5/6/2014
5/31/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

04/21/14
J. Sheridanpurchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3611986482)
Check# 64229
U.S.Bank

22.49

131,562.47

5/6/2014
5/31/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

04/22/14J. Sheridan
purchaseof workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3612095988)
Check# 64229
U.S.Bank

22.49

131,584.96

5/9/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

5/9/2014JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

5/12/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

6/4/2014DJW
9/23/2015DJW

Fee

6/5/2014
6/30/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

0.50
2.10

Prepare
for andparticipate
in oralargument
re motion
2.10 to dismiss
2.60
2.60

Prepare
for an attendhearingon D'smotionto
dismiss

4.20
4.30

Draftmotionto shortentime,motionto dismiss
petitionfor review,andDeclaration
ISO

1,720.00

133,304.96

Draftresponse
to trialbriefs

1,760.00

135,064.96

Reviseandfile Response
to TrialBrief

1,040.00

136,104.96

560.00

136,664.96

22.49

136,687.45

3.20
3.20
2.60
2.60
1.40
Draftreplymotionto dismiss
1.40
05/16/14J. Sheridanpurchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3614548042)
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AaronSwanson
Employment
- General
vs. SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

22.49

136,709.94

Check#64607
U.S.Bank
6/5/2014
6/30/2014DJW

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

6/17/2014JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/17/2014JPS
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/18/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/19/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/20/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/26/2014JPS
JPS

Fee

6/27/2014JPS
JPS

Fee

6/28/2014JPS
JPS

Fee

6/30/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

6/30/2014JPS
JPS

Fee

7/3/2014
9/30/2014JPS

CashCost
FilingFee--Superior
Court

7/14/2014BST
9/23/2015JPS

Fee

05/12/14D.Whedbeepurchase
of workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3614120121)
Check# 64607
U.S.Bank

2.30
Attendhearingre JudicialReview

1,265.00

137,974.94

Preparefor hearing

1,925.00

139,899.94

227.50

140,127.44

97.50

140,224.94

65.00

140,289.94

2.30
3.50
3.50
0.70
0.70

ReviewCourtorders,ALJ'sorder,takenotes,review
SMCprovisions
andemailJackandDavidregarding
Court'sorders

0.30
Legalresearch
on CR6 andCR59deadlines
in light
0.30 of language
of rulesandweekenddeadline
0.20
Discussing
courtorderandprocessto appealwith
0.20 JPS
2.60
Revieworderanddo research

1,430.00

141,719.94

Draftmotionfor newtrial

2,255.00

143,974.94

Writemotionfor reconsideration

4,840.00

148,814.94

1,332.50

150,147.44

1,045.00

151,192.44

2.60
4.10
4.10
8.80
8.80
4.10
Editmotionfor reconsideration,
note,andproposed
4.10 order;draftandgatherlistof out-of-state
cases;send
motionto client
1.90
ReadandeditCR59 motion
1.90
06/30/14J. Sheridanpurchaseof workingcopies
fromKingCountySuperiorCourtClerksOffice
E-Filing(3618046097)
Check# 64802
U.S.Bank

22.49

151,214.93

Reviewappellateprocessandappellate
deadlines;
sendemailto staffre deadlines

65.00

151,279.93

0.20
0.20
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AaronSwanson
Employment
- General
vs. SeattleCityLight
Date Tkpr.

Type

Hours Description

Amount

Balance

20.00

151,299.93

0.10
7/17/2014AMM
9/23/2015JPS

Reviewemailre Noticeof Appeal

Fee
0.10
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Aaron Swanson
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Date Tkpr.
FeeSumma!:Jl

Hours Description

Type

Work.
Tkpr.

Cap.
Tkpr.

AMM
BST
DJW
JPS
JPS
JRS
MLC
TLL

JPS
JPS
DJW
JPS
JPS
JRS
MLC
JPS

Original
Rate
200
325
400
550
550
425
450
175

Prorated
Rate
200
325
400
155
550
425
450
175

FeeTotals

Original
Hours
39.20
44.20
24.70
1.00
206.10
0.70
0.60
33.40
349.90

Amount
Billable
Hours
39.20
44.20
24.80
1.00
206.10
0.70
0.60
33.40
350.00

Fee
Amount
7,840.00
14,365.00
9,920.00
155.00
113,355.00
297.50
270.00
5,845.00
152,047.50

Fee
Adjustment
7,840.00
14,105.00
9,920.00
0.00
103,400.00
297.50
270.00
5,740.00
141,572.50

Cost
Amount

Cost
Adjustment

Balance
Work
Value
7,840.00
14,365.00
9,880.00
550.00
113,355.00
297.50
270.00
5,845.00
152,402.50

CostSumma!]l
Code
714
720
724
725
730
731
753
762
775
805
823
824
825
826
CostTotal

Description
Photocopies
Video;DVD;CD
CourtReporter-Hearing
Trans.
CourtReporter
FilingFee
FilingFee--Superior
Court
Meals
Messenger
& Delivery
Postage
Serviceof Process
Taxi
Parking
Travel
Travel:Mileage

Catego!YBreakdown
Fees
CashCosts
NoncashCosts

Totals

Cumulative
152,047.50
8,221.58
8.81
160,277.89

TrustSumma!]l
TrustDeposits
TrustWithdrawals

Balance

'

2.50
20.74
4,746.40
1,894.75
240.00
202.41
115.17
325.35
6.31
453.00
103.50
38.00
47.46
34.80
8,230.39

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Cost
Total
2.50
20.74
4,746.40
1,894.75
240.00
202.41
115.17
325.35
6.31
453.00
103.50
38.00
47.46
34.80
8,230.39

EXHIBITY

From,
subject:
Dale:
To:

Andrew T. Chan andrewc@mhb.com <f
Final accounting for Tarnosaitis
September 16. 2015 at 5:04 PM
Jack Sheridan jack@sheridanlawf!rm.com

Hi Jack,
Congrats again on settling Tamosaitis. The final accounting is attached. Please let us know if you have
any questions.
Thanks, Andrew
Andrew Chan I Attorney
MacDonald Hoague & Bayless
705 Second Avenue, Suite 1500
Seattle, WA 98104
~ 206.622.1604
I Fax 206.343.3961
Bl andrewc@mhb.com I www.mhb.com
This email is intended only for the individui,l(s) to whom it is addressed and it may be a confidential communication protected by la1,.
/\ny unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution,disclosure,or copyingis.prohibited. If you have received this communicationin error,
please notify me immediately by return email and delete this message from your system.
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Tamosaitis FINAL
ACCOUNTING.DOCX

FINAL ACCOUNTING

CLIENT:

Walter Tamosaitis

CLIENT#:

10546, matters 1 and 2

DA TE:

September_,

RE-

Litigation against URS, DOE and Bechtel

2015

$4,300,000.00

SETTLE1vfENT with URS (various corporate entities):
Paid to Client and Sheridan Law Firm
Fees and Costs accnied by MacDonald Hoague and Bayless

$154,437.50

Attorney's Fees:
Costs of litigation advanced by MHB, outstanding:

$651.99

S.155,0-8.2.42

TOTAL TO BE DISBURSED TO MHB:
Summary of Costs incuned in litigation:
Photocopies/Printing:

$347.93

Filing Fee:

$490.00

Service of Process:

$173.00

Messengcrs/Comiers/Postage:

$637.38

Records and Search Fees:

$524.31

TeleConfcrence:

$20.00

Meals/Ta-.::i/Ferry/Travel/Parking:

$457.38

Lodging

$707.52

Air Fare

$879.80
TOTAL COSTS:

Previously Paid by Client
Outstanding Balance

$4,237.32
$3,585.33
$651.99

I have received a copy of this final accounting.
Dated this __

day of ___

.

, 2015,

at

Seattle, Washington.

CLIENT

Walter Tamosaitis

EXHIBIT Z

From: Jack Sheridan jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis attorney client privileged CONFIDENTIAL
Date: July 31, 2015 at 1 :25 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer josephs@mhb.com

Trial is not until July 2016 with Judge Suko.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
On Jul 30, 2015, at 4: 11 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <jose12hs@!11hb.com>wrote:

So are you in trial right now, or do you mean headed toward trial with a jury right?
From: Jack Sheridan [_rnal)to:j9.QS@sheridanlawfirrn.com]

Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 4:10 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis attorney client privileged CONFIDENTIAL

You and Beth are the reason we are here with a jury! That was great work! And I laugh
whenever I read the opinion because the court anticipated everything Suko could throw at us on
remand.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-3 81-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
j ack@sheridanla wfirm. com
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 30, 2015, at 4:03 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <jose12hs@mhb.com> wrote:
No doubt.
Nice work, Jack.
I was happy to have played a part in that case.
Joe

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]

Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 4:02 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Re: Tamosaitis attorney client privileged CONFIDENTIAL

Yes it's dead, but URS is still a good catch. No news yet on negotiations
Jack Sheridan
,,-·q __

C1L

---~

.J ___

T

----

T:~-----

n

C1

in~ .::,ncnuan Law rirm , I:'. .::>.
705 2ndAve., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 2.QQ::381-5949
Cell: 206-93 1-7430
j.a.Qk@sheridanlawfinn .com
Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 30, 2015 , at 9: 11 AM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <j~~>

wrote:

Thanks.
So the state court case fizzled?
A shame that Bechtel go off. They were the real MFs in this thing.
Joe
-----Original Message----From: Jack Sherida n [mailto:jack @sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 4:48 AM
To: Josep h R. Shaeffer
Subject: Re: Tamosai tis attorney client privileged CONFIDENTIAL
The only defendant is URS.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Finn, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-38 1-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
j.a&k@sheridanlawfirm .com

On Jul 29, 2015, at 11:55 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer
<josephs.@mhb.com> wrote:

It would also help to know where the money is coming
from (which of the defendants) .
Thanks,
Joe
----- Original Message----From: Joseph R. Shaeffer

Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 11:50 PM
To: 'Jack Sheridan'
Subject: RE: Tamosaitis attorney client privileged
CONFIDENTIAL
That' s great news, Jack.
So that I can fully inform the management committee of
the situation , what are the proposed terms of the
settlement?

I can assme you that we will keep everything in the utmost
confidence.
Thanks,

Joe
-----Original Message----From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack @sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 29, 2015 7:58 AM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffe r
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis attorney client privileged
CONFIDENTIAL
Joe ,
There is a good chance Tamosaitis has sett led. Until the
paperwork gets signed, it could fall through, but it's w01th
having you gea r up for the MHB final accounting . I think
MHB will have to forego the state fee billings. I think
they all went to appeals that failed. You may want to
check to sec if there is anything in those billings t at can
be ranslatcd to the federal ca e like state deposition foes
and costs for depositious we would have usec at the
federal trial. I do think all costs should be billed and paid.
If you have any concerns please let me know.
Confidentiality has not been discussed , but it may be on
the table. I'll keep you posted.
Whoo hoo!
Jack
PS- only you, me, and Walt know about this. I'll let you

know when it's done or undone.

Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
On Jul 8, 2015, at 11:49 AM, Joseph R.
Shaeffer <josephs@mhb.com> wrote:
Hi Jack:
This is what I see in our system:
For the state comi case $72,922.50 in fees
$2,771.58 in costs (of which 201.70 are
outstanding)
For the federal case $81,515.00 in fees
$1,465.74 in costs (of which $503.57 are
outstanding)
Total:
$154,437.50 in fees
$4,237.32 in costs (of which $705.27 are
outstanding)
Please let me know if you need anything else.
Thanks!

Joe
-----Original Message----From: JOHN SHERIDAN
[mailto:sheridan57@icloud.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 07, 2015 8:10 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer; Katherine C.
Chamberlain
Cc: Jodie Branaman
Subject: Tamosaitis
Joe and Katie,
We are going into a mediation on July 21st in
this case. Could you send me the fees and
costs for MHB related to this case? Thanks.
Jack

EXHIBIT AA

From: Joseph R. Shaeffer josephs@mhb.com
Subject: RE: Tamosaitis
Date: August 11, 2015 at 7:42 AM
To : Jack Sher idan jack@sheridanlawfirm.com

OK. Just so I can report back to the management committee (I am not on it anymore) , why is that the
measure of our fees, as opposed to the quantum meruit value of th e total work performed?
Thanks, and good luck getti ng it done today.
Joe

From: Jack Sheridan [jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Se nt: Tuesday,August 11, 2015 6:55 AM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Subject : Re: Tamosaitis

1 don't think there is anythin g in the nine pages of the state cou rt billin gs that Judge Suko would
ave approved in ...afederal fee petition. Sorry.

I'll keep you posted today.
Thanks
Jack
PS-Ifit sett les today , the other side will have 30 days to pay, so there is plenty of time.
Jack Sheri dan
The Sherida n Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seat tle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-9 3 1-7430
jack@s her idanlawfirm. com
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 11, 2015, at 6:10 AM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <josep hs@mh b.c om> wrote:
es , that's right.
prev iously you had said that if there was wo rk in the sta te case that
furthered the federal case, that would be includ ed in our final accounting. That determination is
hard for me -to make , so that's what I am askin g you to do .

Thanks,
Joe
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 10, 2015, at 9:56 PM , "Jack Sheridan" <jack@s heridanlawfirm.com > wrote:
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federal 9th Cir. appeal. Does that look right to you?
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
j.a.ck@.~heridanl<,1wfirm
,c.9m
On Aug 10, 2015, at 5:02 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <joseiili£@mhb.com> wrote:
Hi Jack

Attac hed please find the entire client ledger for Walt's case. It's divided into fees and costs
logged to the State court case, and fees and costs Jogged to the federal case.
It's hard for me to tell what from the State comt case helped achieve the result in the Federal
case. Co'Uld you please review and let me know?
Also, please let us know the terms of the proposed settlement.
Thank s,
Joe

-----Original Message ----From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack @sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 09, 2015 8:36 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Subject: Tamosaitis
Joe,
There is a 90% likelihood that Tamosaitis will settle on Tuesday. You may want to go ahead
and do your final accounting for the federal fees and costs. I'll give you the details on
Tuesday assuming it's a go.
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm , P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack @sberidanlawfinn.com
<Tamosa itis - Client Ledger.pdf>

EXHIBIT BB

From: Jack Sheridan jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
Subject: Re: Tamosatis
Date: August 12, 2015 at 8:38 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer josephs@mhb.com

Thanks!
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 2Q<ic93Jc743Q
jack@shcridanlawfirm.com
Sent from my iPhonc
On Aug 12, 2015, at 7:27 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer <joscp)1s@mhb,com> wrote:
Congrats, Jack.
Very, very nice work.
From: Jack Sheridan [i.;i<.:k@shr;ri4il.!1lil.wfirm.c:mnl
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2015 4:27 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Subject: Tamosatis
Joe,
I couldn't tell you before, but we were going back an forth on confidentiality as late as noon today, and we got to settle without it, so all the
terms arc in the settlement agreement posted on my website. Whoo hoo!
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931- 7430
i..;1Gls@sl1r;ri4I1.11lil.wfii:m.c;qm

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Joseph R. Shaeffer josephs @mhb.com
RE: Tamosaitis
September 9, 2015 at 2:35 PM
Jack Sheridan jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
Andrew T. Chan andrewc@mhb.com

Hi Jack:
I hop e you are doing w ell.
Wha t is t he sta t us of this?
Thanks,

Joe

From: Joseph R. Shaeffer

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 7:42 AM
To: Jack Sheridan

Subject: RE: Tamosaitis
OK. Just so I can report back to the manageme nt committee (I am not on it anymore), why is that the
measure of our fee s, as opposed to the quantum meruit value of the tota l work performed?
Thanks, and good luck getting it done today.
Joe

From: Jack Sheridan [jack @sheridanlawfirm.com]

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 6:55 AM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer

Subject : Re: Tamosaitis

I don' t.think there is anytJ1ing in the nine pages of the state court billings that Judge Suko would
have approved in <;tfederal fee petitio n. Sorry.
I'll keep you posted today.
Thanks
Jack
PS-If it sett les today, the other side will have 30 days to pay, so there is plenty oftime.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm , P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seatt le, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@s heridanlawfirm .com
Sent from mv iPhone
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On Aug 11, 2015, at 6:10 AM, Joseph R.Shaeffer-goseP-hs @mhb.com > wrote:

Yes, that's right. So previously y ou had said that ir there was work in thestate case
that furthered the federal case, that would be incl11dediruour final accounting. That
deten Qio~tion is hard for me to mal&, so that's what I am asking you to do.

Thanks,
Joe
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 10, 2015, at 9:56 PM, "Jack Sheridan" -gack@sheridanlawfirm .com> wrote:
On a quick review, 'it looks like the fir st 9 pages are the state case, and
the remainder are the federal 9th Cfr. app eal. Doe s that look right to
you?
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Finn, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack @sheridanlawfirm .com
On Aug 10, 2015, at 5:02 PM, Joseph R. Shaeffer
-gose12hs@mhb.com> wrote:

.Ni Jack
Attached p lease find the entire client ledger for Walt's case.
Tt's d ivided i nto fees and costs logged to the State court
case, and fees and costs logged to the federa l case.
It's hard for me to tell what from the State court case he lped
achieve the resu lt in the Federa l case. Could you please
review and let me know?

Also, please let us know the terms of the proposed
settlement.
Thanks,
Joe

-----Original Message----From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 09, 2015 8:36 PM
To: Joseph R. Shaeffer
Subject: Tamosaitis
Joe,
There is a 90% likelihood that Tamosaitis will settle on
Tuesday. You may want to go ahead and do your final
accounting for the federal fees and costs. I'll give you the
details on Tuesday assuming it's a go.
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-3 81-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
<Tamosaitis - Client Ledger.pdf>

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

•

Jack Sheridan jack@sheridanlawiirm.com
Re: Final accounting for Tamosaitis
September 24, 2015 at 2:28 PM
Andrew T. Chan andrewc@mhb.com

Well lets hope when you have a chance to review the law you will agree there is no dispute .
Thanks .
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Finn, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sher idanlawfirrn.com
On Sep 24, 20 15, at I :36 PM, Andrew T. Chan <andrewc@mhb.com> wrote:

Hi Jack,
Thanks for sendin g us the check for the undi sputed amount . We w ill get back to you asap on the
other fees.
Regards, Andrew

---

--·---

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridan lawfirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 4:08 PM
To: Andrew T Chan
Subject: Re: Final accounting for Tamosaitis

-----

Sounds good
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, \VA 98104
Tel : 206-38 1-5949
Cell: 206-931- 7430
jack@sheridanlawfi1m .com
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 17, 2015, at 3:56 PrvI,Andrew T.Chan<andrewc@mhb.com
Hi Jack,
Thanks for your thoughts.

Let me get back to you on th is.

Cheers, Andrew
From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:j.acis.@sheridanlawfirm.com]

Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 9:03 AM
To: Andrew T Chan
Subject: Re: Final accounting for Tamosait is

> wrote:

---···- ··-

Andrew,
I thought about it, and 1ny test has been, had we won
the federal case at trial, could vvehave obtained those
state fees as a part of our attorney fee petition? I
think the ansvver is no. There were state fees that I
think we could have obtained. For example, n1ost of
the depositions used in the federal case vvere
conducted in the state litigation. I think even Judge
Suko would have awarded those, because they would
have been used in the federal trial, and they vvere
used in the federal summary judgment motion and on
appeal. Arguably the document discovery billings
and motions to compel work would have been
recoverable in the federal litigation on the same
argument. I'n1 not sure Suko would have awarded
any money for the motions to dismiss and SJ motions
in the state forum, and I'm not sure we would vvould
have even made the argument, since Suko does not
love us. 'rhe problem vvith the state billings \Vhile I
,vas at MHB is that they were all for a state appeal of
a state su1nmary judgment dismissal of our tortious
interference claim against Bechtel National. The
billings are limited to the appeals as I recall. That
state claim against a different defendant failed at trial,
at the Court of Appeals, and at the Supren1e Court.
The clai1n that we settled after mediation that got us
the big bucks was against URS- a Bechtel
subcontractor-under
the Energy Reorganization Act,
which is a federal whistleblower statute that has
nothing to do with tortuous interference~ so I don't

.....,

think there is any way that Suko would have awarded
those state appeal-related fees to Ta1nosaitis. Joe sent
me the state and federal billings to revie,v, and
although I think every penny of the federal work is
chargeable, I didn't see any portion of the state work
that would fly. I'm in the office tomorrow if you
vvould like to meet and chat about it. I could take you
through the billings Joe sent n1e. I 1nay have made a
mistake and missed a particular billing entry, but I
don't think so. What you would want to look for in
the line items of the state billings are entries
pertaining to docun1ent production or conducting
depositions at the trial level. I-lope that helps. The
good ne\vs is that MHB does have a solid claim for
the $82k and Walter gets that he should pay for all
costs advanced in both the state and federal litigation.
Thanks.
Jack
PS-if not too j et lagged , I'll be in a little after 10:00.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridan lawfim1.com
On Sep 17, 2015, at 5:28 PM, Andrew T.Chan<andrewc@mhb.com>
wrote:
Hi Jack, thanks for getting back to me while you're on vacation, hope Paris
was fun (Alic e and I will be heading there in Novembe r!}.

Myu.ndercstandingis that

tbe fees for the state case were included because
they represent the act ual value of services preformed while at MHB that

turt hered the tedera l case, under qua nt um meru it princip les. What's yo ur
vi ew on this?
Thanks, Andrew

From : Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sher idanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2015 12:00 AM
To: Andrew T. Chan
Subject: Re: Final accounting for Tamosaitis

Hey Anclrew. I just took a peek at the lY1HBfinal accounting, andit
includes fees from the state case. \Vhichare not recoverable. I think:the
MHB number should be about $82k. Could you redo that and I'-11send
it along? Thanks. By the way, the check should clear my trust account
by Friday, so I'll be able to issue the MHB check then. I'm still in
Paris, but leaving this afternoon. Hoping to work on the plane, but you
know how that goes.
Jack
PS-I'm attaching my final accounting to Walt for your reference.
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From: Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com>
Subject: RE: Tamosaitis
Date: November 20, 2015 at 4:18:39 PM PST
To: Jack Sheridan <jack@sheridanlawfirm.com>
Cc: "Andrew T. Chan" <andrewc@mhb.com>, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com>
Jack,
A question has been raised regarding whether the Tamosaitis fee has been placed
in trust pursuant to RPC 1.15A pending resolution of the dispute over how much
of it each of our firms is entitled to. Please advise.
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: October 31, 2015 4:14 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing; Katherine C. Chamberlain; Joseph R. Shaeffer; David J. Whedbee
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

Tim,
I caution you to comply with CR 11 in any action you take.
Regards,
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridanlawfirm.com
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 31, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:
It would be sad if we had to resolve it that way, but it seems to be the only alternative you are giving us
other than simply going along with whatever you say, because you have the money.
1

From: Jack Sheridan [jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Saturday, October 31, 2015 2:54 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject : Re: Tamosaitis

Tim,
Perhaps you should file a lawsuit, and then we'll see who gets CR 11 sanctions my former
partner.
Jesse and Andrew,
Are you are part of this?
Jack

On Oct 31, 2015, at 2:41 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb .com> wrote :
I'm not trying to set you up for CR 11 sanctions, though a judge hearing a lawyer argue he is entitled to
95% of the fee for half the work on a case might be tempted. I get that you hope we will just go away if
you keep brushing you off, but it is in your interest to get this resolved now. It's going to wreak havoc
with your finances if you pay tax on all that money this year and then pay it out to us later.
Good luck with your argument.

From: Jack Sheridan [jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]

Sent: Saturday, October 31, 2015 1:18 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T . Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject : Re: Tamosaitis

Then brief it. I'm beginning to think that this is more about CR 11 then any other legal theory.
I'm preparing for oral argument, and I'm not going to entertain yom snippets any further until
you brief it.
Be well.
Jack
On Oct 31, 2015, at 1:02 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com > wrote:
Jack,
I don't know how i could be clearer. Th e fee is owed both law firms. There is no contract governing its
division. Therefo te, equitable principles contro l. The applicable equitab le principle is quantum meruit.
Quantum meruit means division in proportion to each firm's contribut ion to the result. The point of the
rule is to avoid unjust enrichment. To give SLF 95% of the fee for doing half the work would be unjust
enrichment. The fee shou ld be divided in proportion to the t ime each firm spent. That is what we agreed
to with regard to fees owed SLF for work done before you came to MHB, and that is what is equitab le
and fair.

2

If you will tell me which of those sentences you don't agree with, I will try and send some more authority
on the point. But I'm sure no amount of authority will convince you to pay us the additional $500-$600k
we think the law entitles us to. We've offered to compromise for a fraction of that to keep peace with a
former partner, but if you really so sure of your legal analysis, lets pick an arbitrator and see what
happens, loser pays.
Tim

From: Jack Sheridan [jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 4:01 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

Tim,
I'm feeling that you are blowing me off. I'm not going to invest time or money
on your claim if you are unwilling to invest the time to clearly articulate your
claim. That's what you do every day as a lawyer. Why won't you make the
effort to do it now? Then we can, in a paced and civilized way, examine each
argument along with the facts and the law that supports or refutes your claim.
Your emails make it look like you are reading the law for the first time, and
throwing out the last case your read, rather than articulating a real thoughtful
position. As it stands, I can't tell if you claim to have a contract claim (you
haven't cited to a provision of any contract) or some other claim that you refuse
to state, but I'd like to read it if you got it.
Please do so. Then, after that, I'll respond, and then we can decide if we need
third party involvement. How's that sound?
Jack
On Oct 30, 2015, at 3:24 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:

We keep doing that and you keep blowing us off. Let's get someone we both trust
and let them decide.
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.
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From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: October 30, 2015 2:42 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

Why? Before you spend the money, why don't you write the brief that you would give to the
arbitrator and give it to me? I'll read it. Don't you think that would be a more legitimate way to
proceed? And better than these minor emails that don't really analyze anything?
Jack

On Oct 30, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:

So let's pick an arbitrator and get this resolved.
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: October 30, 2015 2:24 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

Tim,
I couldn't resist. I took a quick look. McNeary involves two law firms who agreed on a split,
tried the case together, and then fought over the split (Although the two law firms entered into a
retainer agreement intending to divide the work and the fee equally, one firm tried the case and
performed almost all of the work necessary for trial. McNeary v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 105 Wash.
2d 136, 137, 712 P.2d 845, 845 (1986)). This is not that case. I also peeked at the buy and sell
agreement. What paragraph are you relying on? Here, MHB by design was discharged from each
case I kept, and I was discharged from each case MHB kept. Each victory I won was won after
you were off the case, so unless you have a contract claim against me, you have no claim that I
can see-other than quantum meruit against the client. Clients have the right to discharge
their attorney at any time, for any reason. Kimball v. Public Utility District No. I of Douglas
County, 64 Wash.2d 252, 257, 391 P.2d 205 (1964); 7 Am.Jur.2d Attorneys at Law§ 282
(1997). Because no breach occurs, a discharged attorney may not sue on a contingent fee
agreement, but must sue in quantum meruit arising out of the contract for the reasonable
value of the services rendered through the date of discharge. Kimball, 64 Wash.2d at 258,
4

391 P.2d 205 1 Joseph M. Perillo, Corbin on Contracts§ 1.20, at 71-72 (1993) (primary rights in
actions in quantum meruit or quasi-contract are contractual). Fetty v. Wenger, 110 Wash. App.
598, 600 n4., 36 P.3d 1123, 1124 (2001), as amended on denial ofreconsideration (Mar. 27,
2002). That's the money you got my friend. I'm going back to oral argument prep. Be well.
Jack
On Oct 30, 2015, at 1:29 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:

Come on, Jack, it's one page. Let's get this done and move on.
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE& BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]

Sent: October 30, 2015 1:28 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

Not yet Tim. I got all tied up writing something on those three new wrongful discharge cases last
weekend (I was inspired by Jeff and Jesse), and I have two oral arguments at the Court of
Appeals next week (Swanson and Lodis), so it probably won't be until the following weekend.
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
j ack@sheridanlawfirm.com
Sent from my iPhone
On Oct 30, 2015, at 12:58 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:

Hi, Jack, have you had a chance to look at this yet?
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE& BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681

5

www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidentia l materia l. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error . Thank you.

From: Jack Sheridan [ma ilto :jack@sheridanlawfirm.com ]
Sent: October 20, 2015 5:37 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subj ect: Re: Tamosaitis

Tim,
I'm heading into some deps tomorrow, and booked the rest of the week, so I'll check it out over
the weekend (the WELA conference is on Friday).
Thanks .
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm , P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel : 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@s heridanlawfirm .com
On Oct 20, 2015, at 5:23 PM, Tim Ford <r imF@mhb.com > wrote:

Hi, Jack,
Attached are copies of the buy sell agreement and the transit ional agreement
we made when you joined the firm . As you can see, they make no specific
provision for division of a fee received by a director who has left the firm for
w ork done both before and after his exit.
I did some more research and it all points in the same direction. In the
absence of such an agreement, Washington law provides tha t a "contingenc y
fee ... must be divided proportionately, pu rsuant to the factors in McNeary [v.
Am. Cyanamid Co.,105 Wash. 2d 136, 712 P.2d 845 (1986)]," Knutsen v. Lopez
& Fantel, Inc., P.S., 145 Wash. App. 1048 (2008) (unpubli shed), which basically
comes down to our old friend quantum meruit.
In McNeary, our Supreme Court announced factors to be cons ide red as guides
in determining the reasonableness of attorneys' fees in a proportionate fee
division. 105 Wn.2d at 143. In that case, two firms representing an injur ed
6

plaintiff agreed to divide the work and the contingency fee
equally. McNeary, 105 Wn.2d at 137-39. However, CPR DR 2-107 at that time
forbade non-proportionate fee divisions between attorneys working for
different firms. McNeary, 105 Wn.2d at 139 n. 4. After trial of the underlying
case, one of the attorneys claimed that his firm had performed more than half
of the work. McNeary, 105 Wn.2d at 140-41. The trial court ordered the fee
divided based upon the reasonable and proportionate value of the services
performed and the responsibility assumed by the associating
attorneys, McNeary,105 Wn.2d at 141, but failed to state a basis for the
percentage split it arrived at in allocating the contingency fee. McNeary, 105
Wn.2d at 143. Our Supreme Court reversed, utilizing factors contained in the
then-applicable ethical rules as guides in determining the reasonableness of a
fee:
(1) The time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions
involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly.
(2) The likelihood, if apparent to the client, that the acceptance of the
particular employment will preclude other employment by the lawyer.
(3) The fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services.
(4) The amount involved and the results obtained.
(5) The time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances.
(6) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client.
(7) The experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers
performing the services.
(8) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent."
McNeary, 105 Wn.2d at 143 (quoting CPR DR-206(B)(l-8)).
While it is true that the McNeary court based its holding on a
disciplinary rule that is no longer in force, this fact is of little consequence. As
with the rule applied inMcNeary, former RPC 1.5(e)(2) allowed
non proportionate fee division. In fact, the language of the ethical rules that
the McNeary court adopted in announcing the factors to be considered in
determining the reasonableness of a fee were also contained in former RPC
1.5(a) (1991), which mandated that "[a] lawyer's fee shall be
reasonable." 8 The McNeary court explained that "[w]hile these factors are not
strictly applicable in determining the actual division of services and
responsibility, they do provide the trial court guidelines for establishing the
relative value of the services performed and responsibilities assumed." 105
Wn.2d at 143-44. Knutsen fails to establish a principled basis for
declaring McNeary inapplicable to the resolution of a dispute of this type.

7

***
*7 The trial court's construction and application of former RPC 1.5(e)(2) has
the added benefit of being consistent with principles of quantum meruit.
Quantum meruit literally means 'as much as he deserved.' Eaton v. Enge/eke
Mfg.,Inc., 37 Wn.App. 677,680,681 P.2d 1312 (1984) (quoting Heaton v.
Imus, 93 Wn.2d 249, 252-53, 608 P.2d 631 (1980)). Quantum meruit is a
remedy based on quasi-contract and prevents unjust enrichment. Eaton 37
Wn.App. at 680. It provides a reasonable amount for work done even in the
absence of a contract. Heaton 93 Wn.2d at 252-53 (citing Losli v. Foster, 37
Wn.2d 220, 233, 222 P.2d 824 (1950)).
11
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Id.
Most of the McNeary factors wash out because they are the same for both
firms. Even if you argued based on (6) or (7) that your time should be more
highly valued than that of others here, since most of the MHB time was put in
by you, also, that won't change much. Even if you convinced a decision maker
that your time is worth more than any of ours and the state time shouldn't
count, the most you might get would probably be 60 percent or maybe 2/3.
But that would still mean MHB's share would be $528-$640k rather than the
$82k we have been paid or the $150k or so we have offered to settle for.
That's basically what it comes down to: on a quantum meruit basis, MHB
should get somewhere around 50% of this fee. We have been paid about 6%
and we are offering to settle for about 11 %. That's a far better result than you
could ever hope to get from a strict application of the law. Why don't we just
agree on that and move on?

Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.

From: Tim Ford

Sent: October 15, 2015 2:38 PM
To: Jack Sheridan
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Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing; Tim Ford
Subject: RE: Tamosaitis

Jack,
I was and am contacting you on behalf of MHB,trying to resolve this matter. It
seems obvious we are not going to do that between ourselves, since we have
completely different understandings of what the words "quantum meruit" mean.
Rather than trying to convince each other, why don't we agree on someone to
decide it for us, with respect to Tamosaitis and the other remaining matters?
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE& BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it may
contain confidential material. If you believe you have received this message by mistake, please
permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the error. Thank you.

From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: October 14, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing; melcrawford@melcrawfordlaw.com
Subject: Re: Tamosaitis

?
?

?

Tim,
I got the briefs out the door, and took a look at your email. I'm a bit confused. Can
you respond to these questions?
Are you contacting me on behalf of the MHB partnership or is this your private
inquiry?
Assuming you are speaking for the partners, looking at your comments below, are you
waiving any claims for fees under quantum meruit for cases I still have pending that
involve fees I billed while at MHB? Do you waive them for Tamosaitis? Would you
be willing to put that in writing?
Assuming you are speaking for the partners, is your only claim for cases I worked on
while at MHB, a claim against me under the partnership agreement? Am I right that
your claim is that by virtue of the partnership agreement MHB has earned a pro rata
share of any fees I generated in Tamosaitis and in other cases I have? Did I get that
right? So under your theory, ifMHB hours billed represented 10% of the fees billed in
Tamosaitis, then MHB would be entitled to 10% the fees collected-including
1Ocontingent fees. Is that right?
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?
?

?
?

If so, what provision in the partnership agreement supports that conclusion? Please
provide a copy of the agreement and point me to the provision.
I looked at your case law below, and frankly didn't see anything that applies. The
summary you provided below discusses "winding up" and "outstanding fees." Aren't
those fees hourly fees earned while the departing partner was at the firm? Here, all
fees were zero when I departed. They were not "outstanding." The fees only became
earned long after I was gone. I didn't see any Washington case law supporting your
legal theory. It didn't look like anyone had seriously researched your position before
you approached me.
Following your theory, am I then entitled to my partnership share of any fees you have
generated since I left, if some portion of them was billed while I was there?
How about Mel and other departing partners? Have you tried to apply this argument to
them for contingent fee cases won or settled after the departure?
If this is a serious claim brought by the MHB partnership, please do me the courtesy
of providing real briefing that states the law in Washington, and the facts supporting
your claim with citation to the partnership agreement. If this is just a "post-divorce"
broadside, then I won't spend any more time addressing your position.
Thanks.
Jack
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
iack@sheridanlawfirm.com
On Oct 12, 2015, at 7:35 AM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com> wrote:
Ok thanks for letting me know. Good luck
From: Jack Sheridan [iack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: Sunday, October 11, 2015 8:55 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tomasitis
Tim,
I have two briefs due in the next two days on cases in which MHB has an interest. I'll look at this
after those briefs get in.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
10

705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
jack@sheridanlawfirm.com<mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com>
On Oct 11, 2015, at 7:00 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com<mailto:TimF@mhb.com>>

wrote:

Jack,
The only caselaw I have seen in an e mail from you are these quotes in an e mail last September,
regarding a multiplier:
"Clients have the right to discharge their attorney at any time, for any reason. Kimball v. Public
Utility District No. 1 of Douglas County, 64 Wash.2d 252, 257, 391 P.2d 205 (1964); 7
Am.Jur.2d Attorneys at Law "g 282 (1997). Because no breach occurs, a discharged attorney
may not sue on a contingent fee agreement, but must sue in quantum meruit arising out of the
contract for the reasonable value of the services rendered through the date of discharge. Kimball,
64 Wash.2d at 258,391 P.2d 205 1 Joseph M. Perillo, Corbin on Contracts "g 1.20, at 71-72
(1993) (primary rights in actions in quantum meruit or quasi-contract are contractual)."± Fetty v.
Wenger, 110 Wash. App. 598, 600 n.4, 36 P.3d 1123, 1124 (2001), as amended on denial of
reconsideration (Mar. 27, 2002)
"Here, the court ruled that it did not have the authority to award a multiplier in making a
quantum meruit determination of the reasonable amount of attorney fees L & S was entitled to
fees for legal services." Levin & Stein v. Meadow Valley Condo. Owners Ass'n, 157 Wash. App.
1003 (2010).
This doesn't seem to me to have anything to do with the Tomasitis issue. We don't claim that
Mr. Tomasitis owes MHB any additional fees; we believe Sheridan Law Firm does. That is the
focus of the research I mentioned we got from Amy. It consisted of this link
http://www.outtengolden.com/sites/default/files/financial

rights of departing law partners.pdf

and the following passages, which I believe are from the article at that link:
Outstanding fees owing:
When a partner departs from a law firm, outstanding fees are typically due and
owing to the partnership. Absent a partnership agreement to the contrary, all money
owed to the law partnership for work already completed is a firm asset for purposes of an
accounting and the distribution to a departing partner of his or her interest. See, e.g.,
Jackson v. Hunt, Hill & Betts, 164 N.E.2d 681,685 (N.Y. 1959) (where partnership
agreement provided for partner's entitlement to a share of " 0 net profits,"± court construed
this to include earned but as yet unpaid fees); Aurnou, 555 N.Y.S.2d at 357; Dreier v.
Linden, 417 N.Y.S.2d 496, 497©\98 (1st Dep't 1979).
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Duty to clients in pending cases:
The dissolution of a partnership does not relieve the partnership of its obligation
to perform under its outstanding contracts to represent clients. Rather, the partnership is
obliged to complete representation on all pending matters as if the partnership had never
dissolved. Partners who fulfill these continuing contractual obligations to clients are
acting as fiduciaries for the benefit of the former partnership. See, e.g., Beckman v.
Farmer, 579 A.2d 618,636 (D.C. 1990); Ellerby v. Speizer, 485 N.E.2d 413,416 (Ill.
App . Ct. 1985); Bader v. Cox, 701 S. W.2d 677 (Tex. App. 1985); Rosenfeld, Meyer &
Susman v. Cohen, 194 Cal.Rptr. 180, 189©\90 (Ca. Ct. App. 1983); Resnick v. Kaplan,
434 A.2d 582,587 (Md. Ct. Spec . App. 1981); Platt v . Hender son, 361 P.2d 73, 82 (Or.
1961).
For this reason, the vast majority of courts to address the issue have concluded
that cases pending when a partner withdraws constitute " 0 uncompleted transactions
requiring winding up after dissolution."± Beckman, 579 A.2d at 636. Such cases are,
therefore, partnership assets subject to accounting and post©\dissolution distribution. See,
e.g., Beckman , 579 A.2d at 636; Ellerby, 485 N.E .2d at 416; Jew el v. Boxer, 203
Cal.Rptr. 13, 18 (Ca. Ct. App. 1984); Rosenfeld, 194 Cal.Rptr. at 189©\90; Resnick, 434
A.2d at 587; In re Lester, 403 N.Y.S.2d 33 (1st Dep't 1978); In re Mondale & Johnson,
437 P.2d 636 (Mont. 1968); Frates v. Nichols, 167 So.2d 77, 81 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App.
1964).
Overhead Expenses.
Former pa1tners are entitled to reduce fees owed to a departing partner for
reasonable overhead expenses related to producing the income in question and winding
up partnership business. This rule applies both to the distribution of fees earned and
owing at the time of a partner's departw-e and of fees earned following departure on cases
pending at the time of departw-e. See, e .g., Hammes, 579 N.E.2d at 1353; Ellerby, 485
N.E.2d at 417; Dreier, 417 N.Y.S.2d at 497©\98.
As you can see, these passages support a much more onerous position than.cMHB has taken , but
except for the part about fjduc iary relationships they don't fit our situation very well becaus e our
agreement does not provide for any post-dissolution distribution of fees earned. That is why we
have agreed the answer has to be some sort of quantum meruit division between the law firms .
I'm assuming that interpretation would give MHB a much larger share of the Tomasitis fee than
the homly 0Cbased fee we are offering to accept as a compromise, but I guess I don't really
know. Have you told us how many Sheridan Law Firm has in the case?
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD , HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com <http://www.mhb.com/ >
This message is intended only for the addressee named and the matter referenced above, and it
may contain confidential mat erial. If you believe you have received this message by mistake ,
please permanently delete it and contact me directly to correct the e1Tor.Thank you.
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From: Jack Sheridan [mailto:iack@sheridanlawfirm.com]
Sent: October 09, 2015 5:06 PM
To: Tim Ford
Cc: Andrew T. Chan; Jesse Wing
Subject: Re: Tomasitis
Hey Tim,
Could you go back and see if you can find an email I sent in the month before I left? I think it
outlined the law. I hate to drag all that up again. If you can find it, we can talk about that. As to
the state claim, it's in the context ofreasonable attorney fees under the statute. If Tamosaitis
could not have obtained state fees, MHB cannot claim those fees. There is no unjust enrichment,
because the fees would not be reasonable. If Tamosaitis only sued under the state claim and then
lost the State case, would MHB have a claim? No. Ifhe won the lottery the next year, would
MHB have a claim to a portion of the winnings? No. If MHB got fired and then he lost the state
case, would MHB have a claim? No. On the other hand, if MHB was fired, and then Tamosaitis
won the state case, would MHB have a claim for their hourly work? Yes. No court would find
that MHB gets paid for failed state claims after being fired when neither MHB nor I would have
gotten paid for failed state claims had we gone to trial and won on the federal claims. We only
settled federal claims. There's no need for me to compromise. However, I stand ready to read
your legal arguments. I also want you to think about your claim. You are approaching me
without any legal authority or citation to any facts supporting your claim that your billable hours
0
"
contributed to the result."± They did not. It appears you are simply asking for more. I have
diligently and faithfully contacted you whenever a case involving billable MHB time was
coming up and paid your invoices without questioning hours billed or hourly rates. And there are
more cases to come. I'm a bit surprised you are expending this energy without support in the the
law or the facts. But our split is like a divorce, and sometimes there is baggage. I'm happy to
chat with you again, but I hope first you will do the research, check the facts, and see if you
don't agree with me in the end.
Best wishes.
Jack
PS"~I don't recall seeing briefing from Amy as you mentioned when we met. All I recall is the
email I sent you folks on the law.
Jack Sheridan
The Sheridan Law Firm, P.S.
705 2nd Ave., Suite 1200
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel: 206-381-5949
Cell: 206-931-7430
iack@sheridanlawfirm.com<mailto:jack@sheridanlawfirm.com>
On Oct 9, 2015, at 1:59 PM, Tim Ford <TimF@mhb.com<mailto:TimF@mbb.com>>
Hi, Jack,
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wrote:

I looked back over thee mail traffic including what I believe was the legal authority you sent
earlier. I think we are ·n agreement that the law says that in this circumstance fees should be
divtded on a quantum meruit basis; the only question is wl)_att)lat means. The law I have found is
pretty nebulous but the basic idea is fairness and avoidance of unjust enrichment. E.g., "Quantum
meruit is a Latin phrase meaning as much as he deserves". The concept refers to the extent of
liability on a contract implied by law , and is premised on the desirability of avoiding unjust
enrichment." Barr v. Day, 124 Wash. 2d 318, 330, 879 P.2d 912 (1994) .
Fairness and unjust enrichment may be in the eye of the beholder, but it seems to me that the
fairest thing would be for all the equally-skilled time put into the case to be counted equally,
unless there is some reason to count some time more than others. I understand that your position
is that the time put into the state court action is not to be counted equally because that case lost.
Our position on that, as I understand it, is the state court work did contribute to the result , even if
the state case itself was ultimately unsuccessful.
But focusing on that bone of contention ignores the other half of the equation: if all the non-state
court time were weighted equally, MHB would be entitled to a much larger share of the
Tomasitis fee than we are asking for, even if MHB is given no credit for the state court
work . We were willing to compromise off that legal position to resolve the division of the fees
in other cases, but that was in exchange for an agreement that MHB would be compensated at
hourly rates for all MHB time put into those cases. If we don't similarly reach a compromise in
this case, that leaves us in our default quantum meruit position: all the time put into the case
contributed equally to the ultimate result , so the total fee received should be divided accordingly .
Stated another way: Sheridan Law Firm would be unjustly enriched if it gets to keep a share of
the fees that effect ively values your time working for Sheridan at several times the rate being
paid to MHB for your time working on the same case, toward the same result, for MI-IB.
Again, as I understand the numbers involved, if a decision maker agreed with MHB on that basic
point, even if it then excluded the state court time from that equation, MHB would be owed a
much larger share of this fee than it has been paid to date and a much larger share than we are
offering to settle for.
We remain willing to compromise along the same lines we compromised on before , and accept a
share based on the total MHB time put into the case times the applicable hourly rates, even
though that would mean Sheridan Law Firm will be compensated for your time at much higher
rates than MHB will. I hope we can once again agree to that compromise. Until and unless we
do, MHB's position is and will be that quantum meruit means that the whole fee should be
divided proportionately according to the total amount ohime spent by MHB and Sheridan Law
Firm.
Timothy K. Ford
MacDONALD, HOAGUE & BAYLESS
Phone 206 622 1604
Fax 206 343 9681
www.mhb.com <http://www.mhb.com/ >
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1 oBY MR. SHERIDAN:
11 Q. Please state your full name for the record.
12 A. Joseph Robert Shaeffer.
13 Q. And what's your address?
14 A. Home address?
15 Q. Corporate.
16 A. 705 Second Avenue,Suite 1500, Seattle, Washington,
1798104. Business address.
18 Q. And with whom are you employed?
19 A. Employed and an owner of MacDonald Hoague and
2 o Bayless.
21 Q. Do you refer to yourself as a partner?
2 2 A. Variably, yes, but technically we are what's called
2 3 directors.
2 4 Q. Are you shareholders?
2 5 A. I think so, yes.
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1 Q. And how long has it -- is it okay if I call
2MacDonald Hoague and Bayless MHB?
3 A. Sure.
i 0. How long has MHB been a corporation, if you know?
2 A. Since the 1950s. I don't know the exact year.
.§. 0. And so during the -- we're going to mostly talk
7about the end of 2012, 2013 through 2014 timeframe.
~
So at the end of 2012 were you what's called the
9managing partner?
10 A. Yes.
1.1 0. And tell us, what does that mean?
12 A. The managing partner runs the firm in an
13 administrative sense along with the firm administrator, who
14 is a staff person, and in conjunction with the management
15committee.
1.§. O. And the end of2012 into 2013, who was on the
17 management committee?
1Q A. Myself, Andrew Chan, Katie Chamberlain, Michelle
19Grant. And I think that's it. An associate named Michael
20Allen joined at some point but I don't think it was when I
2 lstarted.
22 0. It's true, is it not, that Michelle Grant was not
23 an attorney?
24 A. That's true.
25 0. What was her job title?

'·-
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1 A. She's the firm administrator.

O. How many partners were there -- strike that.
Is it okay ifl call them shareholders?
A. Either way, for purposes of today. There's a legal
5 aspect of it but we variably calls ourselves directors,
6partners. We almost never use the word shareholder, but if
7you want to, I understand what you're talking about.
1l. Q. I'm just going to use paiiners. okay?
2 A. That's fine.
1 O Q. At the end of 2012 how many partners were there?
11 A. There were 12. I believe.
1£ 0. And in order to become -- strike that.
1l How long have you been with MHB?
14 A. I have been with MHB as an attorney since 2005.
12 Q. And how long have you been a partner?
1.§. A. Since mid 2011.
1 7 Q. And it's true, is it not, in order to become a
18 partner you have to sort of buy in?
19 A. Eventually you do need to pay the buy-in.
2 O Q. And the buy-in was 35,000?
21 A. Correct. Timeframe, yes. When you joined the firm
2 2 it was 35,000.
2 3 Q. What was it before that?
2 4 A. Historically it has been 25,000, I 0,000. I don't
2 5 know beyond that. And I don't know the dates when those
£

l
i

8]

lfirm, to the best you recall?
2 A. I'm not sure what you mean by the nature.
3 Q. So, for example, was it put to a vote among the
4partners?
5 A. I don't remember.
6 Q. Were there any voices speaking against Sheridan
7joining?
8 A. No.
9 Q. And so did you participate in any of the
lOdiscussions as to under what terms Sheridan would join?
11 A. Yes.
12 Q. And tell us what you recall in that regard.
13
A. I'm not sure exactly what you're getting at because
14 it's a pretty broad question.
15 Q. I'm really trying to get sort of a chronology of
16how it is that Sheridan came to the firm. So if you would
1 7 start with, when was your first involvement in the process
18that brought Sheridan into the firm?
19 A. I want to say it was October of 2012.
2 O Q. And what did you do?
21 A. At some point there was a meeting between you and
2 2 me and a few other partners.
2 3 Q. And, to your recollection, what was the purpose of
2 4 the meeting?
25 A. To explore the potential of you joining the firm.

;

;
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lchanged, but when you joined it was 35,000.
2 Q. And the 35,000 gets you shares in the corporation,
3 essentially?
4 A. I think that's right.
5 Q. And when you leave you get the 35,000 back, right?
6 A. Yes.
7
Q. Sometime in 2012 did you and Mel Crawford approach
s Sheridan for the purpose of recruiting him to join MHB?
9 A. No.
1 o Q. How did Sheridan come to join MHB?
11 A. I think that you had a conversation with Mel
12 Crawford and Kay Frank.
13 Q. Okay. And was that in 2012?
14 A. Yes.
15 Q. And you took no part in that?
16 A. I took no paii in that.
1 7 Q. And behind the scenes while that conversation was
18 going on were the partners meeting to discuss whether to
19 invite Sheridan to join?
2 o A. After that, after the conversation that you had
21 with Kay Frank and Mel Crawford.
22 Q. And you were managing paiiner at the time?
2 3 A. Correct.
24 Q. And can you tell me, what was the nature of the
2 5 discussion among the partners regarding Sheridan joining the

[Page
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1 Q. So Exhibit 1 is what's been referred to as the
2transactional directorship agreement.
3 A. Transitional, yes.
4 Q. Thanks. And we'll call it the TDA for today, if
5that's okay?
6 A. Yeah.
7
MR. SMITH: Off the record.
8
(Off the record.)
9
MR. SHERIDAN: Back on the record.
1 O Q. And so how did you get involved in the process that
11 brought Sheridan to the firm?
12 A. I'm sorry, we were just talking about the TDA. Is
13 that different?
14 Q. Yeah, I was trying to lead you into the same thing.
15For example -- so you recognize the TDA?
16 A. Yes.
1 7 Q. Did you draft it?
18 A. In part.
19 Q. Tell me, what part did you draft?
2 O A. I would have to review.
21 Q. Please do.
22 A. (Witness reviewing document.)
2 3 I'm going to go through kind of paragraph by paragraph
2 4 and answer that to the best of my recollection.
25 Q. Sure. Who else participated in the drafting?
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1 A As far as I can rememrer, Michelle Grant and Tim
2Ford, along with edits from management committee members. I
3 think there were edits that were done from Katie. I don't
4think Andrew Chan provided any.
5 Q. Let's look at, first of all, the name, Transitional
6Directorship Agreement. Had you ever drafted anything like
7 this before?
8 A No.
9 Q. And the first, the intro paragraph is the, wherein
1 o Jack Sheridan and MHB desire to have Sheridan join the firm.
11 Is that, was that anything you drafted?
12 A It might have been. There was also some -13 eventually we sent it to you, so I don't know if there were
14 word choices that you added or not.
15 Q. When you sent it to Sheridan, you sent it as from
16 your firm's perspective as the final product?
17 A I don't know that.
18 Q. Look at -- I think rather than making you go
19 through the routine of identifying every sentence that you
2 o did let's try to go through the agreement a little bit and
21 talk about it.
22 Under directorship date and initial compensation, it
2 3 says, Sheridan will join the firm as a director on
2 4 January 1, 2013, and it says, prior to the arrival, Sheridan
2 5 agrees to pay the amount of $35,000.
[Page
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[Page

lcredit for the work that ::,:ouhad 12erformedbefore ::,:ougot
2there.
l Q. On the clients that were being brought to the firm?
i A. Correct, the work that ::,:ouhad done on cases 12rior
5to ::,:ourarrival date. And so there's an e-mail exchange
6between the two ofus.
1 We also had discussions about this where we worked out
Show time would be com12ensatedbetween the two firms for
9cases that ::,:ouhad worked on 12riorto ::,:ourarrival that ::,:ou
lObrought to the firm.
11 Q. Was that basically just one-on-one communications
12between you and Sheridan?
13 A. At some point there were other people involved in
14the conversation. In fact, I think there was somebody else
15 in the room when you and I talked about it the first time.
16 Q. Do you happen to remember who?
17 A. I'm speculating, but I think Michelle.
18 Q. Would that have been at MHB versus -19 A. Yes.
20 Q. Was all of this in 2012 as 01212osed
to 2013?
A. As far as I can recall, ::,:es.
Q. What else do ::,:ourecall about those discussions?
bl. A. Which discussions?
24 Q. The discussions between ::,:ouand Sheridan regarding
25how that allocation would go.
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1 And that's what we were talking about, right, the 35,000
2to buy in?
3 A There is a $35,000 buy-in.
4 Q. And then it says, as required by the buy-sell
5agreement. And if you look at Exhibit 2, is that the
6buy-sell agreement that is being referenced in the TDA?
7 A Yes.
8 Q. And then it talks about -- Paragraph 1 then goes on
9to talk about semesters and payment and draws, and such.
10 So let's look at Paragraph 2 now, division offees on
11 cases brought to MHB. It says, for any case that
12Mr. Sheridan brings to MHB, fees from any recovery will be
13 divided pro rata based on the amount of work performed
14 before and after January I st, 2013.
MR. SMITH: It says, any current case.
15
16 Q. Let me start over.
11 It sa::,:s,For an::,:current case that Mr. Sheridan brings
18to MHB, fees from an:,;recover:,; will be divided 12rorata
19 based on the amount of work 12erformedbefore and after
20Januar::,: 1st, 2013.
-- is that a sentence that ::,:ouwere
21 Is that a 12aragra12h
2 2 involved in the drafting of?
bl. A Yes, with :,;ou.
24 Q. Please ex12lain. Please describe the circumstances.
25 A You were 12rimaril:,;concerned that :,;ou would get
,,

.,,

. ..

A About how the allocation would go?
£ Q. Yes.
l A That the fees between Sheridan Law Firm and
4MacDonald Hoague and Ba:,;lesswould be divided based on a
5Qrorata s12litbased on work 12erformed,and de12endingon the
612rovisionof the fee agreement in the 12articularcase, that
7 could mean a cou12leof different things.
§. Q. Could :,;oufurther ex12lainthat a little? Looks
9like what?
10 A It's eas:,;in a case where the houri:,;12rovisionof
11 the fee agreement governs because in that case each firm,
12 Sheridan Law Finn versus MHB, would get -- for exam12le,if
13 the Court awarded the fees, that the:,;would get the hourlx
14value, the Lodestar value of that work, whereas if the
1512ercentagegoverned, then we would determine how much work
16 was 12erformedb:,;Sheridan Law Firm 12riorto the arrival and
1 7then how much work was performed at MHB and divide the
lB12ercentagefee on a 12rorata basis based on hours worked.
TI Q. And that was anticipating that the case resolved at
20MHB?
n A In the context of that, ever:,;thingwas assumed,
2 2 that, :,;eah,:,;ouwould come to our firm, and the antici12ation
2 3 was forever. So, :,;eah,we were looking at when those cases
24came in, that's how we would allocate the fee.
25 Q. And is it a fair statement that in statements made

l
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lby Sheridan in those discussions, Sheridan indicated a
2 desire to pretty much stay to retirement, or an intent?
3 A. I'm not sure that that was ever stated. I think
4that we -- that was certainly our hope.
5 Q. Then the next sentence says, Fees generated from
6work performed prior to January 1st, 2013 will be paid to
7the Law Offices of Jack Sheridan.
8 So, again, that was along the same lines that you were
9just describing, right?
10 A. Yes. And then the value of the work performed
11 depends on the case.
12 And I can't remember, for example, how we were going to
13 treat hours. I think there was some allocation for
14 paralegal time being half of an attorney rate, or something
15 like that.
16 Q. The last sentence says, Fees generated from work -17Fees generated from work performed on Januaiy 1st, 2013 or
18 later will be paid to MHB business account to be distributed
19 per the director compensation plan.
2 O And is that a sentence that you drafted, if you recall?
21 A. Director compensation plan probably was Tim.
22 Q. So take a look at Exhibit 3. And this is -- it's a
2 3 document that your counsel sent to me last week with the
2 4 representation that this is the director compensation plan
2 5 in effect at the time.
[Page
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lhappened probably in 2012?
2 A. E-mail in 2012, yes.
3 Q. Were there any communications, to your
4 recollection, involving what would happen if Sheridan left
5the firm?
6 A. In 2012?
7 Q. Yeah.
8 A. Not specifically, other than the buy-sell agreement
9which provides for the $35,000 payout. And that was
1 Odiscussed because that's, our buy/sell is very simple,
1135 in, 35 out.
12 Q. When you say that was discussed, you mean between
13you and Sheridan?
14 A. Absolutely.
15 0. Is it a fair statement that there were no
16 discussions about whether or not there would be a pro rata
1 7 share of a contingent fee if Sheridan left the firm?
1Q A. In 2012, not specifically.
19 0. So now this agreement is signed on January 16th.
2 OOn January 16th, or before, were there any such discussions?
21 A. You're talking about the TDA?
12. 0. Right, Exhibit I.
A. Not to my recollection.
24 And let me be very clear about that. To my
25recollection, prior to January 16, I don't recall any

n

15]

1 Could you take a quick look and see if you agree,
2because it has the January 4, 2016 date on it.
3 A. As far as I can tell, this is the director
4 compensation plan that was in existence for your entire time
sand it has not changed since you left.
6 Q. To your knowledge, had it -- so it had become in
7 its current fonn before Sheridan joined the firm?
8 A. Yes.
9 Q. So was it yourunderstanding that any fees
10 generated from work pe1fonned on January 1st, 2013 or later
11 would be paid into the MHB business account?
12 A. Yes, subject to the pro rata division.
13 And I should add, there is an e-mail that discussed this
14 specifically. You sent me an e-mail to provide an example
15 of how this would go and you used Tamosaitis as an example.
16 You said, you rounded the numbers, but you said, for
1 7 example, I have -- I'm going to get these numbers wrong, but
18 a thousand hours in the state court case and 500 hours in
19the federal case, and all of that would be put into the mix
2 o when -- and then all the time that came from MHB, done while
21 at MHB would be the MHB share, and that you would see the
2 2 total fee. And then we would look at the work performed in
2 3 each of those, and all of those federal/state,
24federal/state, and that would be used to divide the fee.
25 Q. And so that would have been a conversation that

16]
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lspecific conversations about fee splits should Sheridan
2leave the firm because it was anticipated that you would be
3 there forever.
4 Q. Did there come a time that that discussion took
5place, that such a discussion took place?
.§. A. The first time that I can remember a conversation
7about fee split upon your departure was in 2014.
.sl. 0. Was that during the month before Sheridan left?
~ A. It was in June.
1 O Q. And tell me eve1ything you remember about that.
11 A. You came into my office. I think there was
12 somebody else there. It probably was Michelle but I don't
13remember specifically. We could have been just the two of
14 us. You talked about the subject. You raised the subject
15ofclients and fees.
16 Q. Can I stop you for a second?
1 7 Was this before or after Sheridan announced that
18 Sheridan was leaving?
19 A. It was afl:er you sent an e-mail saying, Beth is
2 Oleaving, I think I'll leave too.
21 Q. And that would have been in June of -22 A. Juneof2014.
23
MR. SMITH: Let him finish his answer.
24
MR. SHERIDAN: Please, go ahead.
2 5 A. And I interrupted you too. Go ahead. I'm done.
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1 Q. So tell me everything you remember about that
2 conversation.
3 A. You raised the idea of what to do about clients and
4fees. The clients seemed to be fairly straightforward at
5that time.
6 Q. You mean in terms of where they wind up?
7 A. Right, and how to do that, because I think the
Bethical rules allow the clients to choose.
9 The fee was instantly more complicated. When you
1 Omentioned something about how we should do it, my instant
llreaction was, well, we've already gone through this exercise
12 in 2012 and it seems like it should be the same way,
13pro rata split based on hours worked.
14 Your reaction was instantly, and I'm characterizing
15this, visceral, and you said that you had done this before
16with a prior partner and you weren't going to go down that
1 7road again.
18 Q. Did the words quantum meruit come up at all?
19 A. I don't remember.
2 O Q. How long did this discussion take?
21 A. Five minutes maybe. I think you walked out.
2 2 Q. And anything else you can remember about that
23meeting?
24 A. You asked about quantum meruit. The term might
25have been said. But I definitely remember coming to the
[Page

[Page

1 Q. For any of those persons, did any of them bring
2with them contingent fees, contingent fee cases?
3 A. Can we define who we're talking about just so we
4 have the universe? The firm has been around for over
560 years.
6 Q. Fair enough. So let's figure that out then. Give
7me a second here.
8 Please name all of the partners that you can think of
9that left MHB prior to the time Sheridan left.
10 A. In the history ofMHB?
11 Q. Just whatever is in your memory.
12 A. And what do you mean by left, retired? I mean -13
Q. Good point. Not retired, not died in office, but
14 actually left the firm to continue practice elsewhere doing
15law. And if you could start with the most recent.
16 A. That too is complicated, but let's just start and
1 7work backwards from you.
18 Q. Good idea.
19 A. Andrea Brenneke left the firm in 2013. Felecia
20Gittleman left the firm in February or March of 2013.
21 Q. Didn't some people go to, what's that called, of
2 2 counsel, leave, sort of give their money back and stay with
2 3 the firm as of counsel?
24 A. Yeah, I don't consider that leaving the firm.
25 Q. Would you throw those folks in too?

19]

lfairly quick conclusion that the fair way to do this would
2be to have it the same way that we did when we brought you
3 in, that it made sense that -- and we did discuss the two
4 things. I think we came to agreement that in an hourly
5circumstance it was easy.
6 I think we said in a case where, either through
7settlement or a court determination, the two firms were at
Sor below their hourly rates, it would be simply based on
9kind of Lodestar value of the work or reduced Lodestar
lOvalue.
ll
But the issue then came that, what happens when there's
12 a fee above hourly based on the percentage under the
13 agreement. And I instantly said, we! I, why wouldn't we do
14 it the exact same way we did it when you got here. And you
15said you weren't going to do that.
1.§. O. So Sheridan disagreed?
1 7 A. To put it mildly.
18 Q. Tell me this, so you had been there since 2005.
19 Had anybody left before Sheridan?
2 O A. Anybody?
21 Q. Meaning partner level folks, during the time you
2 2 were there.
2 3 A. Left before you left?
24 Q. Yes.
25 A. Yes.

20]
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1 A. Ester Greenfield became of counsel. I think it was
2 mid 2013. And Kay Frank became of counsel, and I don't
3 remember what year, 2010 or' 11. I think it was '11.
4 Q. Any other names you can recall?
5 A. I'm concerned about getting the order wrong.
6 Q. Don't worry about order. Start out with names and
7 do the best you can.
8 A. Lourdes Fuentes, Kathleen Wareham, Maria Fox.
9 Q. Maria Fox?
10 A. Yes.
11
Q. Keep going.
12 A. And you're talking about partner level?
13 Q. Yes,please.
14 A. Not associates?
15 Q. Yes.
16 A. Those are the ones that I can remember, but I've
1 7 got a splinter in my brain saying there's one or two more.
181'11be embarrassed not to remember.
19 Q. We won't tell anyone.
2 O Of these persons that we've listed, did any of them take
21 with them clients that had a contingent fee arrangement?
22 A. No.
23 Q. So they're all hourly?
24 A. No. Wait, that's not a dichotomy.
25 Q. Please explain.
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1 A. For example, Andrea Brenneke left the firm. And
If you're saying
2you asked and I said it was complicated.
3 practicing law, so I don't know if she was practicing law.
4 Q. Because she went to the city?
5 A. She went to the city but she didn't take any cases
6with her. When immigration partners have left, those are,
7 as I understand it, flat fee cases. So they're not hourly
Bbut they're not contingent. So I said they're not
9 contingent but that doesn't mean they were hourly.
1 o Q. Out of the list that you have here -- strike that.
11 MHB sort of divides its partners into immigration and
12 litigation, right?
13
A. With one notable exception.
14 Q. What is that?
15
A. Kay Frank.
Q. And does she do both?
16
17
A. Yes.
Q. So thinking of just the litigation group, any of
18
19the persons named from litigation?
2 o A. Andrea Brenneke, Maria Fox, Kathleen Wareham.
21
Q. And so could you spell Wareham?
2 2 A. I think it's W-a-r-e-h-a-m.
2 3 There's a lot more before my time. Bob Marler, Kevin
2 4 Lederman.
25
Q. So did Kathleen Wareham take any contingent fee

[Page

24]

1 buy-sell agreement.
2 Would you agree with me, the buy-sell agreement is
3 something that has existed at the firm for a period of time
4 and there was no negotiation surrounding its content between
5Sheridan and MHB?
6 A. So there's more than one question there.
7 The TDA -- I'm sorry, the buy-sell agreement predates my
Sentry into the partnership. And I do agree that nothing was
9negotiated with you about the buy-sell agreement.
10 Q. Was the content of the TDA approved by the partners
11 in any sort of formal vote, or something like that?
12 A. I don't recall. I don't think so.
13 Q. It was really just -- what did you call it, the
14 management committee?
15 A. Management committee, and Tim was involved. And so
16 I believe that the decision to allow you to join was
1 7 consensus. In other words, there was no dissenting voice
18 holding it up but that the details of how to get you to the
19firm were not necessarily circulated in the form of the TDA
2 Oand voted on.
21 Q. Got it. All right.
2 2 A. Although I will say -- let me amend that as I'm
2 3 looking down at it now.
24 Q. Go ahead.
2 5 A. For example, Paragraph 3 was discussed and probably
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leases with her?
2 A. Not that I know of but she left just before I
3 arrived.
4 Q. How about Maria Fox?
5 A. I don't believe that she did. She left a month or
6 so after I arrived.
7 Q. Bob Marler you said. How about him?
s A. Bob Marler was before my time.
9 Q. Do you know if he took any contingent fee cases?
1 o A. I don't know.
11 Q. How about Kevin Lederman?
12 A. He was immigration so I would assume no.
ll
0. So would you, looking back at the TDA, Exhibit I,
14 would you agree that at the time it was drafted it was
15 not -- there were no discussions contemplating how the
16 Sheridan, how Sheridan and MHB would split contingency fee
1 7 cases in the event that Sheridan left?
l..Q. A. Otherthan the buy-sell agreement of 3 5 in,
19 35 out, I believe that's true, although I'm not sure that
2 o that necessarily dictates what the language says.
21 Q. They're going to argue that.
22 So with regard to the other discussions that took place
2 3 at the time of formation, I gather -24 A. OftheTDA?
2 5 Q. I was actually going to start talking about the

25]

1 either voted on or a consensus decision was made.
2 Q. This has to do with the various split percentages
3 that Sheridan gets?
4 A. The credit that we gifted you, yes.
5 Q. Over time. Got it.
6 A. Uh-huh.
7
Q. So let me direct your attention to a new topic.
s Let's look at Exhibit 4. So this is, this is the Grant
9Boyer formal accounting. Did you -1 o A. I'm sorry, which?
11 Q. Exhibit 4. Did you play any role in the drafting
12 of the MHB final accounting for Boyer?
13 A. I don't think that I did.
14 O. Were you still managing partner as of December
152014?
16 A. Yeah.
1 7 Q. Could you tell us how these things get drafted at
lSMHB?
19 A. Typically, and this is a little bit-- I have to
2 o say this document is a bit different in format than I'm used
21 to, so I assume this is an MHB one. It has, these
2 2 paragraphs at the bottom look like ours because it says MHB,
2 3 but the costs, the calculation doesn't look like the ones
24that I do.
2 5 That said, these generally get generated -- well, let me
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1
I

lexample that was coming to our firm where both cases had
2 been dismissed when you joined, right?
3 Q. What was the date of that e-mail? What timeframe?
4 A. October, November.
5 Q. Of2012?
6 A. 2012.
7 Q. So prejoining?
8 A. It was part of the genesis of that paragraph that
9we saw in the TOA that talked about pro rata, and that's how
1 Owe were -- that you used that as an example of how a pro
11 rata would work.
12 And so that was putting all the time into the hopper
13 firm to firm, doing a pro rata split. And I think in your
14 mind you thought Tamosaitis is a big case, that if we can
15 get this thing turned around it's going to provide a
16 percentage-based fee rather than an hourly-based fee.
17 Q. Ortwo?
18 A. What's that?
19 Q. Or two fees, right?
2 O A. I suppose, I suppose, but that wasn't the context
21 of the e-mail. It was recovery based on the hours in those
22two cases.
2 3 Q. Joe, did you just say that some portion of the
24 language of division, of Paragraph 2 of Exhibit I of the TOA
2 5 was based on that e-mail?
[Page

lhours. I said, yeah, something big comes in, we should all
2be happy together and split by pro rata, not SLF, and more
3 specifically Jack Sheridan, gets limited to his hourly
4 before he got here and then the rest of, the entire rest of
5the fees go into the MHB profit distribution system.
6 Q. The buy-sell agreement does not provide for the
7Sheridan or the Sheridan Law Finn to receive any percentage
Softhe MHB fees for any cases that resolve after Sheridan
9 left, right?
MR. SMITH: I'm sorry, could you -10
11
Q. Is that too cloudy?
11. Let's just take the Boyer case as an example. There was
13 a check issued for -- Exhibit 8 is a check issued for
14 153,448.81. You would agree that, in your view, Sheridan
15 had no right to any percentage of that?
1.§. A. That's true. That's what the buy-sell does, is
1735 in, 35 out, and it's to avoid paying a tail to departing
18 partners.
19 Q. Had that been a problem in the past, to your
2 oknowledge?
21 A. In ancient history I've heard that that might have
2 2 come up.
23
MR. SHERIDAN: I'm going to break now. And, Joe, I
24 think I'm going to make you the guy we do for two days
2 5 if necessary. I don't really think we'll need it, but

47]

1 A. Based on that e-mail or the discussions that you
2and I had verbally.
3 Q. So, Joe, is it your position here this morning that
4when Paragraph 2 was drafted it was drafted with the intent
5to cover post-termination allocation or something else?
6 A. You asked me why -- the original genesis of this
7question was whether or not I took the view among my
8partners that it should be a pro rata split, right?
9 Q. Right.
10 A. My explanation for that is that that had been how
11 we had decided to do it when you came to the firm first and
12foremost. That's informed by the TOA which is informed by
13 our discussions and that e-mail. And I can't remember if
14 the first version of this Paragraph 2 came before or after
15that e-mail. The e-mail was an example of how Paragraph 2
16would turn out.
17 Q. But during this time we were thinking that Sheridan
18would stay there forever, right?
19 A. Correct. But again, I go back to, you asked me why
2 OI took that position with my partners, and it had to do with
21 that entire course of dealings with you is that seems like
22the equitable way to do things, is it's pro rata based on
2 3 work. It's how you came in.
24 It was a fairly easy conversation when you came in. I
25didn't argue that Sheridan Law Firm should be limited to its
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we'll just, you seem to know the most of everybody,
although we're doing Tim next week.
So I'm going to break this now. We'll pick
everybody else up at 2:30.
And thanks. We can go off the record.
MR. SMITH: Before we go off the record, I'm not
disagreeing with you, but I'm not agreeing with you at
future dep scheduling. We reserve all the positions in
that regard.
MR. SHERIDAN: Fair enough.
(The deposition adjourned at 9:45 a.111.)
(Signature reserved.)
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12 Q. And with whom are you employed?
13 A. MacDonald Hoague and Bayless.
14 Q. What do you do there?
15 A. I'm an attorney.
16 Q. Are you of counsel?
17 A. I am.
18 Q. How long have you been of counsel?
19 A. Since July 1, 2013.
20 Q. And in one sentence, can you say why you decided -21 strike that.
22 You were a partner, right?
23 A. I was.
24 Q. In one sentence, why you decided to leave and
25 become of counsel?

11

A !so Present:

lESTER GREENFIELD,
deponent herein, being first duly
2
sworn on oath, was examined and
3
testified as follows:

'
'

.

1198104.

10

12

4]

5
EXAMINATION
6BY MR. SHERIDAN:
7 Q. Please state your full name.
8 A. Ester Greenfield.
9 Q. And what is your business address?
1 O A. 705 Second A venue, Suite 1500, Seattle, Washington

7

Court Reporter:
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A. I was ready for a transition.
Q. Fair enough. Which leads us into Exhibit 1. Do
3 you recognize Exhibit 1?
4 A. I see what it is. I can't tell whether I have seen
5 it before or not.
6 Q. Fair enough. Did you, at the time that -- and it's
7awkward to say but I've been saying Sheridan rather than I
B so the record is a little more readable.
9 So at the time Sheridan joined the law firm January 1st,
102013, did you play any role in the drafting of the
11 agreements that brought him there?
12 A. No.
13 Q. Look at Exhibit 2, if you would, and that is the
14 buy-sell agreement. Have you ever seen that before?
15 A. Yes. I signed it.
16 Q. And so can you tell me, you've been with MacDonald
17Hoague and Bayless for how long?
18 A. Since 1978.
19 0. So in the former times going back further than
2 Ogrobably most geogle have been there other than you, was
21 there a time where there was a groblem, when a gartner left,
2 2 MHB had to continue gaying them for moneys that were earned
2 3 after they left?
24 A. Many years ago we did have such a grovision.
~ 0. And what was the effect of that grovision?
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A. It resl!lted in a diminishing income stream to a
2 deQartingQartnerafter that Qartnerhad left based on the
3 formula that we had at the time for distributing Qrofits.
i Q. Qid that mean that even though the Qartnerwas gone
5 thex were still getting income?
_§_
MS. DOYLE: 0!2jection, Jack. I don't think this is
]_ relevant, for the record.
MR. SHERIDAN: You can still answei:,.
.!2.
2. A. What was the guestion?
lQ Q. So the guestion is, did that mean that Qartnerswho
11 had deQartedwere still getting income from MHB even though
12 thex were no longer working on cases?
.Ll A. Yes.
14 Q. So the buy-sell agreement that we have here as an
15exhibit, was it created to fix that problem, if you know?
16
MS. DOYLE: Objection, mischaracterizes. I don't
17 think we ever characterized it as a problem. But go
18 ahead and answer.
19
MR. SHERIDAN: You can answer.
20 A. There was an amendment after the particular partner
21 left who received the income stream, which everybody who has
2 2 left agreed that there would no longer be such an income
2 3 stream.
24 Q. Which partner left that caused that amendment?
25 A. Bob Randolph.

l
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l
A. I can't really answer the question in the current
2 form because I don't think it addresses your situation, and
3 I'm not privy, as you know, to negotiations that gave rise
4to your situation. So I can't really answer it the way you
5 have formulated it?
6 Q. You left the partnership in 2013?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. So at the time that you left, was it the case that
9a departing paiiner like yourself would have no ongoing
l Ointerest in cases that remained at MHB?
11 A. No, that's also not a correct formulation.
12 Q. Because you were of counsel?
13 A. Because I'm of counsel and I work on cases.
14 Q. As of 2013, was it your understanding that a
15 departing partner under the buy-sell agreement that existed
16 in 2013 would have no ongoing interest in cases that
l 7remained with MHB?
18 A. More or less, that's correct. I can think through
l 9the different -20 Q. Actually, Ester, whether we say a paiiner, it
21 doesn't matter.
22
MR. SHERIDAN: That's really all I have for you.
23 Thank you very much. You're wonderful.
24
(The deposition adjourned at 3:05 p.m.)
25
(Signature reserved.)

7]

1 Q. Do you remember roughly what year?
2 A. No. '80s maybe. Many years ago.
3 Q. Is it your understanding that the buy-sell
4 agreement that is Exhibit 2 to this deposition is basically
5 the product of that amendment and redrafting?
6 A. I don't !mow that for sure because there may have
7 been provisions in the buy-sell that carried over. So I
8 don't think this is done from scratch. It was just the
9amendment that was done after the departure of Bob Randolph
1 o was done to eliminate the spinout.
11
Q. Is it your understanding that today if a pa1iner
12 leaves MHB their interest is cut off in any future income
13 other than they get their 35,000 back?
14
MS. DOYLE: Objection. Let's limit it to the
15 provisions of this agreement rather than talking
16 hypothetical, about hypothetical paiiners leaving, shall
17 we?
18
MR. SHERIDAN: Let me have that read back.
19
(Requested testimony read by the court reporter.)
20 Q. And I think this morning Joe had said sometimes
21 it's not 35. Sometimes it's a different amount. So let me
2 2 ask the question differently.
23 Is it your understanding that terms of the current
2 4 buy-sell agreement basically cuts off future income to
2 5 depaiting partners, if you know?

.
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1 A. Summary judgment was granted on a number of issues
2 but it did not include dismissal of all the claims.
3 Q. ls there a cocounsel in that case?
4 A. I'm not sure what you mean.
5 Q. Meaning, is there another law firm involved in the
6case?
7 A. There are two other law firms on our side of the
Bcase. One is the Connelly Law Firm in Tacoma and one is a
9 law firm in Portland, the name of which escapes me. Ian
1 OHale is the principal associate lawyer on that case.
11 They're an insurance firm.
12 Q. Then in the Northrop case, who was the lead
13 counsel in that trial when it began?
14 A. Me and Jack Connelly were colead counsels, I
15 guess.
16 Q. Did you have any other settlements in 2013? And
1 7right now just say yes or no. I don't want to get into
18confidential numbers.
19 A. I'm sure I did but I can't remember.
20 Q. 2014?
21 A. Yeah.
22 Q. Anything you remember?
23 A. I'm pretty sure 2014 was the Caylor settlement.
24 Q. ls that public?
2 5 A. Might have been last year.

[Page

BJ

1 A. We had one that bounced along quite awhile and
2 almost went to trial a couple times but it never did go to
3 trial. That was a PI case.
4 Q. Anything this year?
5 A. No.
6 Q. I'm thinking of, did you t1y any cases with David
7 in the last couple years?
8 A. Northrop.
9 Q. Just Northrop. Okay.
1 O Switching gears, so these are the exhibits that we've
11 been using over and over again in the case and I'm going to
12 sort of take you through these, some of them.
13 First I would like to draw your attention to Exhibit 1.
14 We've been calling it the TDA. It's the transitional
15directorship agreement. And just verify that you recognize
16this.
17 A. Yes.
18 Q. Did you participate in the drafting of this?
19 A. I did.
2 O Q. Any paiticular sections that you focused on?
21 A. I don't know about focus. I have seen a draft in
2 2 which I added or proposed some added language and made some
2 3 comments. I don't know if I had focused on other things as
24well though.
2 5 Q. Cai1you recall what section it was that you made

'

'

;

•

I

'
'

I

1-------------------------;---------------------------11
[Page
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1 Q. ls it public or confidential?
2 A. That is public.
3 Q. How much was that?
4 A. $1,975,000.
5 Q. Was that a police misconduct case?
6 A. Yes.
7 Q. In 2013 did you take any cases to trial besides
BNorthrop?
9 A. I think so. I think that that was the year that I
lOtried a case up in Alaska, Dietzmann.
11 Q. What kind of case was that?
12 A. That was a police misconduct case, for lack of a
13 better word. Kind of an unusual one.
14 Q. How did that turn out?
15 A. We lost that part. We had already settled with the
16other defendant. We lost with the second defendant we went
1 7to trial with.
18 Q. In 2014 did you try any cases?
19 A. I didn't look at the calendar on this.
2 O Q. They do mix together. So just say more generally.
21 In 2014 or '15 did you try any cases?
2 2 A. Pretty sure no in '15. It seems like there was one
23other in 2014.
24 Q. How about PI or anything like that, personal
25 injury?

[Page
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lsome changes to?
2 A. I think Section 9. Possibly Section 7.
3 Q. Anything else?
4 A. And Section 3.
5 Q. Anything else?
6 A. That's all I remember seeing on that particular
7redratl.
B Q. Do you know who did the first draft?
9 A. I don't.
1 O Q. Did you have -- it's awkward, but I'm going to say
11 Sheridan just for record purposes. It prints better.
12 A. Sure.
13 Q. Did you have any conversations with Sheridan
14regarding the formation of this agreement?
15 A. I don't recall.
16 Q. Any e-mail exchanges with Sheridan?
1 7 A. I don't believe so but I'm not sure.
18 Q. Do you have a recollection of whether any one
19particular partner was involved in the communications with
2 OSheridan regarding the drafting of the TDA?
21 A. I'm not sure if it's a recollection or an
22impression. My impression was Joe Shaeffer, but that's the
2 3 best I can recall.
24 Q. Mine too.
2..2. Is it fair to say that as it applies to Section 2, to
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lyour knowledge, there were no discussions with Sheridan
2regarding Section 2 applying in the event that Sheridan were
3terminated, or left the firm, I should say?
.1. A. I was not party to any discussions that I remember
Son that point with Mr. Sheridan.
6
MS. DOYLE: Objection. Just to clarify, Jack, do
7 you mean prior to the formation of the TDA?
MR. SHERIDAN: Prior to formation, right.
8
9 Q. So now I'm going to direct your attention to
1 OExhibit 3. And it's the director compensation plan.
11 Do you have an understanding how this works? And I'll
12 say for the record, Joe has represented that this is the one
13 that was in effect during the time that Sheridan was there.
14 Do you have an understanding how this works?
15 A. Ithinkso.
16 Q. Could you just summarize in very brief lay person
1 7terms how it works.
MS. DOYLE: Objection, calls for legal opinion,
18
19 calls for attorney work product, calls for mental
2 O impression of an attorney who was acting on behalf of
21 the firm.
MR. SHERIDAN: You can answer.
22
2 3 A. I tried this recently and I did a lousy job. So
2 4 it's kind of complicated and I'm not sure I can do it
2 5justice in a short phrase.
[Page

[Page

1 research on something, a legal issue, an evidence issue, I
2think.
3 Q. There may be some billing that you did on the case
4 but I'm more interested in knowing if you had any
5discussions with Sheridan about what MHB fees would be.
6 A. No, I'm pretty sure I didn't.
7 Q. Fair enough.
8 Same question for Chaussee, Exhibit 5. Did you have any
9discussions with Sheridan about what MHB's fees would be
1 oregarding Mr. Chaussee?
11 A. Specifically with regard to this?
12 Q. Not with regard to the document. This is sort of a
13jumping-offpoint.
But, more generally, you can see in
14 Exhibit 5 that the fees requested by MHB, it looks like
15 $117,650.
16 Did you have any discussions with Sheridan about whether
1 7 that was an appropriate amount of fees?
18 A. I'm sure I didn't have that discussion, no.
19 Q. Now Tamosaitis is Exhibit 6. And, again, I'm just
2 oreferring this to you for the purpose of -- and actually I'm
21 going to skip over 6 and go to 7 because it's kind of the
2 2 same thing with Andrew's e-mail on top.
2 3 Did you have any discussions with Sheridan prior to the
24dispersal of funds in this case regarding how much MHB
2 5 should receive in the Tamosaitis case?
[Page
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1 Q. Just take your best shot and we'll abandon it if it
2becomes obvious that it's not working.
3
MS. DOYLE: Same oqjection. Also document speaks
4 for itself.
5 A. The profit of the firm is divided up after a
6 ce1tain amount of capitalization. And the way it's divided
7 up is governed by percentages, and the percentages are
8 governed by each director's credits over a six-semester
9 period, or three-year period. And the credits are based on
1 ocontact, a person who brought the case in, and work credits,
11 the work done on the case, and derived credits, the work
12 done by associates and paralegals under the supervision of
13 the director, less something called a resource cost
14 assessment, which is based on the cost of those employees
15 divided by a percentage of the hours that they worked for
16 that particular director during the semester for which the
1 7 credits are being tallied.
18 Q. Pretty good.
19 A. That wasn't very good.
2 o Q. That was not bad at all.
21 Take a look at Exhibit 4, if you would. This is a final
2 2 accounting in December 2014 from MHB regarding the Grant
2 3 Boyer case. Did you have anything to do with any aspect of
2 4 communications with Sheridan about Boyer?
2 5 A. This may be a case in which I did an hour or two of

12]

13]

MS. DOYLE: For clarification, do you mean
dispersal of funds from -MR. SHERIDAN: From the settlement.
MS. DOYLE: -- to your firm?
MR. SHERIDAN: Right.
A. I don't know exactly when that happened, when the
7 dispersal of funds happened. You and I had some
8negotiations at some point but I'm not sure where that fit
9in.
1 o Q. Let's turn -11 A. I'm not finished.
12 Q. I'm sorry. Go ahead.
13 A. I'm not sure where that fit into the sequence of
14 money being distributed.
15 Q. Take a look at Exhibit 10 and see if that refreshes
16your recollection. So this is a dispersal check dated
1 7 September 18, 2015 from Sheridan Law Firm to MHB. Prior to
18 the -- strike that.
19 Prior to the issuance of this check to MHB by SIX did
20you have any conversations or communications with Sheridan
21 regarding the appropriate amount of funds that MHB should
22 receive?
2 3 A. Again, if you're talking about, with specific
2 4 reference to Tamosaitis?
25 Q. Yes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
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1 The Northrop trial was September of2013 so I was a little
2preoccupied with that.
3 I viewed most of this as kind of an employment group
4 issue. So I know that there were concerns and somebody
Sdiscussed something with somebody, but I have not much
6recollection beyond that.
7 Q. Fair enough.
8 So Sheridan leaves in July of 2014, and in some of.Toe's
9testimony from the other day was that halfway through June
1 OSheridan announced he was leaving, and then as of July I st,
1 lhe was no longer a partner and then he left the end of the
12month. Is that about your recollection?
13 A. That's, I think, what I was told. Again, this was
14 handled by other people.
1.2. O. Did you participate in any discussions with
16 Sheridan during that timeframe regarding the conditions of
1 7his leaving?
1.§. A. I'm not sure. I did pmticipate. yes.
12 0. Could you tell us what you did?
2 O A. I just remember a conversation in which you. in
21 which there was discussion about. something having to do
22with how future fees would be divided up. And you said
2 3 something. I said something. or somebody said something
2 4 about it being pro rata and based on work done. And you
25said something about. I'm not doing that again. I had a
[Page

[Page

1 And the first entry, which is on the second page at the
2bottom, it's an October 9 entry from you to Sheridan. Take
3 a minute to look at that.
4 A. Uh-huh.
5 Q. As far as I can tell, this is the first, this is
6your first involvement in the case post-leaving and I wanted
7to see if you recall anything earlier.
8 A. Involvement meaning?
9 Q. Meaning that -- so the October 9, 2015 e-mail is
1 obasically sort of rekindling the discussion about quantum
llmeruit versus -- I mean, it's rekindling the discussion
12about payment of the state portion of the Tamosaitis fee.
13 A. Uh-huh.
14 Q. I couldn't find anything before this but I wanted
15to see if you know of anything.
16 A. Not that I remember. I remember that I kind of got
1 7into -- I think Jesse was going to be doing something on it
18 and he was otherwise occupied and I jumped in.
19 Q. As you sit here today, you don't recall any
2 Ocommunications with Sheridan talking about the state fees
21 before October 9th?
22 A. I don't as we sit here today.
2 3 Q. Fair enough.
2 4 Take a look at Exhibit 11, if you would. And so this
2 5 is, the top e-mail is an October 31st e-mail from Sheridan

19]

1 paitner before and things were not to your liking at that
2time.
3 Q. Was that a conversation with just you and Sheridan
4 present or was -5 A It seems to me other people were present but I
6don't remember for sure.
7 Q. To your knowledge -8 A I'm quite sure it wasn't just you and me.
9 Q. Fair enough.
1 O During that timeframe was anything put in writing, to
11 your knowledge, one way or the other, either coming from MHB
12or coming from Sheridan, discussing the applicability of
13 pro rata versus quantum meruit?
14 A I don't know of anything.
15 Q. And to your knowledge you didn't author anything at
16that time?
17 A. Whether I might have written an e-mail to somebody,
18! don't know. It's possible.
19 Q. Internally perhaps as opposed to externally?
2 O A. Right. I'm pretty sure I didn't write you about
21any ofit.
22 Q. I'm going to show you Exhibit 17 that's been
23marked.
24 And so this is one of those strings that you read
2 5 backwards, so you read from the back forward.

20]
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lto you, and then below that is an e-mail from you to
2 Sheridan dated October 31st.
3 I want to ask you about the first two lines there. It
4 says, I don't know -- this is you writing -- I don't know
5 how I could be clearer. The fee is owed both law firms.
6There is no contract governing its division. Therefore,
7equitable principles control. The applicable equitable
8principle is quantum meruit.
9 My question to you is, would you agree with me that as
1 Oof October 31st, 2015 it was your belief that there was no
llcontract governing the division of fees between the two law
12firms?
13 A. No, that's not true.
14 Q. Can you explain why you wrote that?
15 A. Because you were talking quantum meruit. And there
16had been a string. This is part of the same conversation
1 7that's in that other one we looked at, and I said, I looked
18 back what you were talking about.
19 You were talking always about quantum meruit. And so I
2 Owas talking about quantum meruit. It went back and forth on
21that.
2 2 I knew there was a contract. You will see right here it
2 3 says in this same e-mail.
24 Q. Would you point me to it?
25 A. That is what we agreed to with regard to fees owed
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1 Q. Let's talk about Exhibit 1, the transitional
2directorship agreement. And there's been testimony that
3this is a document that was signed in January effectively
4 bringing me into the firm.
5 And for purposes of the record I'm going to say Sheridan
6 because it looks better in print.
1 Were you involved in any way of recruiting Sheridan into

filtlt!fil

2. A. Yes.
Q. Could you tell us what role you played?

10

A. Yeah, a little background. I see that in 2011 at
12the firm's annual Tekeiu retreat, T-e-k-e-i-u, I think. At
13 the annual retreat there was discussion of a need to try to
14 bring in additional litigation lawyers. And I reviewed an
15 e-mail from, sometime in the fall of 2011 noting there was,
16 someone was to contact you. And there was an issue whether
l 7that was to be Jesse Wing or me and I volunteered to do it.
18 It was one year later, October 2012, before I took any
19 active steps. I don't know what that delay was for or why,
2 o but Kay Frank and I took you to lunch and had conversations
21 with you, and I think I had a large role in recruiting you
2 2 to join the firm.
2 3 Q. Do you have any recollection of what was discussed
2 4 at the meeting?
2 5 A. I think the benefits -- one thing I remember was
11

[Page

[Page
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1 paitner, regarding his review of those documents. It looked
2 as if -- he noted your annual income appeared to be
3$600,000. That was noted.
4 And there was something about a review trust, but
Sconfinn, or something, was the nature of the title of the
6e-mail.
7 But there was, I think, as we've typically done, or as
8the firm typically did with new lateral lawyers joining the
9firm, there was some review of your financials to make
1 Ocertain that you appeared to be a solid lawyer able to be
11 financially productive.
12 I remember those, your documents were obtained and
13 reviewed.
14 Q. To your knowledge, what happened next?
15 A. You joined the firm.
16 Q. Looking now at Exhibit I, did you play any role in
1 7the drafting of this document?
18 A. Not in the drafting but I recall this was a process
19that was gone through.
2 O 0. Do you have any recollection of anyone talking to
21 Sheridan about this document. Exhibit I, applying in the
22event that Sheridan left the firm?
23 A. No.
24 0. With regard to how long it was anticipated Sheridan
2 5 would stay, did you hear any conversations from anyone in
[Page
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.

;

.

,

.

9]
•

1 trying to sell the benefits of the firm to you, that you
2 would have coverage if you were unavailable, you would have
3 supp01t, that we had all of the resources of other lawyers
4 in the same general practice area you had, somewhat the same
5 general practice area you had, somewhat the same general
6 practice area of employment litigation or litigation
?generally.
8 I'm sure we described to you something -- I recall
9describing to you something of the compensation system, how
1 o it worked.
11 That's what comes to mind right now.
12 Q. And did you receive an affirmative response to the
13 invitation?
14 A. The invitation for you to join the firm, yes, that
15 I think by November of that year, 2012, you had agreed to do
16so.
1 7 Q. Did you have any discussions with the other
18 partners about bringing Sheridan on board?
19 A. I'm sure I did. I was a -- yes, I'm sure I did.
20 Q. What do you remember next in terms of the process
21 of bringing Sheridan on board?
22 A. Well, I remember that there was research done
2 3 into -- you produced your profit and loss statement. One
24 of the e-mails I reviewed over the weekend, two e-mails from
2 5 Joe Shaeffer, who at that time I think was the managing

1 that regard?
~ A. Not that I recall, but my own understanding was the
3 intension and hope was you would stay long-term. It's what
4 we were looking for, people who would join the firm as
5partners and stay with.
6 Q. After Sheridan arrived at the firm, was there any
?agreement made regarding whether he could bring any of his
8staff?
9 A. Yeah. I know that -- well, let me think about that
1 o for a moment.
11 I know there was such an agreement because staff came.
12Ashalee came. And I'm trying to remember. My recollection
13 is that Windy was an MHB employee who was then assigned to
14you. I have some recollection that Windy's hiring was
15somewhat clone -- Windy, I remember her last name might be
16Walker, a legal assistant.
1 7 My recollection is her hiring was done before you came
18 to the firm but in anticipation of her being able to work
19with you.
2 O But to return to your question -21 Q. How about Beth -22 A. I have a vague recollection that your relationship
2 3 with your paralegal Ashalee, I think, was of interest in
2 4 that she tended to work remotely rather than work in the
25office, some discussion of that. But that's about all I can
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1 draw up from memory.
2 Q. Do you recall Beth Touschner coming over as an
3 associate?
4 A. Oh, yes, of course, absolutely.
2 Q. So after Sheridan arrived did there come a time
6that :i;:oulearned that Sheridan had some concerns about MHB?
1 A. Yeah, veJY much so.
.§. Q. Tell us what harmened.
2. A. I know that :i;:oujoined the firm Janua!Y I of2013,
1 o and b:i;:Jul:i;:,I think, we learned through an e-mail that :i;:ou
11 sen!, a longish e-mail :i;:ousent to Joe Shaeffer. So two
12 events that :i;:ouwere guestioning whether :i;:oushould continue
13to sta:i;:with the firm. It was six months into it. There
14 had been a cou12leof events that triggered that.
1..2 Q. I would like to direct :i;:ourattention to Exhibit 15
16 and tell me if :i;:ourecognize that e-mail.
saw the
l1 A. I did not see this exact e-mail. I sim12l:i::
that Mr. Shaeffer forwarded sometime later.
18 fo1warded co12:i::
19 Q. As a result of this e-mail, did an:i::action take
2 o 12Iaceas to gossibl:i::changing things?
A. Well, I -- :i;:es.
ll
22 Q. What ha12gened?
A. What I recall most distinctl:i::is I went to s12eak
2 4 with :i;:ou,and I have to think, I'm not certain whether I
2 5 did that alone or with someone else, to t!}'.to dissuade :i::ou

n

[Page
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lhave a great recollection of having seen this document
2before.
3 Q. Fair enough.
4 Now let's move ahead to the summer of 2014. Did there
5 come a time that you learned that Sheridan would be
6leaving?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. And tell us what you recall about that.
9 A. Not much more than than that. I recall learning
1 o that you would be leaving, whether that was via e-mail or -11 probably not. It was probably through some oral
12 communication in the firm.
13 But over the weekend I reviewed e-mail, a couple e-mails
14 from that time, from June of 2014, and those were familiar,
15 very familiar.
16 Q. Did you become aware of a discussion between Joe
1 7 Shaeffer and Jack Sheridan as to whether or not quantum
18 meruit versus pro rata would be applied to future contingent
19fee cases when Sheridan left?
20 A. I do.
21 Q. Tell us what you recall about that.
22 A. I remember that there seemed to be some discussion
2 3 about how on leaving the firm you would be compensated for
24 time spent while at the firm.
25
MS. DOYLE: Before you put another question on the
[Page
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1 from doing so, and to strongl:i:: tr:i::to dissuade :i;:oufrom
2doing so.
l Of changes that were made to tr:i::to give :i::ousome
4encouragement to want to sta::i::,nothing comes to mind right
Snow of changes. I just remember s12eaking with ::i::ouand
6ho12ing that ::i::ouwould take a long-range view, kind of get
?through the first bum12s. I 12robabl:i::agreed with some of the
Bgoints :i::oumade.
2 M:i::own view of the litigation meetings that :i::ou
1 Odiscussed was that the:i::could be unnecessaril::i:: critical
1112erha12sof when geogle gresented cases for review, which I
12remember was one of the things that haggened.
ll
The other thing was -- I'm sure because of::i::our interest
14to tr::i::cases, I'm sure there was some discussion oftr:i::ing
15to get :i::ouinvolved in tr:i::ingcases.
16 Q. Anything else you recall?
17 A. Of what we did to change things as a result of
lBthis, other than I would -- and I choose my words carefully,
19 other than beseeching you to stay, no, I cannot think of
2 Oanything we did as a change.
21 Q. Take a look at Exhibit 16. That's the one with the
2 2 bigger font there. Do you recall this document as being a
2 3 proposal from Sheridan?
24 A. I'm not sure that I do. I'm also not sure that I
25don't. The content feels familiar, but I don't -- I don't

12)

13)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

record, Jack, I would like to state for the record that
while I don't represent Mr. Crawford in this deposition
I do represent the interest of MacDonald Hoague and
Bayless, and during some ofthe time that we're
discussing here, Mr. Crawford was a director and partner
of MacDonald Hoague and Bayless. And I would like, for
the record, to preserve our objection to the disclosure
of any attorney-client communications or any attorney
work product, the mental impressions of the partners as
they were com1mmicating with one another concerning some
11
of the issues.
12
MR. SHERIDAN: You can make that a standing
13
objection.
14
MS. DOYLE: That will be a standing objection.
15
THE WITNESS: I want to be carefol too. I've never
16 met or encountered any attorney acting on behalf of
17 MacDonald Hoague and Bayless. I'm not privy to any
18 attorney-client communications.
19
MS. DOYLE: It is our position that the attorneys
20 who are also directors of MacDonald Hoague and Bayless
21 were representing the firm at the time and were acting
22 on behalf of the firm's behalf.
23 Q. (By Mr. Sheridan) Let me ask you this. Did you
2 4 ever feel that in conversations with the directors before
2 5 outside counsel got involved that you were being represented

'•
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1 I recall that after that you sent an e-mail to the firm
2describing what had happened and asking if the firm would
3just trust in the future, you would represent its interest
4 in recovering fees, it didn't need to send its own person.
5 I also remember in that context there was some element
6 of distrust, I think, which, to me, I did not understand,
7 but I recall some element of distrust that you wouldn't
8adequately protect MHB's fee interests.
9 Q. Anything else about Boyer?
10 A. No, not that I can remember right now.
11. Q. lf:i::ou will look at Exhibit 5. That's the Chaussee
12final accounting. And do ):'.OU
have an):'.recollection about
13 an):'.discussions among MHBQfill:nersas to how much to seek in
14 fees and what formula to use?
12 A. Yes. I do.
1.§. Q. Please ex12lain.
17 A. There was a discussion of whether to acce12tas fee
18 or seek as fees the houri):'.value of the time. which I
19recall. I thought it was 160,000. I max have that confused
2 o with another one. Ma:i::bethat was Boxer.
21 But there was a discussion of whether to seek fees based
2 2 on the hours worked or based on some -- I guess that would
2 3 be 12rorata measure where if MHB's time versus :i::ourtime was
24one third of the total time. then MHB. under that scenario.
2 5 would be entitled or would seek one third of the fee as
[Page

[Page

.
.

would be
1 would be in Ol:i::m12ia,I believe. but that his 12rox:i::
2that we should acce12t just the hours and not seek the
3 greater fee. And I remember I joined in and said I agreed.
4 also b):'.e-mail.
2 But the odd thing is I don't remember. at this point I
6 cannot remember a vote, if there was ever a vote. The
7 e-mails that I looked at. I remember that. I remember the
8 discussion. Somehow I have a recollection that Am):'.Ro:i::altx, l
9then an MHB 12artner. was involved. actuall:i::involved in
"
1 o inguiring about what the difference would be financial!):'..
llAnd I do remember that.
;
g
I remember not just from having reviewed the e-mail.
13 having an inde12endent recollection of Am:i::being interested
14 in what more it might be worth ifwe went this other route.
15 That's what I recall.
1.§. Q. ls it fair to sax that all those discussions
·.
0
1 7 ha1212enedbefore this final accounting was issued that's
;
18Exhibit 5?
:'
1.2. A. Just a moment. I certainlx think so but wait a
i'
2 o minute.
Yeah. I think so. I'm 12rett:i::
certain these were in
22A12ril. these discussions. And I sax that based on having
2 3 reviewed the e-mails.
24 There's something else with Chaussee, which was that the
2 5 Court awarded -- the Comt did not award a chunk of money.

.

n

!

"
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101212osedto acce12ting the houri):'.fee. which might have been
2more. might have been less.
l Q. Do :i::oyrecall who the 12ro12onentof that 12osition
4was?
2 A. I believe it was Katie Chamberlain.
.§. Q. Can :i::outell us whether or not there was an:i::
7 discussion at that time as to the a1212licabili~ of the TDA.
8 Exhibit I. to that argument?
2 A. There was not. that I recall.
.lQ_ Q . Do :i::ourecall. what was the rationale for a
11 one-third. two-third s12litin ):'.Ourexam12le?
g
A. Well. the rationale was just that. that would be
13 another wa:i::of looking at it.
Q. Without an:i::reference -- is it fair to sax there
li
15 was no reference to an:i::contract?
1.§. A. I believe that's correct.
11 Q. And how did that issue resolve itself?
1..§_ A. I recall that 12eo12le
ex12ressed their 012inions one
19 wa:i::or the other. I have seen an e-mail from Mr. Ford. and
2 o I recall seeing it. res12onding to a management -- b):'.that
21 time I was back on the management committee.
There was an e-mail sa:i::ingthat the management committee
ll
2 3 would make a recommendation and bring this to a vote b):'.the
2412artners.
22 Mr. Ford res12onded he would be gone on that da):'.,he

20]
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lAnd my recollection is -- I thought it was something like
215,000.
3 Q. Yes, if you look at Exhibit 5, the line above.
4 A. I remember that, and I remember the reason. I
5 found it was, you had had a string of cases, or a few cases,
6 in which you had raised an issue, a legal challenge
7regardingjury instructions, perhaps on emotional distress
8 damages, something to that effect. I recall for shotihand
9the Lodis issue, L-o-d-i-s, and the judge did not award time
1 o to MHB spent on that Lodis issue. But I also recall that
11 Ms. Chamberlain urged an initial final accounting to the
12 client that would have asked the client to pay that full fee
13 without the deduction for the money the Court did not award.
14 And I recall -15 Q. What happened next?
16 A. -- that didn't happen.
17 And I recall that you spoke against it or urged, not
18 spoke, but urged against it, that that wouldn't be a
19 particularly wise course.
20 Q. You mean in an e-mail?
21 A. Yes. And I also have an independent recollection
2 2 apart from the e-mail. But in the e-mail you raised the RCW
2 3 that governs fees, and I believe that the Collli having
2 4 detennined what a reasonable fee was, it might not be
2 5 correct to ask the client to pay more than that reasonable
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lmeasure would be what would be awarded on the fee Qetition
2would be the measure. And if the work hadn't benefited the
3 federal case it wouldn't be -- I saw that I had an e-mail
4 which I endorsed the idea that a fee Qetition would be the
5accurate measure of what monexs the finn could actuallx
6recover.
7
MS. DOYLE: Counsel, and pardon me. For the
8 record, again, I would like to clarify that now we're
9 getting into the time period where the firm is
10 anticipating litigation on this issue, and so I would
11
like to raise the objection on behalf of the firm,
12 disclosure of any attorney work product or
13 attorney-client communications with regard to internal
14 communications.
15
MR. SHERIDAN: I understand.
16 Q. Was there any movement towards filing a lawsuit at
1 7 this point by MHB?
18 A. Not that I recall. There was a Jot of anger
19 though, I think.
20 Q. And was there any discussion made pertaining to the
21 connection between the approach taken by MHB on the Chaussee
2 2 fees that were not paid according to the Coutt and the state
2 3 fees in Tamosaitis?
24 A. Would you ask that again?
Q. In xour discussions, was there anx link made to the
Q

Hee.
2 Q. And, to your knowledge, did the pmtners come to a
3 consensus in that regard, and, if so, what was it?
4 A. I don't. Again, it's odd. I remember Mr. Ford
Sexpressing his view, in which I was in agreement with. I do
6not remember, even though the e-mails refer to a vote, I do
7not remember the vote. I don't know if it did or did not
Shappen.
9 Q. Fair enough. Anything else you remember about
1 OChaussee?
11
A. No.
Q. Now if:rou would, take a look at Exhibit 6. And
13 that is the Tamosaitis -- I'm going to skiQ :rou to
14 7 because it contains the e-mail. And this 12ur12ortsto be
15an e-mail dated Se12tember 16, 2015 from Andrew Chan to
16 Sheridan attaching the 12ro12osedfinal accounting in
1 7Tamosaitis.
1.sl. Do :rou recall an:r discussions among the 12artners
19regarding how to 12ro12erl:rbill this settlement?
20 A. Yes.
Q. Tell us what :rou recall.
A. I recall that there was an issue regarding the two
ll
2 3 se12arate claims Mr. Tamosaitis had, one being state and one
2 4 being federal, and members of the firm, 12articularl:r
25Mr. Shaeffer, believing that the firm should be com12ensated

u

n
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1 for time on both the state and the federal matters and that
2that was in conflict ultimatelx with xourview that on Ix the
3 federal case had been successful and therefore on a fee
4Qetition, fees could onlx be awarded for the federal case
Sand not the state case, and that therefore xou did not
6believe the firm should recover fees for its work on the
7 state case.
_!)_ And that came after :rou reviewed the ledger showing what
9the MHB work on that state case had been to see if an:r of it
1 o had been of value to the federal case, such as deQQsitions,
llor an;i,!hing of that txQe.
12 I remember there was some dis12Ieasureat your view that
13 the firm would only recover money on the federal claim as
14 oririosed to the state claim.
15 Q. Who exriressed that disrileasure, if you recall?
A. As I mentioned, Mr. Shaeffer. Mr. Shaeffer
li
1 7 certainly. I think Mr. Whedbee.
ll. I won't say that. I'm not riositive. My recollection is
19that most of the 12artnersfelt that it was wrong. I don't
2 o know how much -- most of the 12artnerswanted more money and
21 therefore were in favor of the view that it should, the
2 2 firm should recover money on both the federal and state
23claims.
24 I've seen over the weekend some e-mail, an e-mail I
2 5 wrote ex12ressingmy view, which was that I agreed that the
"

,,

'

...

.

'
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lanal:rsis that MHB followed regarding the 16,000 in Chaussee
2 that was not 12aidbecause the Court didn't award it and the
3 fact that the state claim was based on things that 12erha12s
4 did not contribute to the federal result?
.2. A. There was some, at least, e-mail discussion of
6 Chaussee having -- the choice was made with res12ectto the
7 mone:r the firm sought in Chaussee, that that, that the same
Bguestion had been Qresented and resolved, something to that
9effect.
1..Q. Let me think about that.
11. There was some discussion, at least b;i e-mail, that the
12 course of action the firm took in Chaussee, I wouldn't sax
13 foreclosed, but would contradict taking a different riosition
14 at this rioint with resriect to Tamosaitis.
Q. Do :rou remember who QQintedthat out?
li
A. I think it was Mr. Shaeffer.
li
17 Q. So if you look at the timeline here, let me show me
18 you -- look at Exhibit 7 first which is the draft final
19 accounting. And then if you look at Exhibit IO you can see
2 o the Tamosaitis check is dated September 18, 2015. Do you
21 see that?
22 A. Go ahead.
23 Q. So then I'm going to draw your attention, if I
24 can, to Exhibit 12 and ask you to spend a moment looking at
25that.

..

..
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1 But before I have you look at Exhibit 12, I want to ask
2you another question. In the discussions that you've been
3 telling us about regarding anger and disagreement over the
4nonpayment of the state portion ofTamosaitis, were you
5present for any discussions in which there was an argument
6 made that the TOA, the contract that is Exhibit 1, would
7somehow govern the payment of fees in Tamosaitis?
S2. A. No.
2 0. Did that discussion ever happen in your presence?
lQ
A. No.
11 Q. And when did you leave?
12 A. September 22nd or 21st, 2015.
13 Q. Of2015?
14 A. Correct.
15 Q. Now looking at Exhibit 12, take a moment, if you
16would -- sorry, what was the date you left?
1 7 A. September 21 or 22, I think 22nd of 2015.
18 Q. So start at the very back, if you would, and take a
19 look. It sounds like you were gone for some of this e-mail.
2 O A. Well, let's see. Right, by the 17th, I mean, the
21 last -- just a moment.
2 2 Yeah, given I left on the 21st or 22nd.
23 Q. The top e-mail on the front is the 24th, but the
2 4 ones before, you may have been there for that.
25 Were you in the office during those last weeks?
[Page

[Page

1 Wing, I think, and Andrew Chan, which was forwarding an
2e-mail colloquy between you and Mr. Fore!.
3 Q. What, if anything, did you do once you received
4that?
5 A. I read it.
6 Q. And how did you react to it?
7 A. I don't know that my reaction to it is particularly
8 relevant to -9 Q. Fair enough.
1 O A. I don't think I took any -- I don't recall.
11 Q. You were no longer a partner?
12 A. I was no longer a partner.
13 Q. No longer a member of the firm?
14 A. Correct. There was nothing I could do. I couldn't
15act on it in any way. I had my feelings but I couldn't act
16on it.
1 7 Q. I think I've covered everything. I'll ask that you
18 produce those e-mails, unless you can think of anything else
19that you reviewed that might be relevant.
2 O A. The question is too broad for me. I've described
21 to you what I've looked at, I think.
2 2 Q. Yeah, you've already told us what you looked at.
23
MR. SHERIDAN: I have no further questions then.
MS. DOYLE: Mr. Crawford, do you mind if! ask you
24
25 a couple questions?

27)

1 A. I was in the office but not a lot because I was
2tending to personal matters on the other side of the state.
3But I was on e-mail when I wasn't in the office. I was in
4 and out of the office.
5 Q. Take a look at those e-mails starting from back
6looking forward and see if you received any of them or if
7you recognize any of them.
8 A. (Witness reviewing document.)
9 I don't know that I did. I don't recall that I did.
1 O And the other thing is that by this point, because I
11 knew I was leaving the firm, I didn't attend the last
12 meeting, or whether there was one meeting, I don't recall,
13 but I stopped attending the management meeting. And it also
14may have been because ofmy absence from the city.
15 No. Long answer, no, I don't remember seeing these very
16 e-mails but I remember the issues, the general issues
1 7 described.
18 Q. Are there any other facts we haven't talked about
19yet that you recall that would be relevant?
2 O A. That's too broad of a question for me to answer.
21 Q. Do you have any recollection of any other e-mails
22that caught your attention that we haven't discussed yet
2 3 that you now recall?
24 A. Well, after I left the firm in October you
25forwarded, you sent an e-mail to me, and I believe to Jesse
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THE WITNESS: Of course not.
MS. DOYLE: Jack, do you mind?
MR. SHERIDAN: No, of course not.

4

5
EXAMINATION
6BY MS. DOYLE:
7 Q. First of all, we're just talking about some
8 documents that Mr. Sheridan has asked you to provide. I
9would ask, and I'm sure Mr. Sheridan and I will discuss this
1 oat a later time, but I would like to ask on the record that
11 to the extent any of those documents or communications
12 involve the timeframe when you were a director of MHB that
13 we be given the opportunity to review them before they are
14 produced to Mr. Sheridan to ensure that we're able to
15 protect the confidentiality and any materials that might be
16 subject to the work product doctrine. Would that be
1 7 acceptable to you?
18
MR. SHERIDAN: I would object to that.
19 A. If you're looking for my agreement to that
2 o proposal, I'm not giving you that agreement. I don't know
21 what the law is. I would want to research it and see.
22
MS. DOYLE: Then I would like on the record to ask
2 3 Mr. Sheridan formally to serve a subpoena on you in
24 order to obtain those documenls and follow the civil
2 5 rules with respect to those materials.
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laboutjoining MHB that were outside of the presence of any
2 other MHB directors?
3 A. Oh, probably.
4 Q. Do you recall each of those communications? Can
syou tell me what you recall about those communications?
6 A. The only one I can put my finger on would be
7 discussing the compensation system and what to expect and
8 probably trying to urge him to join us despite the fact that
9our incomes were modest compared to the type of income he
1 o had and trying to urge him that we had the ability to
11 become stronger as a firm and more financially successful,
12 and if he sort of would gut it out with us, it would be
13 worthwhile.
14 And I do remember having a conversation with him about
15 the compensation system, because it's rather complicated,
16 how it works, the internal workings of it, trying to explain
1 7 what he could expect.
18 Q. Did you have any other discussions with him about
19the possibility of him joining MHB?
20 A. Yeah, but I can't place them in time. They would
21 have happened before he came. And we wanted him to join. I
2 2 don't remember the specifics, but, yeah.
23 Q. Other than Mr. Sheridan and other MHB directors at
24 that time, did you talk to anyone else about Mr. Sheridan
2 5 potentially joining MHB?

lagain for signature by the new and remaining directors.
2 Q. When did you first learn that Mr. Sheridan would be
3leaving MacDonald Hoague and Bayless?
4 A. Well, apart from the false-start leave in 2013,
5which we managed to avoid, I guess it was in, I think,
6July --just a moment.
7 No, not July. June of 2014, I believe. Just a moment.
8 Yeah, I think June of 2014.
9 Q. What was your reaction to that announcement when
1 Oyou learned of it?
11
A. I'm sure I was disappointed. I felt he had a lot
12 to bring to the firm.
13 Q. Did you have any communications with Mr. Sheridan
14about his departure from the firm to which other MHB
15 directors were not privy?
16 Let me clarify what I mean by the phrase not privy. If
1 7it was an e-mail, it would be an e-mail on which they were
18 not copied and personal discussions where they were not
19present.
20 A. Well, e-mail, yeah, I did.
21 Q. Would you mind providing copies of those e-mails to
2 2 me after this deposition?
23 A. Not at all. Sure.
24 Q. Thank you.
.£2 Have :i:ou ever discussed with Mr. Sheridan the terms of

.
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1 A. Surely my wife. But I don't think so.
2 Q. Do you recall what you might have told your wife
3 about it?
4 A. Well, she's the manager of the firm. I probably
5would have told her, I don't know, that he's a fine lawyer.
6 She was involved in all the discussions too.
7 For example, ifthere were discussions to bling on a new
8 litigation director, she would have been involved in most of
9those, many ofthem.
10 I'm trying to answer your question very accurately. For
11 example, I don't remember speaking with staff members about
12 it. I do remember speaking with directors about it.
13 Q. You might have answered a previous question, but
14just to clarify, did you personally have any role in
15 drafting the agreement that is Exhibit No. 1?
16 A. Is that the transitional directorship agreement? I
1 7 didn't draft it but I saw it.
18 Q. Did you have any role in drafting what is called
19the buy-sell agreement, which I believe is Exhibit No. 27
20 A. Well, yeah, because it's an evolving document. I
21 wasn't involved in its original drafting, that preceded me.
2 2 But there were changes, at least one change that I recall to
2 3 it, which was to add a provision for disability. And then
2 4 of course every time a new director arrived or an existing
2 5 director left, it changed in the sense that it circulated
..

... '

...

....

......

..

..

'

'

'
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1 this transitional directorshiQ agreement after he resigned
2 as director?
l A. I was aware, became aware that the firm was
4asserting it as a basis for some 12ortionof this lawsuit,
Sand I'm sure I ex12ressedm:i:thoughts to Mr. Sheridan on
6that.
2 Q. Was this before or after :i:ou left :i:ourdirectorshiQ
812osition?
2 A. After.
lQ Q. Could :i:ou 12leasetell me more about those
11 discussions, what was discussed.
11. A. I told him what I thought about whether this
13 document had an:i:thing to do with future income. And m:i:view
14was that it didn't and couldn't have done so because it onl:i:
15addressed the cases he was bringing to the firm and how the
16 income from those would be distributed and would be the
1 7 conversations about that when he joined the firm, how would
18that work, what ha1212ens
with the cases he brings, how do we
19 be fair; if he brought a case and brought the fee arrived
2 Oafterwards, the mone:i: that he earned before coming would be
2 lhis, the mone:i: afterwards would be MHB's.
And for a while that's how it 12rogressed. And ifa case
ll
2 3 would resolve before Jack crune to the firm. a lot of mone:i:
24would go to Jack and a little would go to the firm. And
2 5 over time that began to change because it didn't work that

......
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lway.
6. But, yeah, that's what I had to say about that, that I
3didn't think that conceivably applied to money he received
4 after he left the firm.
2 Q. Earlier today you expressed your opinion that at
6 some point you conveyed to Mr. Sheridan that you concluded
7that his view that MHB's entitlement would be limited to
8 only what a court might award on a fee petition in a case
9where allocation of contingent fees might be an issue.
1Q A. The Tamosaitis case?
1.l Q. One of the cases.
]d
A. And also Chaussee, it was an issue, correct, yeah.
Q. And what is the basis of that opinion?
li
A. You mean the legal basis for my opinion?
li
1.2. Q. Correct. Did you perform any legal research to
16 arrive at that opinion?
11. A. No, I didn't perform any research but I think it
18 would be based on my experience as a lawyer for whatever,
19 23 years I've been doing it, that it seemed to me with
2 o Tamosaitis, if you had a successful federal court claim and
21 an unsuccessful state court claim and you went into federal
2 2 comt on a fee petition -- successful federal court claim
2 3 and unsuccessful state comt claim, as one often brings
2 4 parallel claims, or not often, but as happens. I think the
2 5 reason Jack had two claims was the discovery in the state
[Page

[Page

lparticular opinion?
£ A. I guess, of course. I was a director and my
3opinion existed at that time, yeah.
4 Q. Have you any experience with cases involving the
5 allocation of an attorneys' fees between two law firms who
6claim entitlement to a fee?
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. Can you please tell me what that experience is.
9 A. Of late, it's my own experience with MacDonald
lOHoague and Bayless and how we divide fees. And I've
llcollaborated
during my practice with other lawyers. A few
12 occasions with a maritime lawyer. Maybe three occasions
13 with -- I did a bad faith insurance case in collaboration
14with a personal injury lawyer at some point. We had
15discussions about how to allocate the fees, yeah.
16 Q. And in any of those cases was there a dispute
1 ?regarding the allocation of the fees?
18 A. Close in one of them because I agreed to a deal
19that wasn't particularly good with another lawyer, wasn't
2 Ogood for me or for MHB.
21 We took over the case, did the lion's share of the work
2 2 in federal comt. I think I thought he would be of some -2 3 he would be working on the case, and he wasn't, and he still
24asserted his right to the fee based on the agreement. And
25asked him ifhe wouldn't reconsider that given the fact that

39]

lcomt action could benefit him in the federal action. If
2you went into federal court on a fee Qetition saying, Judge,
3 I would like to be awarded my fees, here's my failed state
4court action, here's my successful federal action, it seems
5 as a matter of common sense, just limited exrierience I have
6with a half dozen fee rietitions, the Court is not going to
7award money on a failed claim unless, unless, other work on
8 that riarticular claim benefited the other riortion of the
9case.
1Q And that's where the rub began, right? I mean, my
11 recollection, MHB wanted to be riaid for state and the
12 federal time.
Q. And when did you first formulate that opinion that
li
14you arrived at?
1.2. A. You can tell by the e-mails. It came up,
16 esriecially in e-mail, communications are done guickly. And
1 7 when it first began to circulate through e-mail or in a
18 discussion in management committee, I don't remember which,
19 I would have expressed it. I don't think there was a lag
2 o particularly.
.ll. Q. Were you a director of MacDonald Hoague and Bayless
2 2 at the time?
A. I was until the day I left.
ll
M Q. So were you a director of MacDonald Hoague and
25Bayless at the time that you came to fommlate that

40]
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lour firm had done the lion's share of the work, we would
2find a different way to allocate the money. And he said no.
3 And it seemed like an agreement was an agreement and that
4was that.
5 So that's my extent of disputes on that.
6 Q. So there was an agreement in that case?
7 A. I don't remember what the details were. It had
8something to do -- I almost think it had something to do
9with the contact credit, which was an internal MHB mechanism
1 Oto award credit for someone who brought in a case. And
11 there was some agreement, because I think some years ago,
12because this guy brought the case to me, maybe we'd work
13 something out, where 20 percent of the fee would go to him
14 in addition to something else. I don't remember all the
15 details. It got messy. It tlu-ned out he ended up with a
16 lot more money out of the deal.
17 Q. Other than those situations, do you have any other
18 experience with disputes concerning the allocation of
19 attorneys' fees?
20 A. I don't hold myself out as an expert on it. Not
21 that I can think of. Probably in all these years, but I
2 2 don't remember.
23
MS. DOYLE: Thank you.
24
MR. SHERIDAN: I just have two followups.
25

i
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1
FURTHER EXAMINATION
2BY MR. SHERIDAN:
.1 Q. Take a look at Exhibit 2, if:):'.QUwould, the
4 bu:i::/sell. And since xou max have been there longer than
5most, can xou tell us, look at Paragra12h 5 of the bu:i::-sell,
6 and it 12umorts to cut off the right to obtain fees if a
7 Qartner leaves the 12artnershi12.
.ll. Do xou have anx knowledge as to what brought about the
9 inclusion of Paragra12h 5 into the bu:i::/sellagreement?
1Q A. I do.
11. Q. Can xou tell us what that is?
1d A. M:i::understanding is that the agreement used to be
13 different at MHB, and that when a director left thex would
14continue to receive com12ensation from cases the:i::had worked
15 on as mone:i::continued to come into the firm, but that that
16 became a source of contention and a bit -- I think it just
1 7 ke12trelationshi12s going longer than the:i::-- I think it
18 b1ecamecontentious, and I remember hearing that a
19 Qarticular, with res12ectto one 12ersonwho left the firm,
2 o Bob Randol12h, was given as the exam12le.
He had left the firm before I came, but he was the
ll
2 2 examgle of someone who had left, and after he left the firm,
2 3 Qrett:i::certain it was him, continued to receive mone:i::,and
2 4 that the reason for this clause was to bring finalitx and
2 5 claritx. You 12aidmonex to enter, :i::ou12aidwhatever it was.
[Page

1 A. Yes.
2 Q. And has MHB sought a pro rata share of that case?
3 A. Again, I'm not sure about the terms but ...
4 Q. Meaning, as opposed to billing the amount of hours
5worked by their hourly rate as opposed to a percentage of
6whatever you get.
7 A. I've had one contingent case resolved, personal
8 injury case, and I paid MHB - when the case resolved after
91 left the firm I wrote a check to MHB for my hours worked
1 o on the case. I first wrote to the management committee, or
11 at least to the -- no, I wrote to the managing partner, to
12 Andrew Chan, and said, I resolved this case, my time at MHB
13 was equal to whatever it was, 5, $6,000, I don't remember,
14 and got an e-mail back saying, okay. And I wrote a check to
15 the firm for that amount.
16 So that was not pro rata the way that you guys, the way
1 7 that you're using that term or defining it.
18 Q. Did anyone argue to you that they should receive a
19 larger percentage based on relative participation by your
20firm and MHB?
21 A. No.
22 Q. Again, since you've been there so long, do you know
2 3 of any example where MHB has sought to collect a pro rata
24 share of a departing partner's cases for cases in which they
2 5 have taken with them when they left?
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1
MS.DOYLE: Objection, assumes facts not in
2 evidence.
3
I also would like to restate for the record my
4 prior objection, standing objection concerning privilege
5 and work product.
6 A. I don't.
7
MR. SHERIDAN: No further questions. Thank you.
8
9
FURTHER EXAMINATION
lOBY MS. DOYLE:
11 Q. Before we close the record, I would like to
12clarify, do you know of any such cases occurring, ever, with
13respect to the last question asked by Mr. Sheridan?
14 A. Cases? No, because most litigation directors have
15 retired. Bob Marler left but I think his practice was an
16hourly practice. Let me think a moment though.
17 No, this is the first time.
18
MS. DOYLE: Thank you.
19
MR. SHERIDAN: Thanks.
20
(The deposition adjourned at 11: 15 a.m.)
21
(Signature reserved.)
22
23
24
25

lOnce it was $10,000. Bx this 12oint, $35,000 to enter. And
2when xou left, xou received that mone:i:: back, and that one
3 didn't continue to receive anx other monex.
.1. And that that clause, to answer xour guestion, had been
5Qut in because there had been situations where 12eo12lehad
6 left the firm and continued to get monex for a long time
7 after, and it became a source of dis12leasure, I guess.
8 Q. When you left the firm, did that provision apply to
9you?
10 A. Correct.
11 Q. So as you sit here today, any cases that you left
12 behind you, is it fair to say you would have no interest in
13at MHB?
14 A. Wait a minute.
15 Well, I didn't leave any cases behind.
16 Well, that's not correct. Of course that applies. I
1 7worked on a case the firm just resolved involving a very
18 serious personal injury case. I worked on that case. My
19 time would have been of value.
2 O I imagine the client was actually billed for my time but
21 I didn't receive anything from that. I don't receive any
22compensation after I left the firm.
23 Q. Do you have any personal experience where you've
2 4 dealt with MHB regarding a contingent fee case since you
2 5 left the firm in which MHB has an interest?
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